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DEVELOPMENT  AND  APPLICATION OF  A  METHOD  FOR 
PREDICTING  ROTOR  FREE WAKE POSITIONS  AND 
RESULTING  ROTOR  BLADE  AIR  LOADS 
YOLUME 11 - PROGRAM LISTINGS* 
By S. Gene  Sadler 
Rochester  Applied  Science  Associates,  Inc. 
Computer  program  listings  are  presented  for  two  separate  pro- 
grams,  the  wake  geometry  and  the  blade  loads  and  response  programs. 
These  listings  correspond  to  the  calculations  discussed  in  Volume 
I. 
INTRODUCTION 
Four  steps  are  necessary  in  obtaining  blade  loads and  response 
results  including  the  effects  of  free  wake  distortions  by  using 
the  programs  discussed  in  this  report. (1) Preliminary  calcula- 
tions (.or measured  data)  are  used  to  define  rotor  system  trim 
parameters  and  flight  conditions:  and  definitions  of  model  parame- 
ter  and  program  control  variables  are  necessary  before  program 
operation  may  begin. (2) A wake  geometry  calculation  is  then 
made  to  obtain  wake-induced  velocity  influence  coefficients for 
use  in  the  blade  loads  calculation. ( 3 )  Blade  natural  frequen- 
cies  and  normal  modes  are  computed  for  use  in  calculating  blade 
response.  (Steps 2 and 3 are  independent,  and  their  order  unim- 
portant.) ( 4 ) .  Given  the  wake  program  input  for  use  in  blade 
loads  calculations  and  the  frequency  program  input  for  use  in 
blade  response  calculations,  the  blade  loads  and  response  program 
is  then  used  to  calculate  blade  airloads  and  dynamic  response. 
Response  variables  calculated  include  blade  shears,  moments,  and 
angular  and  linear  deflections  (and  their  rates) as  computed  from 
the  appropriate  normal  mode  quantities  and  generalized  coordinate 
magnitudes. 
The  blade  frequency  program  listing s not  contained in this 
report  since  it  was  not  developed  under  this  contract  and  is  a 
proprietary  program. 
Program  input  and  output  is  in  English  units. 
* 
VOLUME I - MODEL AND RESULTS is contained  in  NASA  Contractor 
Report CR-1911. 
-. . .. 
INTEGER  OUTTWKPTTCNTR 
INTEGER 145irWW 
REAL MXYZ~MUTMUALTTHUSPKTMUCATIMUSAT~MUSATTMUDPTMUSDPT~LNTH~~NTH~~OAON~ 
~ L T M ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ X T M Y T ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
C 
DIMENSION A ( O 5 ~ 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  A L F A 1  (02) 
D I M E N S I O N   A L F A 2 ( 0 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   A L F A S ( 0 2 1  
D I M E N S I O N   A L F A T ( O 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   A O ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSIGN  ALPHAO(O2)  
D I M E N S I O N   A L P H A R I O Z I  
D IMENSIOIU   AR(02)  
D I P E N S I O N   A T 1 5 1  
DIMENSIGN ATMP( 5 )  
DIMENSION 8 t 0 0 5 r 1 6 )  
D I P E N S I O N  B E 7 A ( 0 3 ~ 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   B T I 5 1  
D I P E N S I C N   R T M P ( 5 )  
D IMENSION C(09) 
DIMENSION C C L A ( O 2 )  
DIMENSION  CHORD(02)  
D I M E N S I O N   D E L T A 1 0 2 )  
D IMENSION 01 (90 1 
D I M E N S I O N   D I R i 2 )  
U I M E N S I O N   D L N T H ( O L 6 1  
D IMENSION DSQ(O16)  
D IMENSION D i M P ( 0 1 6 )  
D IMENSION GAMMAGt 144) 
D I M E N S I O N   G A M M K 4 1 ~ 0 1 6 1  
D IMENSION INDXG(  16) 
D I M E h S I C N  I O ( 0 2 )  
D I P E N S I O N   K X X 4 O Z )  
D I M E N S I O N   L L N T H ( O 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  LOADN( 0 2 0 )  
DIMENSION L S Q ( O 2 O i  
D IMENSION L T M P ( 0 2 0 J  
D IMENSION L X ( O 2 )  
D IMENSION N B ( 0 2 )  
OIMEPJSION MUCDP(021 
OIMENSION MUCDS(2)  
D IMENSION MUSDP(O2) 
D IMENSION M U S D S ( 2 )  
CIMENSION N P S I ( 2 1  
D I M E N S I O N  N P T S 1 6 0 )  
D I M E N S I U N  P S I  (2) 
f l I M E N S I O N   D N T H ( 0 0 5 ~ 0 1 6 )  
D I H E N S I O N   G A M M A ( 0 5 t 0 1 6 1  
DCMEIUSION L N T H ( O S r 2 0 J  
2 
i 
D I M E N S I O N  P S I R L O Z  1 
D I M E N S I O N  RL 5) 
D I M E N S I O N  RBAR(016) 
DIMENSION  RCAP(02.5)  
D I M E N S I O N   R S M L L ( 0 2 t 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  RMOD(5) 
D I M E N S I O N   R Z E R O ( 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   S G M A 1 ( 0 1 6 ~ 0 1 6 )  
DIMENSION  SGMA2405.16)  
D I M E N S I O N   S I G B L l 1 4 4 i  
D I M E N S I O N   S I G M X ( 0 4 )  
D I M E N S I O N  SIGMYL041 
DIMENSXON  S IGMZ(04)  
D I M E N S I O N   T ( 0 3 ~ 0 3 )  
D I M E N S I O N   T C O R ( 0 3 r 0 3 )  
D I M E N S I O N   T H T A X ( O 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N  T H T A Y ( 0 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   T R I O 9 1  
DIMENSION V I ( O l r 0 1 1  
D I M E N S I O N   V X ( 0 5 r 2 0 )  
DIMENSION VLL(16) 
D I M E N S I O N  V Y 4 0 5 t 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  V z 1 0 5 ~ 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  V X X ( O l t 0 1 )  
D I M E N S I O N  WKX(OLtO1) 
D I M E N S I O N  W K Y ( O L t 0 1 )  
D I M E N S I O N   W K L L O l p 0 1 i  
D I M E N S I O N  X (05 r20 )  
D IMENSION  XROT(02)  
D I M E N S I O N  X X ( 0 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   Y R O T t O 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   L A P ( 1 6 J  
D I M E N S I O N  Z R O T ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION Z S T O R ( 8 0 0 )  
D l M E N S I O N  X S I M Q ( 0 1 6 . 0 1 6 )  
















/ W K l C /   P S I   r C C L A  r 0  IR 
/WK24/  M S E T ~ G A M X K ~ I N D X , J A C ~ I N D X L ~ S G H A Z ~ S ~ G M Z , S G M 8 L  
/SUR1 C/ R, C, DTWOP I 
/SUBIE/  N A S  
/ AL1 BDA/  ABK 
/CONVGA/ E f  S6,NWKRQ 
/MODCNT/ NTVM,NWSlRE,NWR~NANRH~NIBRVH,NX6M 
/ O U T I N /   I N t O U T  
/WKCONT/  NHKPD 
/ d K 4 A /   V X X  
/STEPXA/  WKPTVWW, IOUT,NOTTPl  ,KAT,NBC 
/MODWKl/  G A M M A M ( 5 4 ~ 1 6 ) ~ R M I 1 1 t A M ~ 0 5 , 1 4 ~ ~ V X M ~ 5 4 , 1 6 ~ ~  
1 V Y M ~ 5 4 ~ 1 6 ~ , V Z H ~ 5 4 ~ 1 6 ~ ~ X M ~ 5 4 ~ 1 6 ~ ~ Y M ~ 5 4 ~ 1 6 ~ r 2 M ~ 5 4 ~ 1 6 ~  
COMMON /MODWK3/ AFM(4,101,8FM(4,4J 
COMMON / O U T D I /  NNTV,NEXPWKtNSIGRW,NMODR,NMOOC 
COMMON / O U T D I I /  NWKCLH 
COMMON /WKZGAM/ GAMFAC 
COMMON /ELNTHS/  E L L  ( 16 1 
COMMON / V L I M I T /  V L I M ( 5 ) r V M L I H ( 1 6 )  
COMMON /WK2B/ X A , Y A , Z A , X B , Y B , Z B , X C I Y C , Z C  
COMMON / S U B I B /  KXtLSQtDSQ,DTMP.LTMP,ATMf  ,BTMP 
COMMON /SUBID/  I ,  I P l r   I M 1  
COMMON /CONVGB/  SGMA1,INDXG 
COMMON / W K 2 C /   S I G B L  
COMMON /CONVGC/  GAMMAG 
COMMON /APXLDB/   LOADN 
CLJMMON /DARTL/   SGRATO 
COMMON /WKQ/ NUMXYZ 
COMMON / Z C N T R L /  NZS 
COMMON /ZSS/ ZSTOR 
COMMON / V L N T H S /  N A L  I M, V L L  
C 
C 
D A T A   B L A N K / l H  / 
DATA N W K X ~ N W K Y , N H K Z / ~ H W K X , ~ H W K Y V ~ H W K Z /  
C 
907 F O R H A T (  l 6 X 1 3 F 8 0 8 )  
906 FORMAT ( 2 9 x 1  15) 
16 F O R M A T   ( 2 0 A 4 )  
901 FORMA'T ( 1 9 X , 2 X t 8 X , E 1 0 . 8 )  
9 8 7 5  FCRMAT ( 1x9  66L6 07 1 
8882 FORMA.1 (1H1 r 4 7 X v 3 7 H F R E E  ROTOR WAKE GEOMETRY C A L C U L A T I O N S / / /  
11H , 26Xv20A4/  
2 1 H  r 2 6 X t 2 0 A 4 /  
31H r 2 6 X t 2 0 A 4 / /  
41H 9 5 8 x 9  l 6 H B L A D E   P R O P E R T I E S / /  
5 1 H  r9X,Fd.3r30H A D V A N C E   R A T I O ,   D I M E N S I O N L E S S ,  
630X,F8.5,27H  MAXIMUM  CDNVERGENCE  ERROR/ 
7 1 H  r9XvF8*3,31H A I R   M A S S   D E N S I T Y ,   L B - S E C 2 / F T 4 ,  
8 29XvFao3,30H  REFERENCE  ROTOR  LENGTH, FEET/ 
4 
2LH r 9 X ~ F 8 0 3 t 2 5 H  BLADE ROOT RADIUS,  FEET. 
1 3 5 X 1 F 8 0 3 ~ 3 5 H  ROTATIONAL  RATE OF ROTOR, RAO/SEC/ 
6 1 H   p 9 X 9 F 8 0 3 r 2 6 H  FORHARD  VELOCITY,  FT/SEC, 
5 3 4 X , F 8 * 3 1 3 0 H  SLOPE OF L I F T  CURVE, l / R A D 2 /  
91H 977X,FB03,42H VORTEX  CORE R A D I U S  FACTOR,  DIMENSIONLESS//)  
8883   FORMATI  
11H p 6 X , 5 H R O T O R , 6 3 X ~ 5 H R O ' l O R /  
2 1 H  9 3x9   l LHONE TWO, 5 7 x 9   L l H O N E  TWO// 
3 1 H   * F 8 0 3 r l X 1 F 8 - 3 r 4 0 H   A M P L l T U D E  OF LATERAL C Y C L I C  PITCH,  RAD,  
411X,F8.3, lX,F8.3,44H  LATERAL  SHAFT  ILT ANGLE, POS TO PORT, RAD/ 
5 L H   r F 8 . 3 ,   l X ~ F 8 . 3 , 4 5 H   A M P L I T U D E  OF L O N b I T U D I N A L   C Y C L I C   P I T C H ,  RAD, 
6 6 x 1  F 8 0 3 t l X 1 F 6 ~ 3 r b l H  LONG FIRST  HARMONIC  FLAPPING ANGLE,  RAD/ 
7LH 1F8.3rLX,F8.3,36H ANGLE OF ATTACK A T  BLADE ROOT, RAD,l5X,F8.3, 
8 1 x 1  f 8 . 3 p 4 4 H  LONG  SHAFT T I L T  ANGLE, POS AFT FR VRT. RAD/ 
9 L H   r F 8 . 3 r L X , F 8 0 3 r 2 5 H   B L A D E   C O N I N G  ANGLE,  RAD,26X,F8o3, 
8 L X 1 F 8 . 3 r 4 0 H  M A S S  MOMENT OF INERTIA,   FT-LB-SECZ/RAD 1 
2 1 H   r F 8 0   3 r L X ~ F 8 . 3 r 3 6 H   @ L A D E   I N B O A R D   A I R F O I L   R A D I U S ,   F E E T I ~ ~ X I F B . ~ ,  
11x9 f 8 . 3 r 4 3 H  OFFSET OF HINGE F M  CNTR OF ROTATION, F E E T /  
9 1 H   * F 8 o 3 r L X , F 8 o 3 , 2 4 H   B L A D E  MASS, LB-SEC2/FTw27X,F8.3. 
3 1 x 1   f 8 o 3 r 2 8 H  ROTOR  REFERENCE  ANGLE,  RAD/ 
4 1 H   r F B o 3 r L X . F 8 * 3 , 2 4 H   @ L A D E  T W I S T  ANGLE,  RAD,27X,F8.3r 
3 LXpF8.3, 18H ROTOR THRUST, L B /  
6 l H   9 F 8 - 3 9  1x1 F 8 1 3 p 1 3 H  CHORD. FEET,  
5 3 8 X . F 8 0 3 r l X , F 8 . 3 r 3 1 H  SHAFT T I L T ,   P O S I T I V E   A F T ,   R A D /  
8 1 H  , F 8 0 3 9 1 X , F 8 . 3 1 4 5 H   O I R E C T I O N  OF ROTOR, POS IS COUNTERCLOCKWISE, 
7 6 X p F 8 . 3 r L X 1 F 8 o 3 r 2 9 H   S P R I N G   S T I F F N E S S .   F T - L B / R A D )  
at189 F O R M A T  4 
8887 FORMAT( 
3 1H rF8 .3 , lX9F8-3944H  EXTRAPOLATED ANGLE OF ATTACK A T  SHAFT,  RAD, 
7 7 X 9 F 8 . 3 r L X , F 8 - 3 , 3 L H  X - A X . I S  ROTOR COORDINATE,  FEET/ 
1 LH r F 8 . 3 r l X 9 F 8 . 3 9 3 8 H   F E E T  FROM HINGE TO  BLADE M A S S  CENTER, 
913X,F8 .3 rLX ,F8o3 ,31H Y - A X I S  ROTOR  COORDINATE,  FEET/ 
1 1 H   r F 8 * 3 r l X , F 6 0 3 9 4 4 H   L A T E R A L   F I R S T   H A R M O N I C   F L A P P I N G  ANGLE, RAD,  
2 7 X , F 8 . 3 r l X 1 F 6 . 3 r . 3 1 H  Z - A X I S  ROTOR COORDINATEI   F ET/ / / /  1 
C 
8 8 8 4  FORMAT( 
L L H  p34HCOORDINATE  TRANSFORMATION  MATRICES,69X, 
225HPRObRAM CONTROL  CONSTANTS// 
31H ,12X,9HROTOR O N E /  
41H 999x9 13, L7H  AZIMUTHAL  STEPS/  
51H , F 7 . 3 r 2 ( 6 X , F 7 . 3 ) /  
6 f H   r F 7 . 3 r 2 ( 6 X , F 7 0 3 )   r 6 6 X 1 1 3 9 1 8 H   B L A D E S  PER ROTOR/ 
7 1 H   r F 7 . 3 ~ 2 ( 6 X 9 F 7 . 3 ) /  
81H 9 9 9 X 1 1 3 1 2 4 H   I N P U T  CONTROL  COhSTANT/ 
9 1 H  9 12x9 9HROTOR TWO/ 
11H ,99X,13,22H R E V  OF WAKE RETAINED/  
2 1 H  r F  7 .3*2 (   6XgF7 .3 )  / 
31H r f 7 0 3 r 2 ( 6 X , F 7 . 3 ) , 6 6 X 1 I 3 r 8 H  ROTORS/  
4 1 H   r F 7 . 3 r Z ( b X , F 7 . 3 ) /  
5 1 H   9 9 9 X 1 1 3 r 2 4 H   T R A I L E D   V O R T X C E S / B L A O E / / )  
5 
I T R G X  = UPPER L I M t T  ON NUMBER Of- I T E R A T I O N S   F O R  GAMMAS 
A B K  = VORTEX  CORE  RADIUS  CONSTANT 
S U B S C R I P T ( M )  = INCREMENTED  NUMBER OF ROTORS 






















CY=COS( T H l A Y  4 1) 1 
S Y = S I N ( T H T A Y ( l ) )  
CX=COS(THTAX( 1) 1 
S X = S I N ( T H T A X ( l ) )  
COMPUTE COORDINATE  TRANSFORMATION  MATRIX FOR USE I N   L O C A T I O N  
O f  HTH ROTOR. 
COMPUTE T I P   P A T H  ANGLE FROM APPROXIMATE  QUATIONS OF M O T I O N  OF 
R I G I O ~  SPRING-HINGED  BLADE, 
DO 15 M Z l r N R O T  
RO=RZERO(M) 
CHORO(M)=CHORD(M)/RREf 
A L P H A L = A L F A l  ( H  1 
A L P  H A Z = A L f  A 2  ( M 1 
AS=ALFAS( M )  
F=CHO RD ( M  1 
D=DEL TA I M )  




P R I N T  OUT I N P U T  AND  CONTROL  CONSTANTS 









































DO 10 H=L,NROT 
C A L L  MODRM ~ N T V , N T V H ~ R C A P ~ R H O D , 4 F M , N N R O T ~ N N T V M ~ N ~ V M X , M ~ N W K R W )  
DO 5 JJ=l r NTVM 
KK=KK+ 1 
E L L ( K K I = R W D ( J J   I * O P S I / R R E F  
N3=(  M- 1 1   * N 1  
N2=NL+N3 
N3=NTVM+l+N3 
KK=KK+ l  
E L L ( K K ) = E L L I K K - N T V M )  
10 V L L I K K ) = E L I M * E L L I K K I  
WRITE(br34) 
5 V L L ( K K ) = E L I M * E L L ( K K )  











34 F O R M A T ( L L H O V L L ( N I B R V M ~ / )  
WRITE ( O U T r 9 8 7 5 J   { V L L ( i ) v I = i , N I B R V H )  
D E F I N E  B L A D E   P O S I T I O N S  AND C I R C U L A T I O N S  FOR W K P T I G E o 3 ,  CARD REA 
WKPT=2r 1 A P E   R E A 0  FOR WKPT=l  
IF (NWKRQ.EQ-0) GO TO 20 
NWKCL=l 
NWKLST=O 
DO 13 I =L,NUWKPT 
N W K L S T = N W K L S T + ~  
I F  (NWKLSToLEoNWKRW) GO TO 1 4  
N'rlKLST=L 
NHKCL=NNKCL+l  
14 R E A D  ( t N ~ 9 0 7 )  WKX(NWKLSTvNWKCL),WKY(NWKLSTINWKLST,NWKCL) rWKZ(NWKLS1v 
1NHKCL) 
1 3  CONTINUE 
I F  (NWKCLoEQoL) NWKRWzNWKLST 
I F  (NWKLST.EQ.NWKRW.OR.NWKCL.E4.1) GO TO 200 
kXX=NWKLST+L 
DO 22  I=NXXvNWKHW 
k K X (  I rNi4KCL 1 = O o  
WKY ( IvNWKCL )=O. 
22 hKZ(  I r N d K C L ) = O .  
CALL  MPRECT (NWKX,WKXvNWKRW,NWKCL,NWKRW,NWKCLMI 
CALL  MPAECT (NHKYvWKY,NWKRW,NWKCL*NWKRM,NWKCLM) 
CALL  MPHECT (NkKL~WKZvhWKRW,KWKCLINWKR#1NWKRM~NWKCI"I 
200 DO 18 I=LvNWKRW 
00 18 J=lvNWKCL 
V X X (  I , J ) = O .  
18 V I ( I r J I = O m  
20  N A S L = O  
NW= 1 
t 1=1 
READ FOR STARTING  DATA  ON TAPE 
PERFORM A STEP 
9883 WKPT=3 




SUBROUTINE W K l  
INTEGER  OUTvWKPTvCNTR 
INTEGER 145. W W  
REAL MXYZ.MU~MUALT~MUSPK~MUCAT,MUSAT.~UDP.MUSDP~LLNTH~LNTH~LOADN~ 
1 L T M P ~ L S Q , H X , M Y ~ H Z , M U C D P ~ M U S D S ~ M U C O S ~ I O ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ X ~ K X X  
C 
DIMENSION  A t05 .201  
DI MENS I O N   A L F A 1  1 02 J 
D I M E N S I O N   A L F A 2 1 0 2 1  
D IMENSION A L F A S ( O 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   A L F A T ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION  ALPHAO( 021 
DIMENSION  ALPHARtOZ)  
D I M E N S I C N   A 0 1 0 2 1  
D IMENSION A R ( 0 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   A T 1 5 1  
D I M E N S I O N   A T M P l 5 )  
DIMENS ION B(005~ 16) 
DIMENSION  BETAL03 .2 )  
D IMENSION B T I  5 )  
D I M E N S I O N   B T M P ( 5 )  
D I M E N S I @ N  C 4 0 9 )  
D I M E N S I O N   C C L A t 0 2 )  
DIMENSION  CHORD102)  
D I M E N S I O N   D E L T A ( O 2 J  
01 MENS I O N  D 1190 1 
D I M E N S I O N  D I R 4 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   D L N T H ( 0 1 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  D N T H ( 0 0 5 ~ 0 1 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  D S Q ( 0 1 6 )  
DIMENSION  DTMP(OL6)  
D IMENSION  GAMMAGl144)  
D I M E N S I O N  I N D X G ( 1 6 )  
D IMENSION 10102) 
D I M E N S I O N  K X X t O Z )  
D I M E N S I O N  L L N T H ( 0 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  L N T H ( O 5 . 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I C N  L O A D N ( O 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  LSQ(O20) 
D I M E N S I O N  LTMP(O2O)  
O IMENSION LX(021 
D I M E N S I U N  M B ( 0 2 1  
D I M E N S I O N  MUCOP(02) 
OCMENSCON H U C D S I E )  
D IMENSION MUSOP(02)  
O IMENSION MLISDS(2) 
D I M E N S I O N  N P S I I 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N  P S I 4 2 1  
D I M E N S I O N   G A M M A ( 0 5 r 0 1 6 )  
D IMENSION GAMMK (19016)  
O I M E N S I O N   P S I R ( O 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N  R ( 5 1  
D I M E N S I O N   R B A R ( 0 1 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  R C A P 4 0 2 r 5 )  
DIMENSION  RSMLL(02 .20 )  
D I M E N S I O N   R Z E R O ( 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   S G M A l ( 0 1 6 r 0 1 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  S G H A 2 { 0 5 r  16) 
O I M E N S I O N   S I G B L ( l 4 4 )  
D I M E N S I O N   S I G M X ( 0 4 )  
D I M E N S I O N   S I G M Y ( 0 4 1  
D I M E N S I O N   S I G H Z ( 0 4 )  
D I M E N S I O N   T t 0 3 v 0 3 )  
D I M E N S I O N   T C o R ( 0 3 ~ 0 3 )  
D I M E N S I G N   T H T A X ( O 2 )  
D IMENSION  THTAY(O2)  
D I M E N S I O N  T R ( 0 9 )  
D I M E N S I O N   V I ( O l ~ O 1 )  
D I M E N S I O N  V X (  05920)  
GIMENSION  VY(05 ,20 )  
D I M E N S I O N   V Z ( 0 5 ~ 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N   W K X ( O l v O 1 )  
D I M E N S I O N   W K Y ( O l r O 1 )  
D I M E N S I O N   W K Z 4 O l v O l )  
D I M E N S I O N  XIOSv201 
D I M E N S I O N   X R O T ( O 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   X S I M Q i 0 1 6 ~ 0 1 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  X X ( O 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   Y R O T l 0 2 )  
DI M E N S I O N  ZAP4 L 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  Z R O T ( 0 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N  ZSTORlBOO) 
D I M E N S I O N   Y ( 0 5 . 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  Z(05~20) 
L 
C 
COMMON / B E T A ~ / ~ M ~ O M S Q ~ A O ~ A R ~ V T R H O , M U  
COMMON /rJKQ/  NUMXYZ 
COMMON /ZCNTRL/   NZS 
COMMON / T E S T 3 3 /  N I B ~ N R @ T , N W ~ N B R V L ~ X ~ Y ~ Z T A ~ B ~ O N T H ~ L N T H ~ N A R ~ N P E R ~  
~ J S J G T ~ N ~ M K ~ J ~ N W M ~ , N I B V ~ V X T V Y T V Z , N I B R V  
COMMON / T E S T 5 5 /  J L I J S I G I N T V , N T V L ~ M ~ D P S I ~ C H ~ R D T R S M ~ L , R C A P ~ G A ~ M A , ~ S Z  
COMMON / W A K E l /  V O O M R ~ N U W K P T , V I ~ W K X ~ W K Y , ~ K Z ~ C O S B 3 v S I N B 3 , N A S l ,  
~ N I B ~ A ~ N ~ K L S T T N W K R W I N ~ K C ~ , N ~ P ~ T N L P ~ ~ N L P ~ , N L P ~ , T ~ O P ~  
C 
COPMOK /COhlT /  N A ~ N R ~ N A b i R v J A ~ J J ~ N N t N ~ S I G N v I I v N G J R  
CUMMON / B E T A ~ / B E T A , M ~ E T R , N B € T C , P I , D , U T F ~ A S ~ A L P ~ A ~ T A ~ P ~ A ~ , R O  
COMMON / W K l A /  P S I R ~ D P S I K ~ P S I K ~ D E L T A T R R E F ~ M U C D S ~ M U S D S , T H T A X , T H T A Y  
CdMrulON / N K l B /  X R O T ~ Y R O T , Z R O T , T C O R ~ A L F A T , A L F A ~ ~ A L F A L T A ~ F A ~  
COMMON / W K l C /  PSITCCLAIDIR 
12 
i 
COMMON / S U B I C /  R r C r D T W O P I  
CCHMON /AYXLDA/  RBAR 
COMMON /ZSS/  ZSTOR 
C 
9876 FORMAT ( l H O r / 8 (  l X 1 G 1 4 o  7) 1 
21 
25 








2 9  
3 0  
COMPUTATIONS  FOR  EFERENCE ROTOR 






00 28  K = l r N I B  
P S I K = ( K - l ) * D P S I K  
W U H K L = P S I ( L J + P S I K  
S I  NPK=S I N (  WORK1 
COSPK-COS(  WORKl 1 
COSBK=COS(BKI 
S I N B K = S I N ( B K )  
J=J+1 
NZS=NZS+l  
RSMAL=DELTAi  1) /RREF  +RSCRP*COSBK 
B K ~ B E T A ~ l ~ L J + 6 E T A ~ 2 r l ~ * S I N P K + ~ E T A ~ 3 ~ l ~ * C O S P K  
DO 28 I = l v N T V  
R S C R P = ( R C A P ( l , I ) - D E L T A I L ) ) / R R E F  
RSMLL ( 1, J )=RSMAL 
X (  I I r J ) = K S M A L * C O S P K  
Y (   I I p J ) = K S M A L * S I N P K  
Z ( I I r J ) = R S C R P * S I N B K  
I F  (NUMXYL.GT.OJ Z ( I I v J ) = L S T O R t N Z S J  
I F  (It.EQ.1) 60 TO 28 
X ( Z r J ) = X ( 2 i J ) + M U C D S L l )  
Z I Z r J ) = Z ( 2 r J ) + M U S D S ( l )  
I F  I N U M X Y Z - G T - 0 )   Z ( 2 r J ) = Z S T O R ( N Z S )  
CONrT NU€ 
COMPUTATION  fOR  AODITIONAL  ROTORS 
ANGLES MUST BE I N  RADIANS,   E ITHER  READ  RADIANS OR CONVERTED 
FROM DEGREES- T I I v J )  IS COORDINATE  TRANSfORMATION M A T R I X  
FOR  MTH ROTOR. 
IF INROT,LE.L) GO T O  5 0  
CY=COS(THJAY(M) 
CX=COS(THTAX(M) 1 
SY=SIN(THTAY(M)  1 








S X = S I N I T H T A X ( M ) )  
T I  1 9 1  )=CY 
T ( 2 r l ) = O .  
T ( 3 r l ) = S Y  
T ( l r 2 1 = S Y * S X  
T ( 2 t 2 ) = C X  
T (  3.2 I=-SX*CY 
TI 1 1 3 ) = - S Y * C X  
T ( 2 r 3 ) = S X  
T ( 3 r 3 ) = C Y * C X  
DO 3 9  K = l r N I B  
PSIK=PSIR(M)+(K-L)*DPSIK 
C O S P K = C U S I P S I ( M J + P S I K )  
S I N P K = S I N I P S I ( M ) + P S I K )  
COSRK=COS(BK)  
S I N B K = S I N ( B K )  
J = J + l  
N L S = N Z S + l  
RSMAL=DELTA(M)/KREF+RSCRP*CCISBK 
C ( l ) = H S M A L * C O S P K  
C ( 2 ) = R S M A L * S I N P K  
C ( 3 ) = R S C R P * S I N B K  
B K = B E T A ( L ~ M ) + B E T A ~ 2 r M ) * S I N P K + B € T A ( 3 r M ) * C O S P K  
00 39 I = L  r N T V  
RSCAP=(  KCAP(Mr I ) -DELTA ( M  1 J/RREF 
RSMLL (2 9 J)=RSMAL 
COMPUTE P O S I T I O N  OF MTH  ROTOR IN COORDINATE S Y S T E M  OF ROTOR 1 
COMPUTE  BLADE P O I N T S  FOR I I = l r  WAKE P O I N T S   F O R  I f = 2 r  FOR 
EACH  BLADE. 











7 0  
72 
9 8 7 5  
73 
D E F I N E   C I R R C U L A T I O N S  BY CALCULATION OR READ FROM CARDS, TAPE. 
J=O 
J J = O  
I F  (NUMXYZ.GTmOI W R I T E  ( 6 , 9 8 7 6 )  ( Z (  I I , J H ) r J H = l r N I B R V )  
DO 60 M=l rNROT 
MUALT=MU*ALFAT( MJ 
DO 60 K = l r N C B  
PSIK=tK-L)*OPSIK+PSIR(~)+PS~~M) 
S I N P K = S I N ( P S I K )  
COSPK=COS(PSIK)  




B K = B E T A ( l ~ M ) + B E l A t 2 r M ~ * S I N P K + B E T A ( 3 1 H ) * C O S P K  
DO 60 I=L,NTVL 
R S M A L = ( D E L T A ~ M ) + ( R C A P ~ M , I J - D E L T A ( H ) ) * t O S B K ) / R ~ E F  
R B A R ( J J ) = R S H A L + . 5 * ( R C A P ( M , I + l ) - R C ~ P ( M , I ) ) * C O S B K / R R E ~  
A L F B R = A L F B R - A R 4 H ) * R B A R O  
G A H M A ( I I , J J ) = C C L A ( M ) * ( A L F 0 R * ( R B A R ( J J ) + M U S P K * D I R ( M ~ ~ + M U A L T J  
CUNT I NU€ 
WRITE (6,9876) ( G A M M A (  I r J X )  r J X = l r N G J R )  
E N l E R  TYPICAL  AZIMUTHAL  STEP  COMPUTATiON 
I F  ( I I e b T - 1 )  60 TO 72 
C A L L  WK2 
CALL GONVG 
C A L L  AL 1602 
CALL  APXLD 
CALL   HK3  
CALL  STEPX 
GO TO 2 1  
I I=O 
NU=NW+l 
WRITE (6 ,98751 NW 
FORMAT ( LHOI 14,4H W K l )  
DO 73 M=l rNROT 
P S I ( M ) = P S I ( H ) + D P S I * D I R ( n )  
60 TO 2 1  
END 
1 5  
SUBROUTINE  HATINV 
D IMENSION A1016r016) 
D IMENSION Mol69 1) 
D I M E N S I O N   I N D E X i 1 6 r 0 3 )  
COMMON / B E T A ~ / A T B ~ N T M T D E T E R M  
EOUIVALENCE 
C I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  
10 DETERM=l. 
15 00 2 0  J = ~ T N  
20 I N D E X l J r 3 ) = O m  
30 DO 5 5 0  1 z l . N  
C SEARCH  FOR P I V O T  ELEMENT 
40 AHAX=O. 
4 5  DO 105 J = ~ T N  
I F ( I N D E X ~ J I ~ ~ - ~ ) ~ O T ~ O S V ~ O  
. 60 DO 100 K = l , N  
I F  ( I N D E X ( K T ~ ) - ~ )   8 0 ~ 1 0 0 ~ 7 1 3  
80  IF ( A M A X - A B S ( A ( J T K ~  1 )  85~100~100 
8 5  I R O W = J  
90 ICOLUM=K 
100 CONT I NU€ 
105 CONTINUE 
AMAX=ABS(A( J T K l  1 
I N D E X (  I C O L U M T ~ ) = I N D E X (  I C O L U M T ~ ) + ~  
260 I N O E X ( I r l ) = I R O W  
270 INOEX4Iv2I=ICOLUM 
130 IF (rRcwrcoLuM) 1 4 0 , 3 1 0 ~ ~ 4 0  
140 DETERM=-DETERM 
150 DO 200 L = l r N  
160 SUAP=A( IROWTL)  
170 A I i R O W v L l = A l  ICOLUMTC)  
200 A (  IC.OLUMtL ,=SWAP 
2 1 0  DO 250  L = l r M  
220 SWAP=B ( I ROW 1 L )  
230 B ( I R O W , L ) = B I I C O L U M r L )  
250 B (  ICOLUM,L)=SWAP 
I F  ( M )  3 1 0 ~ 3 1 0 t 2 1 0  
C D I V I D E  P I V O T  ROW BY PIVOT  ELEMENT 
310 PIVOT=A( ICOLUM1ICOLUM)  
DETERM=DETERM*PIVOT 
330 A I  ICOLUMI ICOLUM)=~ .  
3 4 0  DO 3 5 0  C = l v N  
350 A ( I C O L U M ~ L ) = A ( I C O L U M I L ) / P I V O T  
355 IF ( M )  3 8 0 ~ 3 8 0 ~ 3 4 0  
360 DO 370 L = l r M  
370 B( ICOLUMTL)=B( I C O L U M p L ) / P I V O T  
C REDUCE NON-PI V O T  ROWS 
3 8 0  Do 5 5 0  L 1 = i T N  
390  I F  ( L l - I C O L U M )  400~5501400 










7 4  0 
17 
SUBROUTINE M P R E C T ( N I t f f r L t M ~ C D ~ H 0 )  
REAL R4 LDrHD) 






IF(J2-LE.M)GO TO 2 
2 JSEC=JSEC+l 
W R I T E ( ~ ~ ~ ) N I I J S E C  
3 FORMAT ( ~ H O , A ~ ~ ~ X I ~ H M A T R I X ~ ~ X ~ ~ H S E C T I O N ~  131 
W R I T E ( 6 r 4 ) ( I r I = J l r J Z )  
4 F O R M A T  (2X13HROWrI13r7114 / )  
DO 5 I = l r L  
5 W K I T E ( 6 r 6 ) I r ( R (  I r K ) r K = J l r J 2 J  
6 FORMAT(I4,4Xr8FL4.41 





SUBROUTINE MOORH ( N T V ~ N T V M ~ R C A P t R ~ O D ~ A F H ~ N N R O l ~ N N T V ~ t N l V ~ X ~ H t N ~ K R ~  
DIMENSION  RCAP(NNRO1gNWKR )gRMOOtNWKR ) r A F H ( N l V M X ? N N T V M )  
DO 10 L M = l t  NTVM 
RHO0 ( L H  )=O rn 
00 LO L S l t N T V  






































SUBROUTINE B E T A S  
THE  INPUTS  TO  THtS  SUBROUTINE ARE COMMON TO OTHER  SUBROUTINES 
REAL M U ~ M U 2 ~ H U 4 ~ H B D X 6 ~ ~ B ~ ~ O t ~ ~ ~ O l ~ ~ O 2 ~ M ~ B ~ ~ l M l O ~ ~ 2 ~ l ~ ~ ~ l l ~ M l 2 ~  
lM13~M20rfi20C~fl20D,flll5~I~~K 
D I M E N S I G N  A Q ( 0 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N  A R ( 0 2 )  
D IMENSION B E T A ( 3 r 2 )  
DIMENSION 0 3 4 0 9 )  
O I M E N S I O N   K B E T A ( 0 1 4 )  
D I M E N S I O N  D 3 3 (  016,016) 
COMMON / B E T A l / B E T A , M B E f R , N B E T C t P I , D , R , C t A S ~  
MBETR = NUMBER OF BETA ROWS 
NBETC = NUMBER OF BETA COLUMNS 
COMMON / B E T A ~ / D ~ ~ ~ X B E T A I N ~ M ~ O E ~ E R M  
ALPHA l r  ALPHA 2 r RO 
COMMQN.BETA2 CONTAINS THOSE VARIABLES USED BY HATINV 
COMMON / B E T A 3 / 0 M ~ O M S Q , A O , A R , V , R H O , ~ U  
EQUIVALENCE ( 0 3 3 ( 1 ? 1 ) r D 3 ( 2 ) !  
BLADE R I G 1 0  BODY CALCULATIONS FOR BLAOE WAKE AND ESTIMATE0  LOADS 
WHERE 6 E T A ~ O M f G A * T ~ = B E T A ~ 1 ) + B E T A ( 2 ~ * S I N ~ O M E ~ A * ~ ~ + B E T A 3 * C O S ~  
B E T A ~ P S I ~ = B E T A ( l I + B E T A 1 2 ) * S I N ( P S I ) + B E T A ~ 3 ) * S I ~ ~ P S I )  
THE R I G I D  BODY BLADE  FLAPPING  MOTIONS  ARE  GIVEN  BY  BElA(OMEGA*T),  
OMEGA*T) OR S I N C E  PSI=OMEGA*T.,. 
PSI=OMEGA*T=O  AT  HE  X-AXIS 
THE MATRIX OF C O E F F I C I E N T S   P O S T - f l U L T I P L I E D  B Y  THE BETA COLUMN 
VECTOR = THE COLUMN V E C T O R ( M O O ~ M O l ~ M 0 2 ~  
THE B E T A ( 1 1 9   B E T A ( 2  4 9 BETA(3 1 ARE D E F I N E D  BY  THE  EQUATION WHERE 
ALPHA = BLADE  SECTION  ANGLE OF ATTACK?  RADIANS 
= AO+AR*R+ALPHAl*SIN(OMT J+ALPHAt*COS4ClMT) 
ALPHA0 = GEOMETRIC  ANGLE OF ATTACK AT BLADE ROOT, R A D I A N S  
ALPHAR = TOTAL  DECRfASE I N  ANGLE OF ATTACK  TOTAL  BLADE  TWIST 
ANGLfp  RADIANS 
ALPHA1 = AMPLITUDE OF LATERAL  CYCLIC   P ITCH,   RADIANS 
ALPHA2 = AMPLITUDE OF L O N G I T U O I N A L   C Y C L I C   P I T C H ?   R A D I A N S  
AS = SHAFT T I L T t   P O S I T I V E  AFT,   RADIANS 
C = CHORD, FEET 
D = OFFSET OF H I N G E  FROM CENTER OF ROTATION,  FEE'T 
IO = MASS  MOMENT OF . I N E R T I A  OF BLADE  ABOUT  HE  BLADE  HINGE?  FT-LB 
-SECZ/RAD 
K = SPRING  STIFFNESS,  FT-LB/RAD 
L = L I F T  OR 'TRUST OF ROTOR 
MI3 = BLAOE M A S S ,  LE-SEC2/FT 
OMEGA = OM = ROTATIONAL  RATE OF ROTOR, RAD/SEC 
R = ROTOR RADIUS,  FEET 
RHO = A I R  MASS D E N S I T Y  LB-SECZ/FT4 
RO = BLADE ROUT RADIUS, FEET 
V= FORWARD V E L O C I T Y t  F T / S E C  
X 6  = DISTANCE FROM HINGE TO BLADE  MASS  CENTER, FEET 
READ 4 5 . 1 )  K , IO ,MBeXBtALPHAO?ALPHAR,L ,R  
R X =  R-RO 
1 FORMAT  (29X,E10.81 









RRR=R R* R 
RRRR=RRR*R 
A 1  AS= AL P H A l  +AS 
MU2=MU*MU 
HU4=MUZ*HUZ 
R l = P I  ROCL* ( R-RO 1 
,j PIROCL=PI*RHO*C 
R2=PIROCL*(RR-ROR0) /2*  
R3=PIROCL*(RRR-ROROROl/3* 
R4=PIROCL*(RRRR-R04)  /4. 




HBD XB=MB*D* X 6  
CT=L/(PI*RHO*OMSQ*RRRR) 
WI= SQRT(CT*CT+MU41 
I F  (WI.LT.MU2)  STOP 
WI=aM*R* (  .5*SQRT(  WI-MU2)l  
AL=IO(NBETC)  
A2=AHI   N6ETC 1 




M O l ~ R 2 D R 1 * 1 ~ 7 5 * V V * A L P H A l ~ V * A S ) + R 3 0 R Z * V O ~ * A l * 2 ~ + R 4 D R 3 * ~ O M S ~ *  
lALPHAl-2.+0M*A2*V) 
M02= 4 KZDRl*VV*.25+R4DR3*0MSQ  )*ALPHA2 
MBB=MBOXB-R3DRZ*CZ 
K l M l O = K + O M S Q * ( I O + M B B ~  
K2PlO=K.lMlO-OMSQ*IO 





M20C= RX 1+RX 
M20D=RXl-RX 
RX=H13* 0 5 
M115=M1 l * o  5 
D 3 3 ( l r l ) = K l M l O  
0 3 3 ( 2 r l ) = - H l l  




D 3 3 ( 3 r 2 ) = " 2 0 C  
D 3 3 (  lr31=0. 
D33t 29 3 )=M200 
0 3 3 ( 3 r 3 ) = K 2 M l O  
XBETA ( 1 =MOO 
X t l E T A ( 2 ) = M O l  
XBE TA ( 3 b "02 
N - 3  
M = l  
CALL M A T I N V  
00 2 X=lvMBETR 
2 B E T A (  I r N B E T C ) = X B E T A ( I  1 
R E T U R N  
END 
22 
SUBROUTINE  WK2 
INTEGER  OUTrWKPTtCNTR 
INTEGER  T45 T WW 
REAL HXYZ~HU,MUALT~nUSPK,nUCATInUSAT~MUSATt~UDP~~US~P,LLNTH~LNTHtLOAONt 
1 L T M P ~ L S 4 ~ H X ~ M Y ~ M Z ~ M U C D P ~ M U S D S . I O I ~ 0 ~ L X ~ ~ X X  
C 
DIMENSION A(05r20) 
DIMENSION  ALFA1402) 
DIMENSION  ALFA2(02) 
DIMENSION  ALFAS(O2) 
DIMENSION  ALFAT(O2) 
DIMENSION  ALPHA04028 
DI MENSION  ALPHAR (02 1 
DIMENSION A O ( 0 2 )  
DlMENSION  AR(02) 
DIMENSION  AT(5) 
DIMENSION ATMP( 5 )  
DIMENSION B(005tl6) 
DIMENSION  BETA(O3r2) 
OX MENS ION 8T ( 5  1 
DIMENSION  BTMP(5) 
DIMENSION  C(09) 
DIMENSION  CCLA(021 
DIMENSION  CHORD(O2) 
DIMENSION  DELTAIO21 
DIMENSION  DI(90) 
DIMENSION  OIR(2) 
DIMENSION  DLNTH(016) 
DIMENSION D S Q ( O L 6 )  
DIMENSION  DTMP(Ol6) 
DIMENSION  GAMMAG(l44) 
DIMENSXON  INOXG(l6) 
DIMENSION t O ( O 2 )  
DIMENSION K X X ( O 2 )  
DIMENSTUN  LLNTH4 020) 
OIMENSTUN LNTHf05r201 
DIMENSION.  LOADN(020) 
DIMENSION  LSQ(020) 
DIMENSION  LTMP(020) 
OIMENSION L X I 0 2 )  
DIMENSION M B ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION  MUCDP(021 
DIMENSION  MUCDS(2) 
DIMENSION  HUSDP(O2) 
DIMENSION  MUSDS(2) 
DIMENSION  NPSI(2) 
DIMENSION  PSI(2) 
DIMENSION  DNTH(005r016) 
DIMENSION  GAMMA(05r016) 
DIMENSION  GAMMK(lr016) 
D I M E N S I O N  P S I R ( O Z 1  
D I M E N S I O N  Ri5) 
D I M E N S I O N  HBAR(O16) 
D I M E N S I O N  RCAP(02r5) 
D I M E N S I O N  RSMLL(02r201 
D I M E N S I O N  R Z E R O ( 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N  S G H A l ~ O l S , O l b ~  
01 MENSION S IGBL ( 144) 
D I M E N S I O N  S I G M X ( 0 4 )  
D I M E N S I O N  SIGMY404) 
D I M E N S I O N  S I G H Z ( 0 4 )  
D I M E N S I O N  SGHA2( 0 5 ,  161 
DIMENSION ~ 1 0 3 ~ 0 3 )  
D I M E N S I O N  T C O R ( 0 3 ~ 0 3 1  
D I M E N S I O N  T H T A X ( O 2 I  
D IMENSION THTAY(  02) 
D I M E N S I O N  T R ( 0 9 )  
D I M E N S I O N  V I  i O 1 , O l )  
D I M E N S I O N   V X ( 0 5 r 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N   V Y ( 0 5 r Z O )  
D I M E N S I O N   V Z { 0 5 , 2 0 )  
DIMENSION W K X ( O 1 , O l J  
D I M E N S I O N  W K Y ( O l r 0 1 )  
D I M E N S I O N   W K Z ( O l r 0 1 )  
D I M E N S I O N  X ( 0 5 , 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N  X R O T ( 0 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N  XSIMQ(Olbr016) 
D I M E N S I O N   X X 1 0 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N  Y ( 0 5 ~ 2 0 1  
D I M E N S I O N   Y R O T I O Z )  
D I M E N S I O N  Z A P (  16)  
D I M E N S I O N  ZROTtOZ) 
D I M E N S I O N  Z(05r20) 
C 
COMMON / B E T A ~ / B E T A ~ M ~ E T R ~ N B E T C ~ P I ~ D ~ U T ~ , A S ~ A ~ P H A ~ , A L P H A ~ ~ R O  
COMMON / B E T A 3 / 0 M , O M S Q , A O , A R ~ V , R ~ O ~ M U  
COMMON / T E S T 3 3 /  N I B ~ N R Q T ~ N W ~ N B R V l ~ X ~ Y ~ Z ~ A , 8 ~ D N T H ~ L N T H ~ N A R ~ N ~ E R ~  
~ J S I G T , N W M K , J I N W M L I N I ~ V , V X T V Y , V Z , N I B R V  
COMMON / T E S T 5 5 /  J L ~ J S I G , N T V , N T V l , M ~ D P S I , C H O R D , R S ~ L L ~ ~ C A P ~ G A M M A , Q S Z  
COMMON /W4KE1/  V O O M R T N U W K P T ~ V I ~ W K X ~ W K Y ~ W K Z , C O S B ~ ~ S I N B ~ ~ N A S ~ ~  
~ N I B N A , N W K L S T T N W K R W , N W K C L ~ N L P ~ ~ N L P ~ , N L P ~ ~ N L P ~ , T ~ ~ P I  
c 
COMMON /CONT/ NAVNR,NANR,JA,JJ,NN,N,SIGNIIIINGJR 
COMMON / U K L C /  P S I I C C L A ~ D I R  
COMMON /WKZA/ M S E T , G A M ~ K , I N O X I J A C T I N D X L , S G M A Z , S I G ~ Z , S G M ~ L  
COMMON /WK28/ X A , Y A r L A , X 6 , Y B ~ Z B ~ X C , Y C , Z C  
COMMON /SUBIB/ KX,LSQ,OSQ,OTMP,LTMPIATMPIBrMPvBTMP 
COMMON / S U B I C /  RICIDTWOPI 
COMMON / S U B I D /   1 1 1 P 1 , I M l  
COMMON /CC)NVGB/ SGMAlr   INDXG 
24 
COMMON / W K 2 C /   S I 6 B L  
COMMON /MUDWKl/  G A M M A M ( 5 4 ~ 1 6 ) ~ R M ( l ) ~ A M ( O 5 ~ 1 6 ) ~ V X ~ f 5 4 ~ 1 6 ~ ~  
1VYM(54r16)rVZH(54rl6~~x~(54,l6)rYfl~~4~l6~~z~(54,l6~ 
COMMON /MODCNT/ NTVM,NWSTRErNWRrNANRM~NIBRVMrNIBH 
COMMON / S U B I E /   N A S  
COMMON /WKZGAM/  GAHFAC 
COMMON / D A R T l /   S G R A T O  
COMMON /OU.TDI/  NNTVvNEXPWK,NSIGRW~NMODR,NMUOC 
C 
C 
DATA I N X l ~ I N X 2 ~ I N X 3 ~ I N X 4 ~ I N X 5 ~ I N X 6 r ~ N X 7 /  
1 4 H   X 9 4 H   Y 9 4 H   Z v 4   V X v 4 H   V Y 9 4 H   V Z , 4 H S I G A /  
C 
t 
9876 FORMAT ( l H 0 , 1 1 4 / ( 8 ~ 1 X ~ G l 4 . 7 ) ~ )  
L 
C NEW COORDINATES FOR P 1 J  AND  LOAD  COMPONENTS  OF  GAMMAI l rJ)   ARE 
C NOW COMPU.TED, WAKE  AND SELF-INOUCED  VELOCITY  COMPONENTS 
C OF GAMMA( 1, J )  ARE TO BE  COMPUTED 
C 
C D E F I N I T I O N  OF V Z J ( R B A R J , P S I I )  
C 
C \ZS AND S I G M A S   R E  D F I N E D  AS FOLLOWS.  THE  EFFECT OF THE WAKE 
C  FROM  ONEBLADE IS COHPUTEDI ONE ROW OF SHED VORTICES AND 
C THE TRAIL ING  VORTICES  JUST  AHEAD  OF  THEM TAKEN P R  T IME.  
C THE D I S T A N C E S  FROM  THE P C I N T  WHERE THE  INDUCED  VELOCITY IS 
C  COMPUTED  AND  THE  VORTEX  EL MENT IS L O C A T E D t  AND  THE 
C O R I E N T A T I O N  OF THE  VORTICES  AR  SUCH T H A T   E S S E N T I A L L Y  
C THE SAME  FORMULA  CANBE USED TO COMPUTE  TH   EFFECT OF 
C BOTH  SHED  AND  TRAILI.NC  VORTEX  EL MENTS, XAI XBr  XCr  ARE 
C  THE X COORDINATES O f  THE POINT  AT  WHICH THE  INDUCED 
C V E L O C I T Y  IS COMPUTEOr AND THE  END  POINTS OF THE  VORTEX 





I F  I N W . 6 T - 2 )  60 TO 83 
00 8 1   J X = l r N I B R V  
8 1  A (  1 r J X ) - C H O R D f  M I  
DO 82 JX-LINGJR 
82 B I 2 r J X ) = C H O R D ( M )  
83 DO 140 M=LvNROT 
N P S I ~ M ) = ( P S I ( M ) / D P S I ) + . 5  
C 
C T 4 4   T E S T S  TO SEE I F  VAR I S  I N  RANGE 
C 
C A L L   T 4 4 ( N P S I I M ) r N A )  
NSET = NR * ( N P S I 4 H )  )+(M-l) * N T V l  
DO 140 K=l r  N I B  













T 4 5  = ( K - L I * N A / N I E  
MSET = NSET + NR*T4S 
CALL T44IHSET,NANR) 
JKL=(K-L)*NTV+(M-ll*NTV*NIB 
DO 140 L = l r N T V l  
HSET=MSET+l  
J=J+l 
INDXG!  J)=MSET 
J K L = J K L + l  
J P l = J K L + l  
L P  l = L  +1 
i N i T I A L I Z E   S I G B L  FOR BLADE  LOADS 
DO 84 IND-1vNANR 
S I G B L ( 1 N D )  = 0.0 
JAC = 0 
A IS  THE P O I N T  A T  WHICH INDUCED  VELOCIT IES  ARE TO BE COMPUTED. 
X A = . S * ( X ( L , J K L ~ + X ( l ~ J P l ) )  
YA=.S*(Y(l,JKL)+Y(lrJPL)) 
Z A = , S * ( L (   L r J K L ) + Z I   1 r J P l ) )  
V Z (  1, J)=O- 
J S I G = O  
MODUK=O 
N L = N I  t3RV 
N2-NTV 
KX= P*K*L  
00 1 3 8   J A = l , N l r N 2  
J S I G T = l + (   J A - l ) * N T V l / N T V  
JAC = J A C  +1 
COMPl lT f  R FOR CURRENT  BLADE 
I F  (MODidK.EQ.0) GO TO 86 
J B = J B + l  
JAC=(   JA-1)   /NTVM+l  








GO TO 137  
JK=JL+JA-b  
DO 8 7  JL= l ,NTV 
XB=X( 1, J K )  
2 6  
Y B = Y ( l t J K )  





8 7  R(  JL )=SQRT(RT)  
C 
C I N I T I A L I Z E  TEMPORARY  STORAGE  LOCATIONS. 
C 
88 DO 8 9  N N = l r N T V  
LTMP(  NNI=Oo 
ATMP(NN)=CHORD(H) 
DTMPI NN )=O, 
89 BTMPI  NN) =CHORD ( M I  
NUML=NW-l 
INDX = N P S I t M )  + t J A C - l ) * N A / N I B + l  
137 SGMAZ=Oo 
C 
C LOCATE  POINTS 6 AND Co 
C 
IF (MODWK-EQoO) C A L L  SUB1 
IF (MODUKoEQ-1) CALL S U B L Z ~ N P E R v N A ~ I N D X t N R ~ J A C ~ N I B ~ N R O T ~ N T V l ~ V Z ~  
1 J A t J t J B )  
138 CONTINUE 
MODWK=MODWK+l 
h l = N I B R V M  
N2= 1 
JB=O 
IF ( M O O W K o E Q o l o A N D - N A S - G T , N A N R M I  GO TO 91 
I F  ( NPERoNEo41 GO TO 1 3 9  
SXG=S IGBL(MSET  J*SGRATU 
SXX=ABS( SXG) 
S I G B L (   I N O ) = S I G B L (   I N D ) * D T U O P I  
SKY=ABSI S L G B L (  I N D )  1 
DO 7 4 4 7   I N O = l t N A N R  
IF ( I S X Y o G T o S X X ) - A N D . I N D , N E . H S E T )  S I G B L t   I N D ) = S I G B L ( I N D ) / S X Y * S X X  
7447 CONTINUE 
WRITE (41 MSETt1SIGBL(IND)tIND~ltNANR) 
WRITE ( 6 , 9 8 7 6 )  HSET~tSIGBL(IND)~IND=l~NANR) 
c 
C L N T H ( l r J 1  AND A ( l r J I 9  D N T H ( 2 r J S I G )  AND B ( 2 t J S I 6 )  ARE NOT 
C COMPUTED U N T I L  STATEMENTS 150 THRU 166- 
C D N T H ( l r J S I G 1  AND B ( 1 9 J S I G )  ARE NOT  YET  NEEDED9 AS THEY INVOLVE 
C THE  VORTICES A T  THE BLADE AND KNOWN LENGTHS  BETWEEN  THE 
C R ( J ) S m  
C  COMPUTE GAMMA, INDUCED WAKE VELOCITY,  EXCEPT  GAHHA(1tJ)  AND 
C LOAD  COMPONENTS- 
C 
139 W O R K X = A B S ( V Z ( l , J ) I  
2 7  
2 8  
SUBROUTINE T44 4AvNA)  
INTEGER A 
1 I F I A . L T . O . 0 )  GO TO 2 
IF (A .GE.NA)  GO TO 3 
RETURN 
2 A=A + NA 
GO TO 1 
3 A = A - N A  
GO TO 1 
END 
29  
SUBROUT I N €  SUB I 
INTEGER OUT,WKPT,CNTR 
lNTEGER T 4 5 r W U  
REAL MXYZ,MUtMUALT,MUSPK,~UCATlnUDP,nUSAT,MUDPtMUSDP,L~NTHtLNTH,LOADN, 
1 L T M P ~ L S Q ~ M X ~ H Y ~ H Z ~ H U C O ~ ~ M U S O S ~ M U C D S ~ I O ~ ~ ~ ~ L X ~ K X X  
C 
OIMENSION A ( O 5 ~ 2 0 )  
D IMENSION A L F A l ( 0 2 )  
D f M E N S I U N  A L F A Z ( 0 2 )  
D IMENSION A L F A S ( O 2 )  
O IMENSION A L F A T ( O 2 )  
O IMENSION A L P H A O ( 0 2 )  
D IMENSIGN A L P H A R ( 0 2 )  
O I M E N S I C N  AUf02 1 
DIMENSION A R ( 0 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N  A T ( 5 )  
D I F E N S I O N  ATMPt 5) 
DIMENSION 8 t 0 0 5 ~ 1 6 )  
DIMENSION BE'TA(03  92 1 
D IMENS  ION  BT ( 5) 
D IMENSION  BTMP(5 )  
D I M E N S I O N  C I 0 9 )  
D I M E N S I O N  C C L A t 0 2 )  
DIMENSION  CHORD(02)  
D I M E N S f O N   D E C T A ( 0 2 )  
D IMENSION DI(90) 
O L M E N S I O N   D I R ( 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   D L N J H ( O L 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  D S Q 4 0 1 6 1  
OIMENSION OTMP4016I 
D I M E N S I O N  GAMMAG(144) 
D IMENSION INDXG( 16) 
D I M E N S I C N  IO(021  
DIMENSION K X X (  021 
D I M E N S I O N   L L N T H 1 0 2 0 1  
DIMENSION L O A O N ( 0 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N   L S Q 4 0 2 0 1  
O I M E N S I O N   L T M P 4 0 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N   L X ( 0 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   M B ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION  MUCDP(0Z)  
D I M E N S I O N   M U C D S t 2 )  
D IMENSION  MUSDP(02)  
D I M E N S I O N  MUSDS (2 1 
D I M E N S I O N  N P S I  12)  
D I H E N S I O N   P S I ( 2 )  
D I H E N S I O N   D N T H ( 0 0 5 ~ 0 1 6 )  
DIMENSION GAMMA4059016 1 
D I M E N S I O N   G A H M K ( l r O l 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N   L N T H ( O S r 2 0 )  
30 














COMMON /SUBIE/ NAS 
COMMON /CONVbB/  SGMAlr INOXG 
00 135 I=L ,NWHl  
I P l = I + l  
XC=X( I P l ,  JA) 
YC=Y( I P 1 t  J A  1 
Z C = Z ( I P l r J A )  
X 8 = X (  I , J A J  
Y 8 = Y  I I ,  J A )  




J S I G = J S X G T - l  
A S S I G N  100 TO NCNTR 




S I G N = 1  
COMPUTE  SQUARE  ROOT OF RT  AT THE APPROPRIATE  STEP, 
I F ( N P E R o N E e 4 )  60 TO 90 
I G N  = 0 
I F (  I N D X - I o G E e N A l   I G N  = -1 
I F ( I N D X - I - L T e 0 )  IGN = 1 
I N D X  = I N D X  + NA * I G N  
INDXL= ( I N D X - I )  * NR + ( ( J A C - l ) / N I B )  * (NR/NROTJ 
R S t S a R T I R T l  
I F  I IGNeNE.01 60 TO 8 5  
GO TO NCNTR,  1 1 0 0 ~ 1 1 4 , 1 1 5 ~ 1 1 7 r 1 1 8 ~  
COMPUTE  NV*G( T R A I L I N G   V O R T E X   C O N T R I B U T I O N ,  OR ETA*H, SHE0 
VORTEX  CONTRIBUTIONI L 2  OR 02, AND ADD TO P R E V I O U S  CON- 
T R I B U T I O N S  FROM Q U A D R I L A T E R A L  FOR GAMMA( I ,  J S I G )  * 
RPR=R S+R ( NN 1 
DORL=( Xi3-XC) **2+( YB-YC )**2+1 ZB-ZC)**2  








VTEST=[WORK3-DORL )*(DORL -WORK2)/ (4.*DORL 1 


















IF ( I  * N E I L )  b O  TO 9 2  
WORKl=CHORD( MI 
GO TO 9 3  
IF ( S I G N o G T e O )  WORKL=A l f - l , JJ )  
I F  (SIGNeLV.0)  WORKl=B(X rJSIG*l) 
WORKl=WORKl*WORKl 
IF (VTEST.GT  .WORKlJ 60 TO 101 
WORK5=SQRT(DORLl*WORKl 
ASSIGN 95 TO  IORGT 
GO TO 103 
WORKS=R(NNI*RS*(RPR*RPR-DORC) 
E O R N Z = ( X A - X C ) * ( Y C - Y B ) - 4 Y A - Y C ) * ( X C - X 6 )  
EHNGZ=EORNZ*HORG 
HORG=Oo 
IF(WORK5eNEeOo)  HORG=le/WORKS 
HORG=O. 
IF(WORK5oNE.O.)  HORG=SIGN*RPR/WORK5 
GO T O  I O R G T r  (94~951 
S I G M = l e  
I F  (EHNGZeLToO.3 SI6M=-lo 
J X = J S I G  




I F  {ABS(WORK2)oGT. l - I   EHNGZ=SIGM/WORKl 
I F  ( N - 2 )  1 0 2 r 1 0 4 r 1 0 6  
STORE R 9  L2r COMPUTE B FOR S H E D  VORTEX  CONTRIBUTION. 
R(NN)=RS 
LL NTH ( N  N 1 =DORL 
JJ=JJ+l 
I N D X L -   I N D X L +  1 
XB=X( I P l  r J J )  
Y B = Y (  I P l r J J )  






SIGN=- l .  
GO TO 90 
STORE D29 COMPUTE C FOR T R A I L E D  VORTEX 
C(3)=EHNGZ 
J S I G = J S I G + I  
XC=X( 1 T J J)  































REDEF INE C o  
XC=XB 
Y C = Y B  
X = Z B  
I F  ( 1 - 1 1  1 0 7 1 1 0 7 9  108 
GAMMA(1,J)S  ARE UNKNOWN, IF I=ll STORE S C G H A I J V J S I G I .  
T H I S  IS S I G M A ( ~ T P S I I , J I J S I G )  
S G M A l ( J v J S I G ) = S G M A Z * C C L A ( M ) * D T W O P I  
SGMBC = SGMAZ 
GO 10 L O 9  
GAMMA( 1 v J )  A R E  KNOWN FOR IoGT.1,  COMPUTE V Z ( 1 t J ) .  
V Z l l r J J ~ V Z ( l ~ J ) + L S G N A Z - S I G M Z L N N - Z ) ) * G A M M A ~ I ~ J S I G )  
I F (  NPER.NEo4) 60 TO 109 
SGMBL = SGMAZ - SIGMZt NN-1 1 
S G H A Z l I  T J S I G )  = SGNBL 
C O N V E N I E N T   L O C A T I O N  TO COMPUTE S I G M A ( J t P S i I v  I9JJ)  
P O S S I B L E  ADDED C O D I N G  
S I G M Z ( N N - l ) = C ( 3 )  
S I G B L I  I N D X L l =  SGMBL + S I 6 B L t  I N D X L )  
I F  (NPERoNE.4) GO TO 112 
IF THE ROW IS NOT  CGMPLETED,  STORE SGMAL A N D   C O N T I N U E   U I T H   V Z  
COMPUTATION. 
I F  I N N o G T o N T V l )  GO TO 111 
SGMAZ=-EHNGZ 
GO TO 102 
COMPUTE NEW VORTEX CORE R A O I I  FOR I o G T o l r   O T H E R Y I S E  STORE L2 
AND 02. 
R ( N N ) = R S  
L L K T H ( N N ) = D O R L  
SG MA Z=O 
:IF ( K X o G T - 1  GO TO 135 
34 






N IS REPLACING J FROM STATEMENTS 111-138- 
N=JA 
J S I G = J S I G T  
113 RT=LLNTH(NN) 
I RS= SORT (RT 1 
C 
C STORE Lo 
C 
114 L L N T H ( N N I = R S  
RT=LNTH( 1-1 r N ) / R S  
RS= SQRT 4 RT 1 
C 
' C  COMPUTE T R A I L I N G  VORTEX  CORE R A D I I -  
C 
115 A T ( N N ) = R S * A I I - l r N )  
I f  (NNmGToNTVl )  GO TO 119 
C 
C THERE I S  NO B ( N T V 1  SO 00 NOT COMPUTE I T ,  OTHERWISE  COMPUTE 8 
C T R A I L I N G  VORTEX CORE R A D I I -  
C 
116 RT=DLNTH(NN) 
RS= SQRT 4 RT 1 




J S I G = J S I G + L  
NN= NN+ 1 
GO TO 113 
118 B T ( N N I = R S * B ( I   t J S I G 1  
C 
C MAKE PERMANENT  STORAGE OF L AND 0. A AND 80 
C 
119 I H l = I - l  
N= JA-  1 
DO 120 N N t l r N T V  
N = N + l  
L N T H i   I H l . N ) = L T H P ( N N )  
LTMP(NN)=LLNTH(NN)  
ATMP( NN)=AT(  NN) 
J S I G = J S I G l - l  
DO 121 N N - l r N T V 1  
J S I G = J S I G + l  
A (  1-1 r N ) = A T M P ( N N I  
120 CONTINUE 
35 
DNTH4 1, JS IG)=DTMP(NN)  
B I I r J S I G ) = B T H P ( N N )  
DTHP(  NN)=DLNTH(NN) 
BTHPtNN)=BT(NN J 
GO TO 135 
121 CONTINUE 
C 
C STORE L+*2r D**2 FOR I f1  9 ALL J s  FOR O E F I N I T f O N  OF A AND B 
C AFTER CIRCULATIONS ARE COMPUTED 
C 
122 JNTV= JA+NTVl  
NN=O 
NN=NN+l 
L S O I J J ) = L L N T H ( N N )  
J S I G I = J S I G - N T V l + l  
NN=O 
DO 126 J J = J S I G I , J S I G  
NN=NN+ 1 
D S Q I J J ) = D L N T H ( N N )  
DO 1 2 4   J J = J A q J N T V  
' 124 CONTINUE 
126 CONTINUE 
135   CONTINUE 
IF (KX-GT.1)  RETURN 
N = J S I G T - l  
DO 1 3 9   N N = l r N T V l  
N=N+1 
DNTH(NU*N)=DTHPtNN)  
B ( N W v N I = B T H P ( N N I  
139 CONTI NU€ 
N=JA-1 
DO 141 N N Z l r N T V  
N=N+l  
L N T H ( N W - l r N 8 . = l T H P ( N N )  
A INW- l rN)=ATMP4NN)  





SUBROUTINE  SUB11  (NPERtNAt  I N D X ~ N R t J A C ~ N I B t N R O T ~ N T V l t V Z ~ J A ~ J t J B ~  
C 
INTEGER  OUTtWKPTtCNTR 
INTEGER  T45tUW 
REAL M X Y Z ~ M U ~ M U A L T t M U S P K ~ M U C A T ~ ~ U S A T ~ M U D P ~ ~ U S D P ~ L L N T H ~ L N T H ~ L O A D N ~  
1 L T H P t L S Q ~ M X t f l Y ~ H Z t H u c ~ P t ~ u ~ ~ ~ t ~ u c ~ ~ t I ~ ~ ~ 6 t L X ~ K X X  
C 
D I M E N S I O N  VLL( l6 )  
D IMENSION V Z ( 0 5 t 2 0 )  
C 
COMMON /HODCNT/ NTVMtNWSTREtNWRtKANRM~NIBRVM~NIBV 
COMMON /HODWKl/ GAHHA ( 5 4 t 1 6 l t R  ( 1 ) t A  ( 0 5 t 1 6 1  t V X H ( 5 4 ~ 1 6 ) t  
lVYM(54rl6)tVZH(54tl6)tX (54t16)rY (54916ItZ (54,161 
COMMON /MODWK3/ A F M ( 4 t l O ) r 8 f M ( 4 t 4 )  
COMMON /VLNTHS/ N A L I H t  VLL 
COMMON /WKZC/ S I G B L t 1 4 4 )  
COMMON /WK2B/ % A I Y A T Z A ~ X B ~ Y B ~ Z ~ T X C ~ Y C ~ Z C  
C 
E L = V L L (  JAJ 




I P 1 =  I +1 
X C = X (  I P 1 9  J A )  
Y C = Y ( I P L t J A )  






7 0  I=I+l 
I F ( R T o G T o T W 0 E L )  GO TO 8 6  
I F  (RSQoL.ToELJ 60 TO 8 4  
I F  (RTo FTmEL) GO TO 84 
NSW = 0 
GO TO 134 
8 6  I=I+NAlIH 
NSW= 1 
GO TO 134 
I= I -NAL I M  
NSW=-1 
GO TO 135 
84 I F  (NSW-LT.1) GO TO 87 
C 
C COMPUTE  SQUARE ROOT OF RT AT THE  APPROPRIATE  STEP. 
87 XB=X( I V J A I  
YB=Y( I t JA)  
ZB=ZI I t  J A )  
37 
NS W = - 1  
NN= 1 
N= 1 
S I G N = l o  
JJ-JA 
I F ( N P E R o N E o 4 1  GO TO 90 
8 5  1GN = 0 
I F ( I N D X - I . G E o N A 1   I G N  = -1 
I F ( I N D X - I o L T ~ 0 )   1 G N  = 1 
INOX = I N D X  + NA * I G N  
IF ( I G N - N E - 0 )  60 TO 8 5  
I N D X L =   ( I N D X - I )  * NR + ( ( J A C - l ) / N I B I  * (NR/NROT) 
C 
90 RS=SQRT4RT) 
GO TO 100 
C 
C COMPUTE NV*69 T R A I L I N G  VORTEX  CONTRIBUTIONI OR ETA*H, SHED 
C VORTEX  CONTRIBUTIONI L2 OR 029 AND ADO TO PREVIOUS CON- 
C T R I B U T I O N S  FROM QUADRILATERAL FOR GAMMA( I 9 J A ) r  
C 
100 RPR=RS+R(NN) 
DORL=(XB-XC)*+2+(YB-YC)* *2+128-ZCl * *2  







1F (VTEST.GT.0) GO TO LO1 
VTEST=(WORK3-DORL  J*(DORL  -WORK2)/(4r*DORL ) 
92 I F  (S IGNIGTOOJ  WORKl=A(NANRM9JJ)  
93 WORKl=WORKl*WORKl 
I F  (VTESToGToWORKl)  GO TO 101 
HORG=Oe 
WORKS=SQRT(DORt~*WORKl 
A S S I G N  95 TO IORGT 




IF4 WORKSoNEoOo 1 HORG=SiGN*RPR/WORKS 
103 E O R N Z = ( X A - X C J * I Y C - Y B ) - ( Y A - Y C ) * ( X C - X B )  
EHNGZ=EORNZ*HORG 
GO TO IORGTr  (94195) 
9 5  S I G M = l o  
IF (EHNGZ.LT,O.I SIGM=-l. 
M O R K l = G A M M A (  I r J A )  
WORK2=EHNGZ*WORKl 
I F  (ABS(UORKZ).GTo1oI  EHNGZ=SIGM/WORK1 
38 
94 SGHAZ=EHNGZ 
102 R(  NN)  =RS 
G 
C GAMMA( i rJ )S  ARE UNKNOWN. I F  I s l r  STORE S I G M A ( J r J S I 6 l o  
C T H I S  IS S I G M A ( l r P S 1   I r J r J S I G )  
C 
C 
C GAHNA(1.J) ARE KNOWN FOR I o G T o l o  COMPUTE V Z (  l e  J 10 
C 
108 V Z ( 1 ,  J I = V Z (  1.J l+ (SGHAZ ) *GAMHA(I *JA)  
IF( NPERoNEo4) GO TO 111 
SGWBL = SGWAZ 
C 
C CONVENIENT  LOCATION TO COMPUTE S I G M A 4 J ~ P S I I ~   r J 3 1  
C 
DO L O 7  J Z = l r N T V l  
HOD1NX=iNDXL+JZ 
107 S i G B L ( H O D I N X ~ = - S G M B L * B F n ( J B I J Z ) + S I G B L ( M O D ~ ~ X ~  
C 
C I F  THE ROW IS NOT  COHPLETEDt STORE SGMAZ AND CONTINUE  WITH V Z  




135 IF ( IaLToNANRM) GO T O  140 







INTEGER OUT9 WKQTtCNTR 
INTEGER T451WW 
REAL M X Y Z ~ ~ U ~ ~ A L T T H U S P K ~ ~ U C A T I ~ U S A T T ~ U S A T T ~ U ~ P T ~ U S D P T L L N T ~ T L N T H ~ L O A D N ,  
~ L ~ ~ ~ , ~ S ~ T M X T ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~  
C 
DIMENSION A( 05920) 
OIMENSION  ALFAl(OZ1 
DIMENSION  ALFA2(021 
DIMENSION  ALFAS(02) 
DIMENSION  ALfAT(O2) 
01 MENS ION ALPHA04 02 1 




DIMENSION ATPlPt 51 
DIMENSION B(005rl6) 
OIMENSION BETA(03t2) 
DIMENSION B T ( 5 )  
DIMENSION  BTHP(51 
DIMENSION 6409)  
DIMENSION  CCLA(021 
OIMENSION CHORO(O21 
DIMENSION  DELTA{02) 
DI MENS ION 01 (90  1 
DIMENSION D I R ( 2 )  
OIHENSION DLNTH(016)  
DIM.ENSI0N D S Q ( 0 1 4 )  
DZHENSION DTPlPI016)  
OIMENSION  GAMMAGt 144) 
DIMENSION  INDXGI16) 
DIMENSION  IO(02) 
DIMENSION  KXX(02) 
OIHENSION  LLNTH(020) 
DIMENSIGN  LOADNI020) 
DIMENSION  LSQ(0201 
OIMENSION LTMP(020J 
DIMENSION  LX(O2) 
DIMENSION M B ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION  MUCUP4021 
DIMENSION  HUCDS(2) 
DIMENSION  MUSDP(O2) 
DIMENSION MlJSDS(2) 
DIMENSION NPSIi2) 
DIMENSION  ONTH(005t0161 
DIMENSION  GAMMA(05r016) 
DIMENSION GAMMK(lr016) 
DIMENSION  LNTH(05~201 
40 
D I M E N S I O N   P S I ( 2 )  
D I  MENS I O N  PS I R  ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION  R(5 )  
D IHENSION  RBAR( 016) 
D IMENSION  RCAP(02r5 )  
D I M E N S I O N   R S H L L 1 0 2 t 2 0 )  
DIMENSION RZERO(2) 
OIMENSION  SGMA14016.016) 
DIMENSION SGMA2405t  16) 
D I M E N S I O N   S I G B L ( 1 4 4 )  
OIMENSION  S'IGMX(04) 
OIHENSION  SIGHY(O4) 
O IMENSION  S IGMZ(04)  
D I M E N S I O N   T 1 0 3 t 0 3 )  
D IMENSION  TCOR(03v03)  
DIMENSION  THTAXIO2) 
DIMENSION  THTAY(O2) 
D IMENSION  TR409)  
DIMENSION V I  ( O l t 0 1 )  
D I M E N S I O N   V X ( 0 5 t 2 0 1  
DIMENSION V Y ( 0 5 t 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N   V Z i 0 5 t 2 0 1  
DIMENSION  WKX(01v01)  
D I M E N S I O N   W K Y ( O l t 0 1 )  
DIMENSION WKZI 01t01) 
DIMENSION X ( 0 5 t 2 0 )  
DIMENSION  XROT(O2) 
DIMENSION X X ( 0 2  1 
DIMENSION YROT(02)  
DIMENSION ZAP( 16) 
DIMENSION  ZROT(02J 
D I M E N S I O N   X S I M O ( O l 6 t O l 6 )  




COMMON / ITRG/ ITRGX 
COMMON / B E T A l / B E T A . M B E ~ T R t N B € T C t P I t D t U t F t A S t A L P H A l v A L P H A 2 t R ~  
COHMON / B E T A 2 /   X S i H P t Z A P t   N 6 J J t M l t D E T E R M  
COMMON /EETAS/OM,OMSQt AO. ARtVwRHOtHU 
COMMON / T E S T 3 3 /  N I B ~ N R O T 1 N U t N B R V l t X t Y ~ Z ~ A t B t D N T H , N A R t N P € R t  
LJSIGT~NWMKI J t N W M l r N I B V t V X t V Y t V Z t N I B R V  
COMMON / T E S T 5 5 /  J L t J S I G t N T V t N T V l ~ H t D P S I ~ C H O R D t R S ~ L ~ t ~ C A P t G A M M A t P S Z  
COMMON /WAKEl/  VOOHRpNUWKPTtVI r W K X t W K Y t W K Z t C O S B 3 t S I N B 3 t N A S l t  
lNIBNA~NWKLSTtNWKRWtNWKCLtNLPltNLP2tNLP3~NLP4.TUOPI 
COMMON /CONT/ NAtNRvNANRtJAtJJtNN,N.SIGNtl I tNGJR 
COMMON /CONVGA/  EPSGtNWKRQ 
COMMON /CONVGB/ SGMAl t INDXG 
COMMON /CONVGC/ GAMHAG 
COMMON /WK2A/ M S E T , G A M M K ~ I N D X t J A C t I N D X L 1 S G H A Z . S I G H Z I S G M B L  
41 
I 
COMMON / W K Z C /   S I G B L  
COMMUN / O U T I N /   I N T O U T  
COMMON / S U B I E /  NAS 
COMMON / S T E P X A /  W K P T ~ W W ~ I O U T ~ N O T T P l t ~ A T ~ N B C  
c 
9876 F O R M A T   ( l H 0 ~ / 8 ( 1 X s G 1 4 0 7 ) )  
9 5 0  FORMAT (13H I T G  D I V E R G E S T ~ I S ~ Z E L ~ . ~ )  




C COMPUTE NEW G A H M A ( I T J )   U S I N G   I T E R A T I O N  SCHEME ON AN EQ OF THE 
C FORM  G=GL+GV+C*SUH( ( S I G * G )  1 
N b J J = N G J R  
N= 1 
M 1 = 0  
I T R = O  
I42 G D I = O o  
G=O 
I T R = I T R + l  
00 1 4 5  J = l r N G J R  
GO1  F=GAHHA( 1, J 1 
X K = O o  
DO 144 K=l T J S I G  
144 KK=SGMAl(  J ,K)*GAHMA(  l ~ t 0 + X K  
G A M M A ( ~ , J ) = ( G A M H K ( ~ , J I + X K - S G M A ~ I J , J ) * G A M M A ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ S G M A ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~  
GOI=(GOIF-GAMMA(~TJ)~**Z+GDI 
145 6=6+6ANHA( 1 9  J I**Z 
G T E S T = G D I   / G  
IF ( G T E S T o L E o E P S G )  GO T O  150 
C 
C I F  G A M M A S   C O N V E R G E ,   C O N T I N U E ,   O T H E R W I S E   I T R A T E   G A I N  UNLESS 
C I T R  E X C E E D S  U P P E R L I H I T -  
146 IF I I T R o L T o   I T R G X )   G U  TQ 142 
148 W R I T E   ( u U T ~ 9 5 0 )   I T R ~ I T R G X T G T E S T T E P S G  
IF (Ml.EQ.1) S T O P  
DO 152 J z l r N G J R  
DO 152 K = l v J S I G  
152 X S I M P I J , K ) = - S G H A l  ( J v K )  
00 153 J Z l r N G J R  
Z A P ( J  ) = 6 A H H K (  11 J 1 
153 X S I M Q ( J I J I = l . + X S I M Q ( J , J )  
I TR=O 
H Z = l  
C A L L   M A T I N V  
DO 147 J = l r N G J R  
147 G A M M A ( l r J ) = Z A P ( J )  
GO  TO 142 
C 
42 
C GAMMAS HAVE CONVERGED 
C 
150 WRITE (OUTv951)   ITR,  GTESTsHSET 
WRITE (6,9876) X K , ( ( G A M n A ( I X , J X ) , I X ~ l , N ) , J ~ - l , N G J R )  
C 
IF (NPER.EP.41 GO TO 157 
RETURN 
M=INDXG( J )  
157 DO 164 J=lrNGJR 
164 GAHHAG(Hl=GAHHA(l,JI 
IF (NASaEQ.WW+(NA/NIB)-lJ WRITE ( N O T f P l )  (GAHMAG(J).J=l.NANR) 
IF (NAS *EO* WW*(NA/NIBl-l) WRITE 46,9876) (GAHMAG(J),J*l,NANR) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBRQUTI NE ALlSD2 
INTEGER OUft YKPT rCNTR 
INTEGER T45  9 WW 
REAL H X Y Z , M U , H U A L T ~ n U S P K t f i U C A T t ~ U S A T t ~ U ~ P , ~ U S ~ P , L L N T H ~ L N T ~ ~ L O ~ O N t  
~ L T ~ P ~ L S Q ~ M X ~ M Y ~ M Z ~ H U C D P ~ M U S D S ~ I D , M ~ ~ L X T K X X  
C 
DIMENSION At059201 
DIMENSION  ALFAl(02) 
DIMENSION ALFA2(02) 
DIMENSION  ALFAS(O2I 
OIMENSION  ALFAT(O2) 
DIMfNSION ALPHAO(O2) 
DIMENSION  ALPHAR(021 
DIMENSICN A0402) 
DIHENSION  AR(02) 
DIMENSION A T 4 5 1  
DIMENSION  ATMP(51 
DIMENSION  B(005r16) 
DIMENSION  BETA(0312) 
DIMENSION B T t  5) 
DIMENSION  BTMQ(5) 
DIMENSION  C(09) 
DIMENSION  CCLA1024 
DIMENSION  CHORD(02) 
01 MENS1 ON DELTA I02 1 
DIMENSION 01 ( 9 0 )  
DIMENSION  DIRt2 1
DIMENSION  DLNTH(016) 
DIMENSION  DNTH(OOSt016) 
DIMENSION  DSQ(016) 
OfMENSION DTMP(016)  
DIMENSION  GAMMAGt 144) 
DIMENSION  INDXG(l6) 
DIMENSION 10402) 
DIMENSION K X X I O Z )  
DIMENSION  LCNTH(O20) 
DIMENSION  LOADN(020) 
DIMENSION  LSQIO2Ol 
DIMENSION  LTMP(O2O) 
DIMENSION L X 1 0 2 )  
DIMENSION  MB(02) 
01 FENSION MUCDP ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION  MUCDSIZ) 
DIMENSION MUSDP(O2) 
DIMENSION  MUSOS(2) 
DIMENSION  NPSI f 2) 
DIMENSION  PSI(2) 
DIMENSION  GAMMA(O5r0161 
DIMENSION  GAHMK(lrO16) 
DIMENSION  LNTH(05p20) 
44 
DIMENSIUN P S I R (  0 2 )  
DIHENSION R ( 5 )  
DIHENSION R B A R I O l 6 l  
DIMENSION R C A P ( 0 2 t S )  
DIMENSION R S H L L ( 0 2 t 2 0 1  
DIMENSION R Z E R O I 2 1  
DIMENSION S b M A l ( 0 1 6 t 0 1 6 )  
DIMENSION S G H A 2 ( 0 5 1 1 6 )  
DIMENSION SIGBCt  144) 
DIMENSION SIGMX(O4) 
DIMENSION S I G M Y ( O 4 )  
OIMENSION SIGMZ(04)  
DIMENSION T ( 0 3 . 0 3 )  
DIMENSION TCOR( 03t031 
DIPIENSION T H T A X ( O 2 )  
DIMENSION T H T A Y ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION T R I O 9 1  
DIMENSION V I f O l t O l )  
DIMENSION V X ( 0 5 . 2 0 1  
DIMENSION VY( 05t20) 
DIMENSION V L ( 0 5 t 2 0 )  
DIMENSION W K X ( O l t O 1 )  
DIMENSION W K Y ( O l t 0 1 1  
DIMENSION W K Z t O l t O l  J 
DIMENSION X (  05920) 
DIMENSION X R O T ( O 2 )  
DIMENSION X X ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION YROT( 02) 
DIMENSION Z(O5t20) 
DIMENSION Z A P ( 1 6 )  
DIMENSION Z R O T ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION X S I M Q ( 0 1 6 ~ 0 1 6 )  
DIMENSION Y ( 0 5 t 2 0 )  
C 
C 
COMMON / B E T A ~ / B E T A ~ H B E ~ R ~ N B E T C ~ P I ~ D ~ U ~ F ~ A S ~ A L P H A ~ ~ A ~ P H ~ ~ T R O  
COMMON / B E T A ~ / O H ~ O H S Q ~ A D , A R ~ V T ~ H O ~ H U  
COMMON / T E S T 3 3 /  N I B ~ N R O T ~ N W . N B R V ~ ~ X ~ Y ~ Z T A ~ B , D N T H ~ L N T H ~ N A R ~ N P E R ~  
1 J S I G T t N W M K ~ J t N W M l t N I B V ~ V X t V Y s V Z t N I B R V  
COMMON /TEST55 /  J L t J S I G ~ N T V ~ N T V l ~ M t D P S I ~ ~ H O R D ~ R S M L L ~ R C A P t G A ~ M A t ~ S Z  
COMMON / U A K E l /  V O O M R T N U W K P T I V I T W K X T W K Y ~ W K Z ~ C ~ S B ~ . S I N ~ ~ , N A S L ~  
~ N I B N A T N W K L S T I N W K R W I N U K C L ~ N L P ~ ~ N L P ~ T N L P ~ ~ N L P ~ , T U O P I  
COMMON /CONT/ N A ~ N R ~ N A N R ~ J A V J J T N N I N ~ S I G N ~  I I I N G J R
COMMON / A L l B D A /  ABK 
COMMON /SUBIB/ KX~LSQ,DSQIOTHPILTHP~ATHP~BTHP 
PERFORM  FLOW P E R i O D I C I T Y  CHECK. I F  NOT PERIODIC CHECK TIME 
LIHIT (60 TO 446).  I F  P E R I O D I C  CHOOSE ONE OR MORE OF ( A 1  
COMPUTE SIGS FOR BLADE LOADS ON B A S I S  O f  SMALLER 
SPACING9 ( 6 )  COMPUTE FLOW FIELOT NOT AT VORTEX  END 
4s 












J S I G = O  
NN=Q 
JJ= J J+1 
RT=LSQ ( J  J 1 
RS=SQRT(  RTJ 
L N T H (  1 t J J )=RS 
NN=NN+ l  
JSIG=JSIG+l 
I F  (NNoGT.1)  GO TO 158 
R T = A B S ( G A M M A ( l , J S I G ) )  
IF ( J J o L T . N I B R V )  GO TO 155 
RS=SQHTi   RT)  
GO TO 162 
RS=SQRT{RTI  
VORTEX  CORE  RADIUS IS CONSTANT T I M E S  CIRCULATION**.S 
A (1 9 J J )=RS+ABK 
GO TO 151 
NN=O 
GO TO 154 
JS I G = J S I G + l  
IF I N N - N T V I  1 6 0 , 1 5 9 ~  162 
Rl=ABS(GAMMA(lrJSIG)-GAMMA~l~JSIG-l~) 
RS=SQRT(RT) 
GO T O  156 
JJ=O 
163 JJ=JJ+l 
R T = D S Q ( J J )  
RS=SQRT(  RT) 
162 A ( l  r J J ) = R S * A B K  
DNTH( 2 9  JJ )=RS 
RT=ABS(GAHMA(l , t  
RS=SQRT(RT) 
8 ( 2 , J J ) = R S * A B K  
JJ )-GAMMA 





INTEGER  OUTrWKPTtCNTR 
INTEGER  T45tWW 
REAL W X Y Z ~ H U ~ H U A L T ~ U U S P K ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ M U S A l ~ M U D P ~ M U S D P ~ L L N l H ~ L N T ~ ~ L O A D N ~  
~ L T ~ P ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ Y r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ $ , ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ K X X  
C 
DIMENSION  A(05.20) 
D I M E N S I O N   A L F A l ( 0 2 )  
D IMENSION ALFA24021  
DIMENSION  ALFA$( 0 2 )  
. DIMENSION  ALFAT(O2) 
D f  HENS1 ON ALPHAO(O2 ) 
DIMENSION  ALPHAR(02)  
DIMENSION ACI (02 )  
D I  MENS1 ON A R  4 02 1 
DIMENSION. A T ( 5 )  
DIMENSION ATHP(5) 
DIMENSION 84005r16) 
DIMENSION B E T A ( 0 3 r 2 1  
01 HENSION B T ( 5 1  
DIMENSION BTMP( 5) 
D I M E N S I O N  C ( 0 9 1  
DIMENSION CCCAt02)  
DIMENSION CHORD(02)  
DIMENSION  DELTA(O2)  
D I M E N S I O N   D I ( 9 0 )  
DIMENSION D I R ( 2 )  
DIMENSION  DLNTH40161 
OIMENSION D S O ( O l 6 l  
OLMENSION DTMPt 0161 
DIMENSION G A M M A ( 0 5 ~ 0 1 6 1  
DIHENSLON GAMMAG(144) 
DIMENSION G A H H K ( l t O l 6 ~  
DIMENSION INDXGd 16) 
DIMENSION I O ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION K X X ( O 2 )  
DIMENSION L L N T H ( 0 2 0 )  
DIMENSION LOADN(O20) 
01 MENSION L S Q ( O 2 O  1 
DIMENSION LTMP4020)  
DIMENSION L X ( 0 2 1  
DIMENSION M B ( 0 2 1  
DIMENSION MUCDP(O2) 
DIMENSION MUCDSI2)  
DIMENSION MUSDP(O2I 
OIMENSION HUSDS(2)  
DIMENSION N P S I ( 2 )  
OIMENSION P S I 4 2 1  
DIMENSION DNTH( 0 0 5 ~ 0 1 6 )  
D I H E N S I O N   L N T H ( 0 5 t 2 0 1  
47 
DIHENSION  PSIR(O2)  
DIMENSION R( 5)  
DIMENSION  RBAR(016)  
O IMENSION  RCAP(02rS)  
DIWENSION R S f l L L ( 0 2 r 2 0 )  
OIHENSION RZERO(2 J 
DIMENSION  SGMA1(016rOL6)  
01 MENS ION  SbHA2 (0% 16) 
D I M E N S I O N   S I G B L ( 1 4 4 )  
DIMENSION  SIGMX(04)  
D IMENSION  S IGMY(04)  
DIMENSION SIGMZ(04) 
OIMENSION T ( 0 3 ~ 0 3 )  
DIHENSION  TCORt03 903 i 
DIMENSION  THTAX(O2) 
OIMENSION  THTAY(O2) 
D IMENSION  TRIO91  
DIMENSION V I ( O l r 0 1 )  
DIMENSION VX(05r201 
D I M E N S I O N   V Y ( 0 5 r 2 0 )  
DIMENSION V Z ( 0 5 r 2 0 )  
D I M E N S I O N   W K X ( 0 1 ~ 0 1 )  
DIHENSION WKY( 01 ~ 0 1 )  
DIMENSI iDN  WKZ(Ol r011 
DIMENSION X(05r20)  
DIMENSION  XROT(O2) 
DIMENSION X X ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION  YROT(O2) 
OIMENSION Z A P 4 1 6 1  
DIMENSION  ZRO' I (02)  
D IMENSION XSIMQ(O16rO16)  
DIMENSION Y ( O S r 2 0 )  
DIMENSION Z (  0 5 1 2 0 )  
C 
C 
COflMON / ~ E T ~ ~ / ~ M ~ ~ M S ~ T ~ ~ T A ~ T ~ T ~ ~ ~ T ~ U  
COMMON /TEST33/  N I B ~ N R ~ T T N W T N ~ R V ~ T X T Y ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N T ~ T L N T ~ ~ N A ~ ~ N P E R ~  
~ J S I G T ~ N W H K T ~ ~ N H M ~ ~ N I ~ V T V X T V Y T V Z T N I ~ R V  
COMMON /TEST55/  JLTJSIGTNTVTNTV~TMTDPSITCH~RD~RSML~TRCAPTGAMMATQS- 
COMMON /APXL O A /  R6AR 
COMMON /APXLDB/ LOADN 
COMMON /WKlA/ PSIRrDPSIKtPSIKtDELTAIRREFtHUCDSIHUSDSIT~TAXtTHT~Y 
COMMON /WKlC/ PSItCCLAtDIR 
C 
C DEFINE  APPROXIMATE  BLADE  LOADS 
C NONOIMENS IONAL FORH=(RHD*U*6AMMA 1 /(RHO*OM*ON*R*R*R J 
C 
170 DO 180 M=l,NROT 
DO 180 K=ltNIB 
PSIK=PSIR(M)+(K-l1*DPSIK 
MUSPK=HU*SIN(PSI (M)+PSIK)  
J J=O 
J J=J J + l  
DO 180 J= l .NTVl  
L O A O N 1 J J ~ = ~ R B A R ( J J ) + H U S P K * D I R ( M l ~ * G A H H A f l ~ J J l  
180 CONTINUE 
C 
C LOADN IS NON-OIh4ENSIONAL 
C LOAOD4JJ)=LOADN(JJ)*DFLOD 
C WRITE EITHER LOADN OR LOADD  AFTER COUPUTATION, 6UT DO NOT USE 





SUBROUT I N €  WK3 
INTEGER  OUTtWKPTtCNTR 
INTEGER T45, WW 
REAL H X Y Z I M U ~ M U A L T ~ M U S P K ~ M U C A T ~ ~ U S A T ~ M U D P ~ M U S D ~ ~ L L N T H ~ L N T H ~ L O A D N ~  
1 L T ~ P t L S Q t H X t M Y t M Z t ~ U C D P t ~ U S D S I I O I H B ~ L X t K X X  
C 
DIMENSION A(05120) 
DIMENSION ALFAl(02)  
DIMENSION ALFA24021 
DIMENSION  ALFAS(02)  
DIMENSION  ALFAT(O2)  
DIMENSION  ALPHAOIOE) 
DIMENSION ALPHARIOZ 1 
DIMENSION  AO(021 
D IMENSION  AR(02) .  
DIMENSION AT(  5) 
OIMENSION  ATHP(51 
DIMENSION B 4 0 0 5 1 1 6 1  
DIMENSION B E T A ( 0 3 r Z )  
DIMENSION B T ( 5 )  
D I M E N S I O N  BTMPt51  
DIMENSION C ( 0 9 )  
DIMENSION  CCLA(02)  
DIMENSION  CHORD(02) 
DIMENSION  DELTA(OZ1 
D I M E N S I O N  01 190) 
D I M E N S I O N   D I R ( 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   D L N T H I O l 6 )  
DIMENSION DSQ(O16) 
DIMENSION  DTMP(0161 
DIMENSION GAMMA64 144) 
DIMENSION  INDXG(16)  
01 MENS I G N  10402 1 
DIMENSION K X X t O Z )  
DIMENSION  LLNTH(OZO1 
DIMENSTON  LOAON(O20) 
DIMENSION  LSQ(OZO1 
D IMENSION  LTMP(020)  
DIMENSION LX402) 
DIMENSION H8(02) 
OIMENSION  MUCDPIOZ) 
DIMENSION  MUCDS(2) 
01 MENSION MUSDP(O2 1 
DIMENSION  HUSDS(2) 
D I M E N S I O N   N P S I I Z )  
DI HENSION P S I  (2 1 
DIMENSION  DNTH(0051016)  
DIMENSION  GAHMA1051016) 
D I M E N S I O N  G A M M K ( l t O l 6 )  
D IMENSION  LNTH(OSt20 )  
5 0  
COMMON 
COMMON 






l V Y H ~ 5 4 ~ 1 6 ~ ~ V L ~ ~ 5 4 ~ 1 6 ) r X n ~ 5 4 ~ l 4 ~ t Y M ~ 5 4 r l 6 l t Z ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ l 6 ~  
COMMON /MODCNT/ N T V H ~ N W S T R E ~ N W R s N A N R M ~ N I B R V U ~ N I B M  
COMMON /OUTDI I /  NWKCLM 
C 
DATA INXl~INX2tINX3tINXQtINX!5~INX6tINX7/ 
14H X t 4 H  Y t 4 H  Z t 4 H  V X t 4 H  V Y s W   V Z t 4 H S I G A /  
DATA N W K X ~ N W K Y I N H K Z / ~ H W K X ~ ~ H H ~ Y ~ ~ H W K Z /  
C 
C LOADNtJJ  3 COULD BE LOADO( JJ 1 
C 
I F  (NWKRQ.EQ.loANDoNPER,EQ,4) GO TO 192 





CALL  T3A 
DO 186 JX=l tNWKCL 
00 1 8 6   I X = l r N W K R W  
I F  (IX.GT,NWKLSToAND.JX,EQ,NWKCL) 60 TO 191 
V X X ( I X I J X ) = - V Z ( I X ~ J X ~ * C O S B ~ + V X ( I X ~ J X ~ * S I N ~ ~  
186 V I ( I X t J X ) = V X X ( I X , J X ) + V I ( I X t J X )  
191 CONTINUE 
CALL  MPRECT (NWKYtVXX,NWKRWtNHKCLvNWKRMtNWKCLM) 
N A S l = N A S l + l  




COMPUTE WAKE FLOWS 
VONA=NIB/(VOOMR*NAJ 
DO 187 JX=1 VNWKCL 
DO 1 8 7  fX=lVNWKRW 
IF ( I  X.GT.NWKiST.AND. JX-EQ.NWKCL1 GO TO 190 






CALL MPRECT lNWKXpVItNWKRW,NWKCLtNWKRWvNWKCLM) 
SET WAKE AZIMUTHAL  INDEX  L IMIT 
189 NLP4=NH 
NPER=l 
CALL  T3A 
NPER=NWKPD 
IF (NWKPO.NE.4) GO TO 3 7 7  
. 52 
CALL MPRECT 





C A L L  HPHECT 
CALL MPRECT 
CALL MPRECT 
C A L L  MPRECT 
CALL MP RECT 
C A L L  HPRECT 
RETURN 
E NO 
377 C O N T I N U E  
53 
SUBROUTINE  T3A 
INTEGER 22 
INTEGER  OUTtWKPTVCNTR 
REAL HXYZ,MU,MUALT,HUSPK~MUCA~~HUSATIMUDP~MUSAT?~UD~?HUSDP,LLNTH?LNTH~LOA~N~ 
L L T M P ~ L S Q T M X T M Y V M Z ~ H U C O P ~ M U S O S T M U C D S  
C 
DIMENSION A I  0 5 ~ 2 0 )  
DIMENSION  ALFA1 (02) 
DIMENSION  ALFA2102J 
DIMENSION  ALFAS(02) 
DIMENSION  ALFAT(O21 
DI MENS IUN A 0 4  02) 
DIMENS ION A R  (02 1 
OIMENSION  AT451 
DIMENSION AJMP(5) 
DIMENSION  6(005916) 
DIMENSION  BETA(O3r2) 
DIMENSION  BT45) 
DIMENSION BTHP(5 )  
DIHENSION C ( O 9 l  
OiMENSION  CCLA(02) 
DIMENSION  CHORD(02) 
DIMENSION DELTA(O2J 
DIMENSION  DLNTH(016) 
DIMENSION  ONTH(005t016) 
DIMENSION DSQ(Ol61 
DIMENSION  DTMP(016) 
DIMENSION  GAMMA(05r016) 
DIMENSION G A f f M K ( l ~ O l 6 1  
DIMENSION  LLNTH1020) 
OIMENSION COADN(020) 
DIMENSION  LSP(020) 
DIMENSION  LTHP(020) 
DIMENSION  MUCDP(O2) 
DIMENSION  MUCDSt2) 
OZMENSION  MUSDP(02l 
DIMENSION  MUSDS(2) 
DIMENSION  PSIR(02J 
OIMENSION R(5J 
OIMENSION RBARt 016) 
DIMENSION  LNTH(05r20) 
DIMENSION R C A P ( 0 2 r 5 )  
DIMENSION RSMCL(02r201 
DIHENSION  SGMAL(016rOl~) 
DIMENSION SIGMX(04) 
DIMENSION S I G M Y 4 0 4 )  
DIMENSION SIbHZ(04) 
DIMENSION  T(03t03) 
DIMENSION TCORI 03903) 
DIMENSION  THTAX(02) 
D l  
D l  
D l  
DJ 
01 
D I  
D l  
D l  
D l  
01 
01 
D l  
01 
D l  
D l  
[HENSION THTAYt 0 2 )  
:MENSION  TR(091 
:MENSION V I  ( O l t 0 1 )  
:HENSICIN V X ( 0 5 t 2 0 1  
lMENSION  VY(05 t20 )  
MENSION V Z 1 0 5 . 2 0 1  
[MENSION L I K X ( O l r 0 1 )  
:WENSION WKY(O1 t01) 
[MENSION L J K Z ( O l t 0 1 )  
:MENSION X ( 0 5 t 2 0 )  
.HENSION XROT( 02 J 
:MENSION Y 4 05t 204 
:MENSION  YROT(O21 
:MENSION Z (  05t20l 
:MENSION  ZROT(O21 
COMMON /TEST33/  NI6 ,NROTtNWtNBRVLtXtYtZ tAtBt~NTHtLNTHtNARtNPERt  
1 J S I G T t N W M K r J r N W M l t N I B V t V X t V Y t V Z t N C B R V  
COMMON /TEST55/  J L ~ J S C G ~ N T V t N T V l ~ ~ t D P S I ~ C H O R D t R S ~ L L t R C A P t G A H ~ A t Q S Z  
COMMON /WAKEl /  V O O M R ~ N U W K P T t V I t W K X t ~ K Y ~ ~ K Z t C O S B 3 t S I N B 3 t N A S L t  
lNIBNAtNWKLSTtNWKRWtNWKCL+NLPlrNLPLtNLP2,NLP3tNLP4.TWOP~ 
COMMON /MODCNT/ N T V ~ t N W S T R E t N W R t  N A N R M t N I B R V ~ t N I B ~  
COMMON /MODWKL/ GAMMAH(54tl6)rRH(l)tAM~O5t16)tVXM~54tl6Jt 
l V Y M ( 5 4 ~ 1 6 ~ t V Z M ~ 5 4 ~ 1 6 l t X M ~ 5 4 ~ 1 6 ~ ~ Y ~ ~ 5 4 t l 6 ~ t ~ M ~ S 4 t L 6 ~  
COMMON /SUBIE/   NAS 
COMMON /UK2B/ X A t Y A . Z A t X B t Y B t Z B t X C . Y C 1 Z C  
COMMON /OVT3A/ 22 t I I 
COMMON / O V T 3 B /  I R O W t J A K M t K t L  
COMMON /OVT3F/  JPASS 
COMPUTE INDUCED  VELOCITIES AT ALL VORTEX ELEMENT END POINTS. 
AND INCLUDING BLADE VORTEX POINTS.  INCLUDE  SELF-INDUCED 
EFFECTS DUE TO BLADE AND NEIGHBORING VORTICES  (BASED ON 
APPROXIMATE  CURVATURE FROM AN ARC DETERMINED FROM 3-POINT 
CIRCULAR  ARC  CURVE F I T T I N G -  
C 
C 
C I N I T C A L I Z E  CONTROL 








IF (NPER-EQ-41  N5-1  
DO 6 0 0  Z 2 = l t N 5  
CONSTANTS FOR  WAKE INDUCED  VELOCITY 




C J AND K HAVE REOEFINEO  FOR K>2 
C 
I f  t N P E R o E O o 4 )  GO T O  201 




I F  INWSTREoLT*NWRJ  N4zNYSTRE 
201 DO 500  H = l r N L  
DO 500 K = 1  rN2 
J A K M = ( K - L ) * N T V + l + N T V * N I B * ( H - l ~  
DO 500 L = L  t N 3  
J=J+1 
00 500 I I = N 6 r N 4  
If ( Z 2 0 E Q . 2 )  GO TO 212 
I f  (NPERoEQo4)  GO TO 211 
XA=X( I 1  r J l  
Y A = Y I I I r J )  
L A = Z (  1 1 1  J 1 
GO T O  2 2 0  
J A K e O  
211 I F  ( I I o G T o N W K L S T , A N O o J o E O o N ~ K C L )  RETURN 
XA=HKX( I I r J )  
Y A = W K Y ( I I . r J I  
Z A = W K Z ( I I r J )  
GO TO 220  
212 X A = X M (  I I ,  J )  
Y A = Y M ( I I t J )  
Z A = Z M ( I I e J )  . 
V X N ( T I V J ) = O ~  
VYM( I I r  J I = O o  
V Z M i I I r J ) = O .  
GO TO 2 2 1  
C 
C P O I N T  A IS P O i N T  AT   WHICH  VELOCIT IES ARE 10 BE COHPtJTEOo 
C 
220 V X (  I 1  r J ) = O o  
V Y ( 1 I  rJ)=O* 
V Z i I I r J ) = O o  
C I N I T I A L I Z E   V E L O C I T Y  COHPONENTSr   INOICESr  ETC. 
221 J S I G = O  
IROW=NPER 
JPASS=J  
C A L L   T 3 A B  
I F  ( N A S o G T o N A N R M l   C A L L   T 3 A S P ( V X t V Y t V Z J  
IF (ZZ.EQ.1)  CALL A D V X Y Z  ( V X ( I I ~ J ) t V Y ( I I ~ J ) ~ V Z ( I I , J ) ~ T U O P I ~  
5 7  




W O R K l = A B S 4 V X )  
WORK2=ABS(VY)  
WORK3=ABS( VL 1 
WORK4=AMAXL(WORKlrWORKZIWORK3) 
IF (WORKQmLEm.1) RETURN 
V X = I V X / W O R K 4 ) * . 1  
V Y = ( V Y / W O R K 4 1 * * 1  
V Z = (  V Z / W O R K 4 I  *r 1 
RETURN 
END 
5 8  
SUBROUTINE  T3AB 
INTE6ER 22 
INTEGER OUTIWKPTICNTR 
REAL H X Y Z . ~ U , ~ U A L T ~ H U S P K ~ U U C A T ~ ~ U S A T ~ ~ U D P ~ H U S D P ~ L L N T H ~ L N T H ~ ~ O A ~ N ~  
l L T M P , L S Q , H X , ~ Y . M Z ~ H U C D P t H U S ~ S , ~ ~ O S  
C 
DIMENSION A(  05120) 
DIMENSION ALFA1102) 
D IMENSION  ACFA2(02 )  
DIMENSION  ALFAS(O2J 
D IMENSION ALFAT(02)  
DIMENSION  AO(02J  
D IMENSION  AR(02)  
D IMENSION  AT(5 )  
DIMENSION ATMP( 5) 
D I M E N S I O N   B ( 0 0 5 r 1 6 )  
DIMENSION  BETA( 0312 1 
DIMENSION  BT(5 )  
DIMENSION  BTHP(5J  
DIMENSION C( 09) 
OIMENSION  CCLAIOZJ 
DIMENSION CHORD(02J 
DIMENSION  DELTA(02)  
D IMENSION  DLNTH(O l6 )  
D IMENSION  DNTH(OO5tO l6 )  
DIMENSION DSQ(OL6) 
DIMENSION DTMQ(016)  
DIMENSION GAMMA(051016J 
DIMENSION GAMHK11,016) 
DIMENSlON C L N T H ( 0 2 0 )  
DIMENSION  LOADN(O20) 
DIMENSION LSQ( 020J 
DIMENSION LTMP(O2O) 
DIMENSION  HUCDP(O2) 
DIMENSION  MUCDS(2) 
DIMENSION  HUSDP(O2) 
OlHENSlON  MUSOS(2)  
DIMENSION  PSIR. (O2I  
DIMENSION R15) 
DIMENSION RBAR( 016) 
D I M E N S I O N   L N T H ( 0 5 r 2 0 J  
O]lMENSION R C A P ( 0 2 r S )  
DIMENSION R S M L C ( 0 2 r 2 0 l '  
DIMENSION S G H A l ( 0 1 6 1 0 1 6 )  
DIMENSION S I G M X ( 0 4 1  
DIMENSION SIGMYtO4) 
DIMENSION SIGHZ(O4) 
DIMENSION T ( 0 3 r 0 3 )  
DIMENSION TCORI  03103) 
DIMENSION THTAX(O2) 
59 
0 IHENS  ION THTAY 4 0 2 )  
OIMENSION TR(09)  
DIMENSION V I ( O l r O 1 )  
DIHENSION V X ( 0 5 r 2 0 )  
OIMENSION V Y ( 0 5 r 2 0 )  
OIMENSION V Z ( 0 5 r 2 0 1  
D I M E N S I O N   W K X ( O l r 0 1 )  
DIMENSION W K Y ( 0 1 , O l )  
DIMENSION  WKZIO1,OLJ 
DIMENSION X ( 0 5 r 2 0 )  
DIMENSION  XROT(O2) 
DIMENSION Y(05r20) 
DIMENSION  YROTIOZ) 
DIMENSION Z( 0 5 9 2 0 )  
DIMENSION  ZROT(02)  
C 
COMMON /TEST33/ N I B ~ N R O T I N W , N ~ R V ~ ~ X ~ Y ~ Z , A , B ~ D N T H ~ L N T H ~ N A ~ ~ N P E R ~  
L J S I G T , N ~ M K ~ J I N W M L ~ N I B V I V X ~ V V ~ V L I N I B R V  
COMMON /TEST55/  J L ~ J S I G ~ N T V ~ N T V 1 , M r D P S I I C H Q R O I R S n C C I R C A P ~ G A M M A ~ Q S Z  
COMMON /WAKEl /  V O O M R I N U W K P T ~ V I I W K X I W K Y ~ W K Z ~ C O S B ~ T S I N ~ ~ ~ N A S L ,  
~ N I B N A , N W K L S T , N Y K R W I N ~ K C L , N ~ ~ ~ ~ N L P ~ ~ N L P ~ , N L P ~ ~ T W O P I  
COMMON /MODWKl/ G A M ~ A H ~ 5 4 ~ l 6 ~ ~ R H ~ l ~ ~ A n o , V X n ( 5 4 r L b ~ ~  












COMMON /WK2B/ XA,YAIZAIXBIYBIZBTXC,YCIZC 
COMMON / V L I M I T /   V L l M ( S ) , V M L I M ( 1 6 )  
COMMON / O V T 3 A /  22 n I I 
COMMON /OVT38/  IROY,JAKMtK,L 
osx=oo 
O S Y = O o  
QSZ=O. 
00 400 JA=l rNIBRV,NTV 
o x = o o  
QY=O 
Q Z = O o  
JL=JA 
J S I G T = 1 + ( ( J A - l ) * N T V l ) / N T V  
I R O #  CONTROLS  BRANCHING T O  S P E C I A L  COMUTATIONS  REOUIRED FOR 
SELF-INDUCED  VELOCITY  CALCULATIONS, AND AVOIDANCE  OF 
CALCULATIONS BY STANDARD  EQUATIONS-  IROW=lt POIN? A IS ON 
CURREN.T ROW, SELF-INDUCED  VELOCITIES ARE LINEAR, IROW=2, 
P O I N T  A IS ON NEXT ROW, IROW=3r POINT A I S  NOT ON CURRENT 
BLADES WAKE. BUT HAS NOT BEEN ACCOUNTED FOR, IROW=4r 
POINT A HAS  BEEN ACCOUNTED FOR, NO FURTHER  CHECKS  NEED BE 
MADE U N T I L   P O I N T  A I S  REDEFINED- 
I F  (IROWoGT.3) GO TO 213 
IROW= 2 
CONT I NU€ 
J S I G = J S I G T  







C IF POINT A IS NOT ON CURRENT BLADES WAKE DO STANDARD 
C C A L C U U T I O N t  OTHERHI ZE TEST FOR NECESS I T Y  OF SELF-INDUCED 
C  VELOCITY  COHPUTATIONSe 
c I=lt START ON NEW BLADES MAKE 
C CHECK TO .SEE IF POINT  A IS ON CURRENT  BLADES WAKE 
C I I = I = l  AUTOMATICALLY  REQUIRES  SPECIALIZED  S LF-INDUCED  V LOCITY 
C  CALCULATIONS.
214 I F   ( I e G T . 1 1  GO TO 280 
215 IF ( JA-JAKHI  2189216.219 
216 IF ( I I .LE.1)  GO TO 222 
217 IROW=2 
218 TROW=3 
219 i R O W = 4  
GO TO 270 
60 TO 270 
GO TO 270 
C L I = I = l .  AND A ARE ON CURRENT BLADES WAKE 
C COMPUTE R ( J L ) S  FOR  FUTURE  USE 
C 
t COMPUTE ADDITIONAL  SELF-INDUCED Q S L  COMPONENT DUE TO BLADE OR 
C COMPUTE SHED VORTEX COMPONENT AT  END OF UAKE. 
C STATEMENTS TO BE AODED 
C 
222 JL=J 
CALL  TEST5 
DO 2 2 4  JX=l,NTV 
224 R ( J X J = A B S ( R C A P ( n r L ) - R G A P ( H I J X ) I  
I F  (NW.LEe2) GO TO 260 
C COMPUlE SELF-INOUCEO  VELOCITY FROM T R A I L I N G  VORTEX ONLY CON- 
C T R I  BUT I ON 
X B = X ( 2 r  JL3 
Y B = Y ( Z t J L l  
ZB=Z( 2. JL 8 
JS IG=JSIGT+J-JA- l  
IF 4 J S I G - E Q - J S I G T - 1 )  J S I G = J S I G + l  
XC=X(3.JL) 
YC=Y ( 3 . JL) 
ZC=Z( 3rJL)  
I P l = I + l  
SIGN=1.  
GO TO 231 
C II=NW AND A ARE ON CURRENT BLADES  HAKE 
229 I P L = I - l  
I F  (IPlmEQ-0) 60 TO 321 
XC=X( I P l r J L l  
61 
YC=Y( I P l w  JL) 
ZC=Z( I P  1, JL J 
S I G N = - l .  
231 M X = ( Y A - Y B J * ( Z B - Z C ) - ( Y B - Y C ) * ~ ~ - Z B )  
M Y = I Z A - Z B ) * ( X B - X C ~ - I Z B - Z C ) * ( X A - X 8 ~  
N Z = ( X A - X B I * ( Y B - Y C ) - ( X B - X C ) * ( Y A - Y B )  
RT=NX*HX+MY*HY+MZ*HZ 
RS=SQRT (UT)  
MXYZ=US 
D E L S Q = l X A - X C ) * * Z + ( Y A - Y C ) * * 2 ~ ( Z A - Z C ) * * 2  
WORKl=LNTH(I,JL)*LNTH(IPltJL) 
IF 4RToEQ.O.) RT=1*  
WORKL=WORKL*WORKl 
WORK2sLNTH4 I t  J L > * L N T H (  11 JL 1 






I F  ( R T o L E o O - 1  GO TO 247 
R S C R P = Z - + L N T H (   I t J C ) * C N T H ( I P l r J L ) * R S  
R T = L N T H ( X , J L ) * L N T H ( I t J ~ )  
RT=RSCRP*RSCRP-RT 
RS-SQRTiRT) 
IF ( R T o L E o O o  1 GO TO 247 
W O R K l = L N T H ( I t J L ) * L N T H (  ItJLI 
WORK2=LNTH(IPltJL)*LNT~(IPl,~L) 
C CHOOSE DEf I N I T I O N  OF FSHAL  ACCORDING TO L ( I t J ) * * 2 * G E - D E L S Q  
C +L( I P l t  J I **2 
I F  (~ORKl-DELSO-WORK2~GToO) GO TO 238 
236 F SMAL=(  RSCRP-RS J / LNTH(  1 t JL) 
60 TO 240 
238 F S H A L = ~ R S C R P + R S I / L N T H O  
240 RT=4.*FSWAL*RSCRQ/A(I,JL) 
C CHOOSE AND USE PROPER  CI CULATION  VALUE 
I F  ( J h - J A )  243,2449242 
242 IF ( JL -JA-NTV1)  2469245,243 
243 STOP 
2 4 4  FSCRP=GAHHA(IrJSIG)*(ALOG(RT)+o25)/(2o*RSCRP*MXYZ) 
GO TO 248 
GO TO 248 
245  F S C R P = - G A H M A I I ~ 3 S I G ) * ( A l O G t R T ) + ~ 2 5 ~ / t 2 o * R S C R P * M X Y Z )  
246 F S C R P = ( G A M M A (  I t J S I G + l ) - G A H M A ( I , J S I G )  )*(ALOG(RT)+o25)/(2o*RSCRP* 
l H X Y Z  1 
GO TO 248 
247 FSCRP=Oo 
248 F SCRP=FSCRP*SIGN 
QSX=MX*FSCRP 
249 I F  ( I I o G E o N W )  Go TO 322 
62 
263 
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DO 262 NX=1 e N T V l  
I N I T I A L I Z E  SIGHS 
S I G M X t  NX ) = O m  
SIGHY(NX)=Oo 
SIGHZ(NXI=O. 
I ROW= 1 
AVOID  COHPUTATION EHNGZ AT JL=J 
I F  4 J L - E Q o J A )  GO TO 265 
J S I G = J S I G T  
JL= J A  
GO TO 360 
R ( l ) = L N T H ( l , J L I  
NN= 1 
I P l = I + l  
GO TO 3 5 7  
JL=JA 
NN= 0 
X B = X ( l r J A )  
YB=Y( 1 rJA)  
Z B = Z ( l r  J A J  
RT=(XB-XA)* *2+(YB-YA)* *2+(ZB-ZAI * *2  
RS=SPRT( R T I  
R ( l ) = R S  
JL= JL+1 
NN=NN+l  
N X = J S I G T + N N - l  
XC=XB 
YC=YB 
zc= z 0 
X B = X ( l v J L )  
YB=Y( l r J L J  
ZB=Z( I r  JL) 
R T = ( X B - X A J * * 2 + ( Y B - Y A ) * * 2 + ( Z e - Z A ~ * * 2  
RS=SQRTtRT) 
RPR=RS+R(NN I 







WORKl=CHORD( M I  
WORKl=WORK1*WDRKl 
I f  (VTESToGT.0)  GO TO 276 
VTEST=(WORK3-DORL  )*(OORL  -YORK2)/44.*00RL 1 
I F  (VTEST.GT.WORK1) GO TO 276 
HORG=O 0 
YORKS=SQRT(DORL)*WORKl 
GO TO 277 
WORKS=R(NN)+RS*(RPR*RPR-DORL) 
IF(WORKS.NE.0~)  H O R G = l o / W R K S  
276 HORG=Oo 
IF ( WORKSoNEeO*) HORG=RPA/WORKS 
277 E O R N X = ( X A - X C ) ~ ( Y C - Y B ) - I V A - V t ) * ( X C - X B )  
EORNY=(ZA-ZC)*(XC-XB)- iXA-XCl*(ZC-Z0)  
EORNZ=(YA-YC)*4ZC-Z6)- (ZA-ZC)*(YC-YBl 
WORKL=ABS(  EORNX*WORKl*HORC) 
YORK3=ABS(EORNY*WORKl*HORG) 
WORK4=ABS(EORNZ*WORKL*HORG) 
288 WORKl=GAMMA( l r N X l  
WDRKl~AMAXl(WORK2rWORK3rWORK4) 









I F  ( N N o L T o N T V l )  60 TO 275 
C CONTINUE  COMPUTING  BLADE  CONTRIBUTIONS  UNTIL  BLADE IS COIJPLETI 
C THEN GO TO NEXT ROW- 
278 JL=JA 
I F  ( IROW-2) 350,280,360 
C 00 S P E C I A L   C A L C U L A T I U N S  ONLY IF P O I N T  A I S  ON CURRENT 6LAOES 
C WAKE, 
280 I F t J A - J A K H )  281,282,359 
28 1 I ROW='3 
GO TO 360 
C IF POINT a IS NOT ON OR JUST DOWN THE W A K E  FROM B OR c t  00 
C  STANDARD  CALCULATION. 
282 IF ( 1 1 - 1 - 1 1  350,283,360 
C I F  P O I N T  A IS NOT  BEHIND POINT JL, DO STANDARD  CALCULATION, 
C COMPUTE SELF-!NDUCED V E L O C I T I E S  FOR I.GT.1 
C  COMPUTE  SELF-INDUCED QS FOR T R A I L I N G   V O R T I C E S  
283 I F  ( J L o N E - J )  GO TO 360 
2 0 4  JK=O 
N = J L  
X B = X (  I1 JL 1 
YB=Y( 11 JL) 
Z B = Z (  3 r J L )  
IF ( I I . 6 E o N W ) -  60 TO 229 
L T M P ( l ) = L N T H ( I v J L )  
L T M P ( 2 ) = L N T H ( I T , J L )  
I P 1 = 1 + 2  
64 
X C = X ( I P l r J L )  
YC=Y( I P l r J L )  
ZC=Z( I P l r J L )  
I P l = X + l  
A T H P ( l ) = A ( I ~ J L )  
285 H X = ( Y B - Y A ) * ( Z A - L C ) - ( Y A - Y C ) * ( Z 6 - Z ~ )  
M Y = ( Z B - Z A ) * ( X A - X C ) - ( Z A - Z C ) + O  
W Z = ( X B - X A ) * ( Y A - Y C ) - ( X A - X C ) * ( Y B - Y A )  
Rl=HX*HX+MY*HY+MZ*MZ 
RS=SQHT(RTl  
MXY Z= RS 
DELSQ=(XB-XC)**2+(YB-YC)**2+(20-ZC)~*2  
I F  (RToEQoO.1 R T = l o  

















IF lWQRK3.LEoO)  WORK3=504€-70 
RT=DELSQ/WORK3 




RSCRP=2. *LTHP( l ) *LTM90+R5 
I F  (RToLToO.1 RT=O-  
COMPUTE FSHAL DEPENDING ON L(1)**2oGEoDELSQIL(2)**2o 
I F  f L T M P (  1)**2-DELSQ-LTWP(2)**2-GloO~ GO TO 29'4 
FSHAL=(RSCRP-RS)/LTMP( 1) 
GO TO 296 
F S M A L = ( R S C R P + R S ) / L T W P O  
RT=4,*FSMAL*RSCRP/ATMP(l )  
COMPUTE T R A I L E D   ( J K = l r 2 )  OF SHED ( J K z 3 ~ 4 )   C O N T R I B U T I O N  TO 
SELF-INDUCED V E L O C I T Y -  
GO TO ( 2 9 7 ~ 3 1 0 ~ 3 4 6 ~ 3 4 8 1 ,  J K  
I F  ( J L - J A o L E - 0 )  GO TO 300 
I F  ( JL-JA-NTV1) 304 ~ 3 0 2 , 3 4 3  
I F  IRToEQ.0.) GO TO 307 
FSCRP=GAHHA(ITJSI~)*(ALO~~RT~+.Z~) 
GO TO 308 
IF (RToEQmOo) GO TO 307 
F S C R P = - G A M H A ( I ~ J S I G ) * ( A L O l o + , 2 5 )  
GO TO 308 
IF (RToEQ.0-1 GO TO 307 
F S C R P = ~ G A H H A ( I ~ J S I G + l ~ ~ G A H M A ~ I r J S i G ) ) * I A L ~ G ~ R T ~ + ~ 2 S ~  
GO TO 308 
COMPUTE CONTRIBUTION FROM NEXT  TRAILED VORTEX  ELEWENTo 
F SCR P=O 
ATMPl l)=A( I . ITJL) 
LTMPI   3 . )= tT f lP  I1 1 
L T H P ( l ) = L T M P ( Z I  
LTMPt  2)=LTMP( 31 
GO TO 289 
6 5  
310 IF ( J L o L E o J A )  GO TO 316 
314 I F  I JL -JA-NTV1)  320~318,343 
316 IF ( R l a E Q a O - )  GO TO 322 
FSCRP=(FSCRP+GAMHA(iI1JSIG)+(ALOG(RT)*(ALO~(RT)+a25) ) / (Za*RSCRP*MXYZl  
GO TO 322 
318 I F  ( R T - E Q o O o )  GO TO 322 
FSCRP=(FSCRP-GAMMA(II,JSIG)*(ALOG(RT)+a25))/(2o*RSCRP*MXYZ) 
GO TO 322 
320 I F  (RToEQ-Oo ) GO TO 322 
F S C R P = ( F S C R P + ( G A M M A ( I I I J S I G + ~ ) - G A M ~ A ( ~ I T ~ S I G ) ~ * ( A L O G . ( R T ) + ~ ~ ~ ) ) / (  
12o*RSCRP*MXYZl  
C DEFINE  TRAILED  VORTEX  SELF- INDUCED  VELOCITY  COMPONENT-  




321 IF ( J L - J A I  3239323,340 
I: COMPUTE NG W I T H  CNLY ONE VORTEX I N C L U D E O ~   J S f G  
c. COMPUTE F I R S T   C O N T R I B U T I O N  FROH S H E D   V O R T I C I T Y -  
323 JLM1= JL 
NN= 1 
JL=JL+l 
J S I G L = J S I G + l  
J L P l = J L + l  
JK=O 
R 1=1 
324 A T M P ( l ) =  ~ ( I I I J S I G )  
X B = X ( I I T J L )  
Y B = Y ( I I r J L )  
ZB=Z<IITJL) 
XC=X( 111 J L P l  ) 
YC=Y(  I I T J L P ~ )  
ZC=Z( I J T J L P ~ )  
L T M P ( ~ ) = D N T H ( I I I J S I ~ )  
L T M P ( ~ ) = D N T H ( I I T J S I G L )  
325 M X = ( ( Y A - Y B ) * ( Z B - Z C t - ( Y B - Y C ) * ~ Z A - Z 6 ) ) * R T  
M Y = ( ( Z A - Z B ) * ( X B - X C ) - ( Z 8 - Z C ~ * ( X a - X B ) ) * R T  
M Z = I ( X A - X B ) * ( Y B - Y C ) - ( X B - X C ) * I V A - Y B ) I * R T  
RT=WX*HX+MY*MY+HZ*MZ 
RS=SQRT(RTI 
IF ( R T o E Q o O - )   R T = l o  
326 MXYZ= RS 
DELSQ=(XA-XC)* *Z+(YA-YC)* *2+4ZA-ZC)* *2  
RT= (4o*(LTHP( l)*LTHP(2))**2-(LTMP(l1**2+LlMP(21**2- 
l D E L S 0  )**2) 
I F  ( R T a L E a O )  GO TO 337 
RT=DELSQ/RT 
RS=SQRT(RT) 
RT=RSCRP**2-LTHPI 11 **2 
RSCRP=Z-*LTMP(l)*LTMP428*RS 
66 
.IF (RToLEmO.1 GO TO 337 
RS=SQRT(RT) 
IF (LTHP(1)+*2-DELSQ-LTMP(2)#2.G~oO) GO TO 334  
332 FSMAL=( RSCRP-RS) /LTCIP( 1) 
334 FSnAC=(RSCRP+RS)/LTnP(2) 
GO .TO 336 
336 RT=4a*FSMAL+RSCRP/ATCIP( 1) 
I F  ( I I a G E o N W )  GO TO 338 
F S M A L = G A M H A ( I f r J S I G ) - G A M ~ A ( I ~ J S I G )  
60 TO 339 
338 FSMAL=-GAMMA(I rJSIG)  






337 I F  ( J L o E Q o J A + l l  GO TO 343 
340 IF (JL-JA-NTV1oLT.O) GO TO 344 
341 J L = J A + N T V l - l  
J L P l = J L - l  
J K = J K + l  
NN=NTVl  
J S I G l = J S I G - L  
RT=-l .  
GO TO ( 3 2 4 ~ 3 4 3 r 3 2 4 r 3 4 3 ) ~  JK 





I F  ( N o L E o J A J  60 TO 342 
C COMPUTE INDUCED  VELOCITY  fROF PREVIOUS T R A I L I N G  AND SHED VORTEX 
345  R ( N N ) = D N T H ( I I r J S I G - l )  
QX=QX+(SGMAX-SIGMX(NN)  )*GAMMA( I r J S I G - 1 )  
QY=QY+(SGMAY-SIGMYINN))*GAMHA(IrJSIG-l) 




I F  ( N N o G E * N T V l )  GO TO 3420 
C(  1)=0. 
C(2)=0* 
C(31=0 .  
3420 XB=X( I 1. JL) 
Y B = Y ( I I r J L )  






I P l = I + l  
IF (N-JA-NTVlmLToOI GO TO 379 
IF (N-JA-NTV1-€0.0) GO TO 380 
342 RS=DNTH ( I  I v J S 1 6 )  
WRITE (693444) 
STOP 
344 J L P l = J L + l  
3444 FORMAT (9H0342 HALT) 
C COMPUTE .SELF-INDUCED  VELOCITY FOR POINT BETWEEN SHED VORTICES 
X C = X ( I I t J L P 1 1  
YC=YI I I 9 J L P l  1 
ZC=ZI  I f  t J L P l  1 
L T M P ( 2 ) = D N T H ( I I ~ J S I G + l )  
J L P I I J L - 1  
XB=X( I 1  9 J L P l )  
Y B = Y ( I I ~ J L P l )  
Z B = Z #  11 r J L P 1 )  
A T M P ( ~ ) = B ( I I I J S I ~ I  
L T H P ( l ) = D N T H ( I I I J S I G )  
JK=2 
60 TO 285 
346 IF (I I .GEoNW) GO TO 3451 
FSMAL=GAMHA(IItJSIG)-GA~~A~~?JSXG) 
60 TO 347 
3451  FSHAL="GAMMA(l rJSIG) 
347 FSCRP=Oo 
I F  (RT.LE*O.) 60 TO 3471 
FSCRP=FSMAL*tALOGIRT)+o25) 
3471 LTHP(3 )=LT#P(  1) 
LTMP! 1)  = L T W  (2) 
LTHP4 2 )  =LTMPI3.) 
J S I G = J S I G + l  
GO TO 289 
ATMP( 1 )=B( I I t  J S I G )  
348 IF ( I I o G E - N W )  GO TO 3491 
FSMAL=GAMMA(II.JSIG)-GAMMA~I~JSIG) 
GO TO 349 
3491 FSMAL=-GAWMA(I~JSIG) 
349 FSCRP=Oo 
I F  (RT.LEoO.1 GO TO 3492 






C COMPUTE COMPONENT OF INDUCED  VELOCITY FROM PREVIOUS  TRAIL ING 
C VORTEX 
GO TU 343 
6 8  
G CALAULATE  USUAL  INDUCED  VELOCITY COMPONENTS UNLESS JL=JrIIxI 
C AVOIDS  RECALCULATION OF TRAILED VORTEX  SELF-INDUCED  VELOCITY 
C COMPONENT- 
350 I F  ( J L o N E o J )  60 TO 360 
3 5 1  SIGHX4 1 )=O- 
S I C " (  l ) = O m  
S I G M Z ( l l = O o  
R ( l ) = L N T H I I w J L I  
I P l = I + 1  
NN=1 
GO TO 357  
354 XB=XI I P l r  J l )  
YB=Y( I PI. JL I 
ZB=ZI I P l r J L I  
R l = ( X A - X B ) * * 2 + ( Y A - Y 8 ) * * 2 + ( Z A - Z 6 ) * * 2  
DORL=DNTH( I P l . J S I G ) + * 2  
N=4  
SIGN=- I  
GO  TO 365.. 
C RETURNS TO 370 





Q Z = Q Z + S G M A Z * G A M M A ( l r ~ S I G )  
XKs350 
NN= NN+ 1 
IF (NNoEQINTV) GO TO 390 
356 J S I G = J S I G + l  
SIGMXINN)=Oo 
SIGMY  (NN)=Oo 
SIGMZ(NN)=Oo 
357 DORL=DNTH( IP l ,JSIG)**2  
XC=X( I P 1  r JL) 
YC=Y( I P l r J i J  
ZC=Z( I P l r  JL) 
R ( N N ) = L N T H ( I w J L )  
JL=JL+l 
XB=X(  I P l  r JL) 
YB=Y( L P l r J L )  
ZB=Z( I P l r  JL I 
RT=(XA-XB)* *2+(YA-YB)* *2+(ZA-Z8) * *2  
N= 2 
I ROW=4 
GO TO 365 
SIGN= lo  
359 IROW-4 





J L = J A  
J S I b = J S I G T  
XB=X( I t  J l )  
Y B = Y ( I I J L )  
ZE=Z( I, JL) 
IPl=I+1 
XC=X( IPlrJL) 
YC=Y( I P  1 s  JL) 
ZC=Z( IPlt JL) 
NN= 1 
RT=(XA-XC)**Z +(YA-YC)**2.  
DORL=LNTH( I I JL) **2 
N- 1 
S I G N = L *  
365 RS=SORT(RT) 
370 RPR=RS+R(NN) 
C IF ( C N T R * E Q o L )  GO TO 372 
+( ZA-ZC 1 **2 
C TEST  FOR  END OF VORTEX  LEMENT  (POINT A )  INSIDE CURRENT  VORTEX 
C ELEMENT CORE, D E F I N E  HORG D I F F E R E N T L Y  ONLY I F  A Z S  I N S I D E  
C CORE OF 8-C ELEMENT, 
WORKl=R(NN) 
VTESl=RS*RS+WORK1*UORKl-DORL 





VTEST=IWORK3-D0RL  )*(DORL  -WORK2)/(4,*DORL 
I F  (SIGN.EQ.0)  STOP 
WORKl=CHORD(Hf 
WORKl=WORKl*WORKl 
I F  (VTEST.GT-WORK1) GO TO 371 
HORG=O 
WORK5=SQRT(OORL)*UORKl 
GO TO 377 
WORKS=R(NN)*RS*(RPR*RPR-M)RL) 
IF(WORK5.NE.0,) HORG=l - /UORKS 
371 HORG=O. 
IF(WORKS.NE.0- 1 HORG=SIGN*RPR/WORKS 
377 E D R N Z = ( X A - X C ) * ( Y C - Y B ) - ( Y A - ~ C ~ * ( X C - X B )  
EORNY=(  ZA-ZC)*(XC-XB)-(XA-XC )*( ZC-ZB) 
EORNX=1YA-YC)* (ZC-LB) - (ZA-ZC)* (VG-YB)  
EHNGX=EORNX*HORG 
EHNGY=EORNY*HQRG 
EHNGZ=E  ORNZ*HORG 
WORK2=ABS (EHNGX*WORKll 
WORK3=ABS4EHNGY*WORKl) 
381 WORKl=GAMHA( I v J S I G )  
















Y O R K l = A M A X l (  UORK2,WORK3tWORK4) 
I F  ( W O R K l - L E - V L I M ( N N ) )  60 ,TO 383 
E H N G X = E H N G X / W O R K l * V L I n O  







GO TO (372r378r380r355)r  N 
I F  ( I R O U o G f . 2 )  GO TO 376 
I F  ( I  1-1-11 37493759376 
I F  ( J L m  EQ- J) GO TO 354 
GO TO 376 
I F  ( J L m E Q a J )  GO T O  284 
I P l = I + l  
X B = X ( I P l , J L )  
YB=Y 4 I P 1  t JL) 
Z B = Z ( I P l , J L )  
R T = ( X A - X B ) * * Z + ( Y A - Y B ) * * 2 + ( 2 A - Z 8 ~ * * 2  
D O R l = D N T H (   I P l ~ J S I G ) * * 2  
N=2 
GO TO 365  
s r m "  
RETURN  TO 370 
C ( l I = E H N G X  
C(2 )=EHNGY 
C(3 )=EHNGZ 
XC=X( 1. JL) 
YC=Y( I I J L )  
ZC=Z( 1 1  JL) 
N=3 
O O R L = L N T H ( I r J L ) * * 2  
S I G N = l .  
NN=NN+ 1 
60 TO 370 
NX=NN-l 
QX=QX+(  SGHAX-SIGHXI NXI )*GAMMA( I ,  J S I G )  
O Y ~ Q Y + ~ S G M A Y ~ S I 6 M Y ~ N X ~ ~ * G A M M A ~ f ~ J S I G ~  
QZ=QZ+(SGMAZ-SIGMZ(NX)  )*GAMWA(IIJSIG) 
S I G M X ( N X ) = C t  1) 
S I G M Y ( N X ) = C ( 2 )  
S I G M Z I N X l = C ( 3 P  
I F  (NNaEQoNTV)  Go TO 390 




7 1  
JSIG=JSIG+l 
xc= x 0  
YC=Y B 
ZC=ZB 
GO TO 372 
390 R{NN)=RS 
C ADD  CURRENT BLADES UAKE EFFECTS 'TO I N D U C E D   V E L O C I T Y  AT A. 
I F  ( Z 2 o E O o 2 J  GO TO 396 
393 V X ( I I t J ) = V X ( I I t J ) + Q X  
VY6 I 1  t J ) = V Y (  I i  t J)+QY 
V Z 4 I I t J J = V Z 4 I I v J ) + Q Z  
GO TO 395 
394 V X M ( I I t J J - V X H ( X I t J ) + Q X  
V Y M ( I I , J ) = V Y H ( I I t J ) + Q Y  
V Z M ( I I t J J = V Z M ( I I v J ) + 4 2  
395 DO 392 h J N = l t N T V l  
S I G H X ( N N ) = O o  
S i G C Y ( N N J = O o  
392 SXGHZ(NN)=Oo 
64 11=00 
C ( 2 1 = C .  
C ( 3 4 = O .  
400 C O N T I N U E  
RETURN 
END 
7 2  
SUBROUTINE TESTS 
R E A L   L B I G ~ L S M A L t L B S L S r L B S L S Q  
D I M E N S I O N  C ( 0 2 )  
DIMENSION  GAHMA(OO5rOl6J  
DIMENSION  LSMAL(O5) 
D IMENSION  RCAPi02 rOS)  
GIHENSION  RSMAL(02r  2 0 )  
COMMON /TESTSS/ JL~JSIGrNTV~NTVlvHrDPSI~C~RSMALtRCAPvGAHMAtQSZ 
G A W S U b O  0 
C.3=3 - *C ( M J 
C ~ Q S C I = C ~ / ~ .  
C ~ ~ S Q = C ~ ~ S Q * C ~ ~ S Q  
RJDPSI=RSHAC(MvJL)*OPSI 
RJPSSQ=RJDPSI*RJDPSI 
DO 1 I = l v N T V l  
JX=JL 
JX=JX-NTV 
60 TO 6 
NN=JS  IG+NTVI - l  




GO T O  3 
2 KX=JJ 
N=J X- 1 
TERMJ=+L-/RJDPSI 
1 L S M A L ( I ) = A B S ( R C A P ( W 1 I + l ) - R C A ~ ( ~ , . I ) )  
6 IF JXoLE-NTV)  GO TO 7 
7 JJ=O 
I F  ( J J o L T m J X I  GO TO 2 
3 L B I G = O o  
00 4 K = K X e N  
4 LBIG=LSHAL(KJ+LBIG 
LBSLS=LBIG-LSMAL( JJ 1 
LBSLSC=LBSCS*LESLS 
C3L   I42=C3L   f42*C3L  I42 
R J D P L I = R J D P S I / L B I G  
RJDPLI=RJDPLI *RJDPLI  
C 3 L i 4 2 = C 3 / i 4 m * L B I G )  
5 GAMSUn=GAnMA(l r I ) *ALOG( 
24 4 l - + S Q H T (   l - + R J D P L I  1 I /  
3 t 1 - + S Q R T ( l o + C 3 L 1 4 2 ) ) ) t  
4 ( ( L B S L S + S Q R T ( L E S C S Q + C 3 4 S a ~  J/ 





7 3  
C 
DIMENSION VLL(16J 
OIHENSION V X ( 0 5 r 0 2 0 )  
DIMENSION VY(OSrO20)  
OIHENSION V Z ( 0 5 r 0 2 0 J  
C 
c 
COMMON /MODCNT/ NTVMINWSTRE,NUR,~ANRM,NIBRVM,NIB~ 
COHMON /MODWKl/ GAMMA (54916b9R ( 1 J t A  1 0 5 9 1 6 )  ,VXM(54 .16 ) ,  
lVYH(54r16)rVLM(54,16~,% (54,161,Y (54,161rZ (54.16) 
COMMON /WK2B/ XA;YAtZA,XB,YBtLB,XC,YC,ZC 
COMMON / V L I H I T /  V L I M ( S ) , V H L I M t  16) 
COMMON /ELNTHS/  ELL4164 
COHMCN / O V T 3 F /  J 
COMMON /OVT3A/ Z2, I I 












COMPUTE INDUCED  VELOCITIES AT ALL VORTEX ELEMENT END POINTS, 
AND INCLUDING  BLADE VORTEX POINTS-  INCLUOE  SELF-INDUCED 
E F F E C T S  DUE T O  BLADE AND NEIGHBORING V O R T I C E S  (BASED ON 
APPROXIMAT€  CURVATURE FROM AN ARC DETERMINED FROM 3-POINT 
CIRCULAR ARC CURVE F I T T L N G -  
I N I T I A L I Z E  CONTROL  CONSTANTS FOR WAKE INDUCED  VELOCITY 
CALCULATIONS- 
I f  ( Z 2 o E Q . 2 )  NSW1=1 
NN=1 
NWSTHl=NWSTRE-l 
DO 400 J k l r N I B R V H  
EEL=VLL 4 JA) 
TWOEL=EEL+EEL 
NSW=- 1 
EL=ELL(  J A )  
NANRX=NANRM 






WORK3=ZA-Z( NANRM. JL 1 
az=o, 
RSQ=WORK1*WORKl+WORK2*WORKZ+YORK2+HORK3*UORK3 
R( l )=SQRT(RSO)  




I F  (R(1)oNE.O) GO TO 5 
NANAX=NANRM+L 
I F  (NANRX-GT-NWSTHl) GO TO 400 
WORKl=XA-X(NANRXtJL) 








I F  ( N U S T R E o G T o I I o A N D o I o E Q I I I I A N 0 . 3 A , E Q I J )  60 TO 390 
I P l = I + l  
X C = X (  I P l  t JL 1 
YC=Y€ I P  1 t JL J 
ZC=Z(  I P l t  JL) 
BEGIN STANDARD  TYPE ROW INDUCED  VELOCITY  CALCULATION. 
NRE TN=O 
IF 14 I I ~ E P ~ I ~ O R . I I - l . E Q ~ I ) . A N D I J A , E P . J I A N D o Z Z ~ E ~ o 2 1  
1 C A L L  S E L F I N  ( I t I I t J A t Q X t O Y t Q 2 , N R E T N )  





IF(RT,GT,TWOEL) GO TO 362 
f F  (RSQmLToEELl  GO TO 354 
IF (RToLToEEL)  GO TO 364 
NSW=O 
GO TO 389 
362 NSW=l 
I=I+NALIW 
GO l a  389 
364 IF i N S U o L T o 1 J  GO TO 363 
1x1-NALIH 






365 RStSQRT (RT) 
370 RPR=RS+R(NN) 
NSW"1 
C TEST FOR END OF VORTEX ELEMENT  (POINT A )  I N S I D E  CURRENT  VORTEX 
C ELEMENT  CORE- DEFINE HORL DIFFERENTLY  ONLY I F  A I S   I N S I D E  
C CORE OF 6-C ELEMENT. 
WORKl=R INN) 
VTEST=RS*RS+YORKl*WORKl-OORL 
7 5  
1 





VTEST=(WORK3-OORL )*(DORL -WORK2)/(4,*0ORL # 
kORKL=WORKl*WORKl 
h O R K L t A 4 N A N R M v J A J  
I F  ( V T E S T o G T o W O R K l J  GO T O  371 
HORG=O. 
WORKS=SCRT(DORL)*HORKl 




I F I U O R K S o N E - O o )  HORG=RPR/WORKS 
377 EORNZ=(Xd-XC)* (YC-YB)- (YA-YC)* (XC-XB)  
EORNY=(  ZA-ZC I*(  XC-XB)-(XA-XC)*(ZC-ZB) 







381 WORKl=GAMMA( 1, J S I G )  
UORKl=ANAXl(WORK2,WORK3~WORK4J 
I F  ( W O R K i - L E o V M L I M ( J S I G ) )  GO TO 383 
EHNGX=EHNGX/idORKl*VMLIM(JSIG) 
E H b i 6 Y = E H N G Y / W O R K 1 * V M L I M O  








OY-QY t (SGHAY  )*6AMHA( I v J S I G )  
383 WORKi=EL/SORT(DORLJ 
P x = a x + (  SGHAX )*GAMKA( I v J S I G )  
u = w +  ( SGMAL )*GAMMA( I v J S I G )  
389 RSC=RT 
390 I F  ( I . L T o N A N R X )  60 TO 391 
I F  4 I oLTmNWSTM1) GO TO 10 
391 I F  ~ 2 . ~ a . 2 1  'GO TO 393 
V X ( I I , J ) = V X I I I t J ) + Q X  
V Y (   I I v J ) = V Y (  I I v J ) + O Y  
V Z ( I I ~ J ) = V Z ( I I v J I + Q Z  
GO TC 400 
76 
I 
7 1  
78 
SUBROUTINE POINTA ~ J L t I t A ~ J S I G s Q S X t Q S Y ~ ~ S Z ~ I I X A 1 V A . Z A . X B I Y ~ t Z ~ ~  
REAL L T ~ P ( ~ I , ~ X I W Y I W Z , W X Y Z  
OIHENSLON  GAHHA(S4m16)  
COMMON /MODCNYT/ N T V ~ , N Y S T R E ~ N W R I N A N R ~ ~ N I B R V ~ ~ N I B ~  
I X = I I  









L T H P ( 2  )==SQRT4 WORKl*YORK1+WORK2*YOR~2+HORK3*~ORK3 J 
ATMP =A 
285 WX=(YB-YAJ*(ZA-ZC)-4YA-YCi*tZB-ZhJ 
U Y = ( Z B - Z h ) ~ l X A - X C ) - ( Z h - Z C ) * ( X B - X A ~  
H Z = ( X B - X A ) * l Y A - Y C ) - ( X A - X C ) * o  
RT=MX*HXtMY*MY+MZ*HZ 




IF ( R T o E Q o O - )   R T = l o  
WORK3= ( 4 0 * ( L T H P ( l ) * L T ~ P I 2 ) ) * * 2 - ( ~ T H P l l J * * 2 + L T ~ P ( 2 J * * 2 - D E L S ~ ) * *  
12 1 
I F  (UORK3oLEoOJ  WORK3=5-4E-70 
RT=OELSO/WORK3 
RS=SQRT  (RT J 
I F  4 I I .  EQ0NWSTREI GO TO 306 
JK= J K + 1  
RS=SQRT(UTl 
R S C R P = 2 o * L T M P ( l ) * L T M P ( 2 ) * R S  
289 RT=RSCRP**2-LTMP( 1) **2 
IF 4 R T o L T o O o )  RT=Oo 
C COMPUTE FSHAL  DEPENOING ON L(1)* *2oGEoOELSQJL(2~**2-  
IF ( L I M P (  1)**2-DELSQ-LTHPI2)+2oGloO) GO TO 294 
292 F S M A L = ( R S C R P - R S ) / L T M P O  
294 FSMAL=tRSCRP+RS) /LTMP(  1) 
296 RT=4,*FSUAL*RSCRP/ATMP . 
GO TO 296 
C COMPUTE T R A I L E D  4 JK=1.2) C O N T R I B U T I O N  TO 
C SELF- INDUCED  VELOCITY-  
GO TO ( 3 0 0 . 3 1 6 ) t J K  
300 IF I R T o E Q o O o )  GO TO 307 
F S C R P = G A H M A ( I ~ J S I ~ I * ( A L O ~ ( R T ) + O Z ~ ~  
GO TO 308 
306 IX=II-1 
307  FSCRP=O. 
79 
308 CTHP(3J=LTHP( lJ  
LTWP(l)=LTMP(S) 
CTHP( 2)=LTHP( 31 
GO TO 289 
316 IF (RToEQoOo J GO TO 322 
F S C R P = ( F S C R P + G A H H A ( I X I J S I G ) * ( ~ ~ O 6 ~ R T 1 ~ o Z 5 )  )/(Zo*RSCRP*HXYZ) 
C  DEF I N €  TRAILED VORTEX SELF-INDUCED VELOCITY COMPONENT, 






SUBROUTI N€ STEPX 
INTEGER OUTIUKPTICNTR 
INTEGER  T45rHW 
REAL M X Y Z ~ H U ~ W U A L T I M U S P K ~ M U C A ~ ~ ~ U S A T . ~ U D P I U U S D P ~ L L N T H I L ~ T H ~ L O ~ D N ~  
1 L T M P ~ L S P t H X ~ H Y ~ M Z ~ M U C D P t M U S ~ S ~ ~ ~ D S t I O t ~ B r L X ~ K X X  
C 
OIMENSION A4  05120) 
DIMENSION  ALFA14021  
D IMENSION  ALFAZ(02)  
DIMENSION  ALFAS(O2) 
D IHENSION  ALFAT(02)  
D IHENSION  ALPHA0402)  
OIHENSICN  ALPHAR(02)  
DIMEHSICN  AO(02J  
DIMENSION Af t4021 
DIMElvSION A T ( 5 )  
DIMENSION ATWP( 5 )  
DIWENSICN B 4 0 0 5 t l 6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  B E T A ( 0 3 9 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   8 T i 5 J  
DIMENSION  BTMP45) 
DIMEhiSION G ( 0 9 )  
OIMENSION  GCCA(O2) 
CIMENSION  CHORD(O2) 
D IMENSION  DELTA402)  
GIMEhSION 01490) 
DIMENSION  DLNTH(O l6 )  
D I M E N S I O N  D S Q ( 0 1 6 )  
OIWENSION D T M P ( O l 6 l  
DIMENSION G A H M A ( 0 5 ~ 0 1 6 )  
DIMENSION GAHMAG(144) 
D IMENSION  . INDX6(16 )  
CIMENSION 10402) 
DIMENSION  KXX(02)  
D I M E N S I O N   L L N T H l 0 2 0 )  
0 IMENSION  LNTH( 0 5 , 2 0 )  
DIMENSICN  LOADN(O20) 
DIMENSION  LSQtOZOJ 
DIMENSION  LTMP4020)  
D I H E N S I O N   L X ( 0 2  1 
DIMENSION H84021 
OIMEhiSION MUCDP4028 
DIMENSION  MUCDS(2J 
DIMENSION  MUSDP(02) 
DIMENSION MUSDS(2) 
OiWENSION NPSI  (2 )  
OIWENSION P S I 1 2 J  
DIMENSION  DIR(2- )  





DIMENSION RCAP(OZv5)  
D I M E N S I O N  RSMLLI02s20) 






OIMENSION S I G M Z 4 0 4 J  
DIMENSION T ( 0 3 r 0 3 J  
DIMENSION TCOR403r03)  
D IHEKSICN THTAX(02)  
DIMENSION THTAY(0Zi 
OIMENSICN T R ( 0 9 1  
DIMENSION V I ( O l r 0 1 )  
DIMENSION VX(OSr20)  
DIMENSION VY(05r2OJ 
DIMENSION V Z ( 0 5 r 2 0 )  
DIMENSION WKXf 01 101 J 
DIHEhiSION WKY101,01J 
OIMENSlON WKZ(Ol r01J  
OIMENSION Xi05,201 
DIHEhSICN  XROT(OZJ 
DIMEhSION XX102) 
DIMENSION YROT( 02) 
DiMENSION Z A P ( 1 6 )  
DIMENSION ZROT4 0 2 )  
D I M E N S I O N   X S I M Q ( 0 1 6 r 0 1 6 )  




COMMON / B E T A ~ / B E T A ~ M B E T R ~ N B E T C ~ P I ~ D T U ~ ~ ~ A S ~ A L P H A ~ ~ ~ L P H A ~ ~ R O  
COMMON / B E T A 3 / 0 ~ , O H S Q t A O ~ A R , V , ~ H ~ , M U  
COMMON /TEST33/  N I B ~ N R O T ~ N W ~ N B R V l ~ X ~ Y ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ D N T ~ ~ L N T H r N A R ~ N F E R ~  
l J S I G T t N W M K ~ J ~ N W M 1 , N I B V ~ V X ~ V Y ~ V Z ~ N I B R V  
COMMON /TEST55/  JLI JSI~,NTVINTV~,M~DPSI~CHORD,RSMLL, RGAPIGAHWAIQSL 
COMMON / W A K E l /  V O O H R , N U Y K P T . V I T Y K X T ~ K Y ~ W K Z I C O S ~ ~ ~ S I N E ~ , N A S ~ ,  
l N I B N A , N W K L S T , N W K R W , ~ ~ ~ C L ~ ~ L P l ~ N L P 2 ~ N L P 3 ~ N L P 4 , l ~ O P I  
CGMWCh /CONT/ N A I N R T N A N R , J A , J J ~ N N ~ N , S I ~ N , I I N G J R  
COMMON /SUBIE/ N A S  
COMMON /WKlC/ PSI,CCLA,QIR 
COMMON / W K l A /  PSIRrDPSIK,PSIK~DELTA.RREF1HUCDS1MUCDS~MUSDS~THTAXrTHTAY 
COMMON /WKCONT/ NWKPD 
COMP,ON /STEPXA/ UKPT,WW, IOUT~NOTTP1~KAI,NBf 
COMMON /MODCNT/ N T V M , N W S T R E + N W R ~ ~ A N R M T N I B R V ~ , ~ I E ~  
COMMON /MODMKl/ G A M M A M ( 5 4 r 1 6 ) , R n ( l ) t A M ( O S , l 6 ) r V X M ( 5 6 1 L 6 )  
82 
l V Y M ~ 5 4 . 1 6 ) r V Z H ( 5 4 . 1 6 )  rXM(54r16) rYH(S4116)  rZM(54116) 
CCWMON /MODUK3/ AFH(4rl0JrBFMt4141 
COMMON /OUTDI/ NNTVrNEXPYK~NSIGRMrNHOORrN~,ODC 
COMMON / O U T D I I /  NWKCLH 
COMMON /CONVGC/ GAMMA6 
COMHON /WKZC/ S IGBL 
COWClON / W K 4 A /  VXX 
COMPUTE NEW VORTEX ELEMENT END POINT LOCATIONS 
I F  (NW-LTmNANRMJ  NW=NW+l 
I f  INWSTREaLTmNWR)  NUSTRE=NWSTRE+l 
NWSTMl=NWSTRE-l 
NclM 1=NW- 1 
NVH2=NHOOC 
HUCAT=HUCOS( M I  
MUSAT=MUSDS(Hi 
DO 420 1=1 r NWMl 
K=NW-I 
L=NW- I +  1 
J = ( H - l ) * N I B V  
00 4 1 8  J J = l r N I B V  
J=J+1 
CO 420 M=itNROT 
X ( L r J J = X ( K r J ) + V X ( K r J I * D P S I + W U C A T  
Y ~ L t J ) = Y ( K r J ) + V Y ( K t J ) * O P S I  
Z ( L r J ) = Z ( K r J I + V L ( K r J ) * G P S ~ + ~ U S A T  
IF (1-EQ.1oORoM.GT-11 GO TO 420 
00 419 N = l  t NGJR 
GAHHA(LrN)=GAMnA(KrN) 
CONTINUE 
TRANSPORT MODIFIED WAKE 
IF 4NAS.LToNANRMI GO TO 560 
CALL MODCOX (NROTrNIB ,NTVrNTVHrAIAH1AFnrNEXeWK.NNTVIN~~O~rNANRH~ 
1 A V M 2  rNAS J 
CALL MCOCOR ( N R O T r N I B r N T V r N T V M r V X ~ V Y ~ V Z r V X M ~ V Y M r V Z H ~ A F M ~  
2 NWKRLJrNWKCLM,NMODRrNAhRHrNVM2) 
DO 550 M=l*NROT 





J = ( H - l ) * N I B M  
00 510  J J = l r N I B M  
00 550 I= l rNWSTMF 












X ~ I L , J ) ~ X M ( K I J ) + V X ~ ~ K I J ~ ~ D P S I ~ H U C A T  
VMdL,J)=Yn(K,J)+VYM(Kt~l*DPSI 
510 Z M ( L , J ) = Z M ( K 1 J l + Y Z M ( ~ ~ J ) * O P S I + ~ U S A T  
IF ( I o € Q o l . O R . ~ - G T o l J  GO TO 550 
00 520 N = l t N I B R V H  
520 GAMHAH(LtN)EGAM~AM(KtN)  
550 CONTINUE 
CALL GMS ( N A N R H t N R O T t N I B t N T V ~ t ~ F ~ t G A ~ ~ A ~ G A H ~ A ~ t N T V l t N E X P U K ~  
1 NSIGRWtNMODRtNMODC) 
560 00 441  H=1 t NROT 
441 PSI(H)=PSI(M)+DPSI*DIR(M) 
&AS=NAS+l 
IF  (NASoGEoNANRMl 
LCALL M O D C O R ( N R O T ~ N I 0 ~ N T V t N T V M ~ X t Y t Z t X M t Y H ~ Z ~ ~ A f ~ ~ N E X P ~ K ~ N N l V ~  
1 NMODRtNAhRMtNVM21 
IF (NASoEPoNANRM+l) 
l C A L L  W O D C O R ~ N R O T t N I B t N 7 V t N T V ~ t X t Y , Z t X ~ t Y M t Z ~ t A F M t ~ E X P ~ K ~ N N T V t  
1 NHODRtN4NRH-LtNVM2) 
WRITE 1613) NAStNMtNWSTRE 
3 FGRHAT  430HOTHE NUMBER O F  WAKE POSIT IONS t3IS) 
I F  (NASo6EoWW)  NWKPDz4 
I F  (NLKPDeEQ-4)  NPER=4 
I f = O  
C 
902 FORP.AT 4213/ (8F10.71)  
C 
C OUTPUT BRANCH CONTROL 
C 
C 
C START NEW COMPUTATION  WITH NO OUTPUT IF NBCoEQ-1 
C 
GO TO (440t442r444) t  NBC 
442 WRITE (NOTTPLI  X , Y t Z t G A M M A , V I t S I G B L t G A M M A G t P S I t  I I tNASsNWtNWMl ,  
1 NP€R~NASl ,NWKPDtLNTHtDNTH,AIBrVXtVYtVZtVXXt  
2 V X C t V Y N , V L n t X M r Y H r Z H t 6 A M I R M I A n r N W S f R E  
REWIND  NOTTPl 
IF 4KAT.EQ.1)  STOP 
IF (NASoGEoWW+NIBNA)  STOP 
RETURN 
444 W R I T E ( I O U T t 9 0 2 )  N W ~ N I 6 R V t ~ ~ X ~ I t 3 ~ t Y ~ I ~ J ~ ~ Z ~ I ~ J l t ! ~ l ~ N U ~ ~ J ~ l ~  
1 N I B R V )  t P S 1  




SUBROUTINE GMS ( I . N R O T ~ N I B ~ N T V ~ ~ ~ F M ~ G A ~ H A ~ G A M M A M ~ N T V M ~ T N A N R ~ N G J R ~  
D I M E N S I O N  B F M ( 4 r 4 1  








DO 10 K = l r N i f 3  





DO 10 L W l r N T V M  
GAMMAMI  IM1 t J M ) = O .  
00 10 L-ltNTVNl 
J=L+NTVK 
GAHMAH(IH~TJ~)”BF~(LHIL)+GA~~A(IM~,JI 
1 +GAMWAM( IMA JH) 
10 CONTINUE 




SUBROUTINE UOOCOX ( N R O T r N I B ~ N T V ~ N T V H r X ~ X C I r A F ~ ~ N A N V ~ N B N T ~ N H U ~ X ~  
1 NVM2rNASJ . 
DIMENSION AFHI(4,lOJ 
D IMENSION XiNANVrNBNT) 
DIMENSION XU(NANVrNVM2) 
C 
C HODIFIED WAKE ELECIE'NT END POINT P O S I T I C N S '  OR VELOCIT IES 
C 
DO 20 EI=l.NROT 
00 20 K = l r N I B  
00 20 LM=lrNTVM 
JH==LN+NTVU*(K-I+NIS*(H-L) J 
I F  (NAS.EQoIoANDoLHoLToNTVHJ GO TO 15 
IF (LHoLToNTVH) 60 TO 20 
XM( 11 JMJ=Oo 
GO TO 16 
15 REA0 (5r100) X M ( I r J H 1  
100 FORMAT ( 2 9 X r E 1 4 - 7 J  
GO TO 20 
J=L+NTV*(K- l+NIB*(CI- lJ  J 
h=L+NTV*(  H-1 J 
16 00 10 L = l r N T V  
X M ( I . J M ) = A F M ( L H . N J * X ( I - l r J ) + X n O  
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
W R I T E ( 6 r 1 0 0 2 J  NAS.4 XM(  I t J )  rJ=l  r 8 )  
1002 FORMAT (7HOHODCOXr9( l X v G 1 1 - 4 J  J 
RETURN 
END 
Machine  Capability 
The  Wake  Geometry  Program  has  been  run on  the 
University of Rochester's IBM 360/65 under MVT Release 
18, General  Computer Corporation's CDC  6600 under  Scope 
3.2, and NASA-Langley's CDC 6600xnder Scope 3.2. The 
program is standard  FORTRAN  IV and is  also  WATFIV 
compatible. 
8 8  
Recommended CDC  6600 Overlay Statements: 
Mainline : 
OVERLAY (WKOVL, 0,O) 
PROGRAM  GEOM(INPUT,  OUTPUT,  BDSIG,  BDGAM,  TAPE5=INPUT, 
TAPE6=OUTPUT,  TAPEQ=BDSIG,  TAPE8=BDGAM) 
Subroutine WK1: 
' CALL OVERIAY(5LWKOVL,3,0,6HRECALL) replaces CALL  WK2 
CALL OVERLAY(5LWKOVL,4,0,6HRECALL) replaces CALL  CONVG 
CALL  OVERLAY (5LWKO'FEL','S, 0,6HRECALL) replaces CALL  ALlBD2 
CALL OVERLAY(5LWKOVL,6,0,6HRECALL) replaces CALL  APXLD 
CALL OVERLAY(5LWKOVL,7,0,6HRECALL) replaces CALL  WK3 





OVERLAY  (WKOVL , 4 , 0 )  
PROGRAM  CONVG 
Subroutine ALlBD2: 
OVERLAY (WKOVL ,5,0 ) 
PROGRAM  ALlBD2 
Subroutine APXLD: 
OVERALY  (WKOVL,  6,O) 
PROGRAM  .APXLD 
Subroutine WK3: 
OVERLAY  (WKOVL ,7,0 ) 
PROGRAM  WK3 
Subroutine STEPX: 
OVERLAY (WKOVL,lO,O) 






COMMON /PUNCH/  NPCH 
COMMON / C I R / P I   r T W O P I  r O l S  
COMMON / A I /  NBL~NB~NR,NW~NCV~NR2(nAXnOlNfTl rNIT l ,NIT2~NIT3 
1 rCPOM6,  I T 3  
COMMON / I O / I N I N O U T ~ I T ~ ~ I T ~  
COMMON / 8 3 /  D S I c I J ~ K T E S T ~ A ~ S N A ~ A ~ S N B ~ E M T A l , E ~ T B l ~ A L L l ~ A L L 2 ~ R O A I R ~  
1 R A l r R B l r E R R S V  
COMMGN /SHEAR11  NASHER 
COMMON/ BLD4X 1/ DUMB04 
COMMON /BLD4X2/  W O O T ~ W P H I ~ W T H E T ~ ~ F X I U F Z ~ ~ E ~ O ~ N M A S ~ N M O D E , N A P S O N ~  
1 N R l l  
COMMON / B L D 4 X 3 /  AMUINA~NRL 
COMMON / B L D 3 X 1 /  ALPT~,ALPT~~CT~~CT~,NRNTNAINRNTNA,NRNT,UNKWN~SV~TRBL, 
1 F O R C Z ~ E M U M E I H D O T I P H I ~ T H E T ~ B I T B E T ~ S A V E ~ W B R ~ E L ~ F O R C X  
COMMON /SAD2/  V O O T , X D O T , P H I D T . S I D T ~ C S ~ D T  
COMMON / G A R Y 2 /   X I N P T v F I N P T  
COMMON /SGSLS/ SIGLM,WERLH 




DO 2384 1=1,2095 
OUMBD4( I )=Om 
2384 OOMBD4( I)=O, 
I sw= 1 
DO 2344 I=lr114 




00 2389 I= l r1634 
DUHSDB( 1 )=O, 






I T 7 = 8  
ITf3=7 
READ4 I N 1 8 9 9 1  
READ( I N 9 9 0 0 )  NBLtNBtNRtNA,NWfNHAwNHB,KTEST1NtV,NROT 
R E A D (  I N w 9 0 0 J  N I T ~ ~ N I T E I N I T ~ ~ W A X W U  
R E A D  ( I N , 9 0 0 1  NPCHtNPRNT 
R E A C ( I N ~ 9 0 1 ) A H U v A L L l 1 A L L 2 , A T I H E  
R E A G ( I N v 9 0 1 )  CPOMGwRQAIR 
READ ( i N t 9 0 1 )   X I N P T v F I N P T  





N R l l = N R l + l  
NRNTNA=NRNT*NA 
hACVTC=NA/2+1 





I F  (NBL,EP.l J NRL=NR 
WRI TE 4 NOUT. 899)  
WHITE(NOUTr9212)  
W R I T E 4 N O U T ~ 9 Z O ~  NBLvNBt N R I N A I N W I C P C M G ~ R O A I R ~ A M U  
WRITE(NOUlr924)ALLlwALL2 
I F  (FINPT,IT.-5*OR.FINPT*6ToL-O) F I N P T = * 5  
WRITEtNOUTv9216)  SIGLMwWBRLH 
FORMATI39Xv31HLIMIT  ON OFF-DIAGONAL  SIGMAS = r F 7 - 4 t / ,  







N R P  1=NK+1 
N A P l = N A + l  
NWP1=NW+L 
IJ=kA*NK 
I T 3 = 1  
92 




C A L L  I N P U T ( B I ~ B E T t I S E C A t N R P T A t € ~ N l A t E I X A ~ E I Y A t X I N A t Y I N A ~  
1 EMAA,DPHA-tEQA,DLAtLAA.ACPTA1CTAtCTAtEMTAt~MS~A~AKIAtTHETAtX~~~At  
2 A K A ~ R A ~ A C A . ~ C A ~ A T A ~ A M Z A ~ A V ~ A I A ~ Y A ~ ~ V Z A , A V A ~ A ~ A ~ A P H T A ~  
3 A S I A ~ A T H E A ~ S I 6 A t O M E 6 A t ~ B L t E I Z A ~ R U K A ~ I l t t 2 ~ N ~ A t P S I R A ~ D ~ R A ~  
1 NAtNRltNRNTtkMAS.NMODEtNCtDbMPCAtSIGKJA) 
C 
C DO 7326 I = l  9 NHAS 
C 00 7327 K = l t 3  
C7327 A P H I A ( I I K ) = O ~  
C A V A (  I , 4 i ) = O o  
C 00 7329 K = 5 1 6  














C RECALCULATE SOME I N P U T  VALUES 
9214 CONTINUE 
C N V P T = P 1 / 1 8 0 - 0  
CALL C O N V ( C N V R T I T H E T A , A C A , ~ C ~ T A ~ ~ ~ A T ~ ~ ~ A , ~ ~ ~ , ~ M A S  1 
M B A R A = W B A R ( A M U v A L P T A I C T A )  
ANSNA=AMU*SIN(ALPTA i  
CSALA=COS(ALPTAJ 
AMCSA=AMU*CSALA 
6 H S N B = O .  
I f  (NBLoNE.2)  GO TO 38 
C A L L  C O N V ( C N V R T , T H E T B T A C B , B C B ~ A L P T B ~ D P H ~ ~ N M ~ ~ N M A S J  




3 8  I X l = N R * N B L  
C 
C COMPUTE D I S T A N C E S  L SUB I J ACCORDING  TO  F RMULA  P GE 111-3 
C 
C S I = - E S I * D I R A + P S I R A  
DO 40 J = l , N A  
C S I = C S I + D S I * O I R A + P S I R A  
4G SI NE J ( J )  =SI N ( C S i  1 
2001 CONTINUE 
C R B L 4 I )  I S  PETERS RBAR SUB I AND R W K ( M , l )  IS PETERS R SUB M 
C 
DO 50 I = l * N R l  
B E T I I ) = B E T ( I ) * C N V R T  
CU 50  J = l v N A  
5 0  E L ( I r J ~ = O S I * ~ R B L ( I J + A M C S A * S ~ N E 3 o * O I R A ~  
C 
IF4NBL-1) 1 4 3 s  143,144 
144 C S I = - O S l * D i R B + P S I R B  
CSI=CSI+DSI*DIRB 
00 5 5  J = l r N A  
5 5  S I N E B J (  J I = S I N ( C S I )  
DO 59 I = N R 2 r  NR 
BET3 I ) = B E T (  I )*CNVRT 
GO 5 9  J = l * N A  




C I N I T I A L I Z E  COLUMN VECTOR OF UNKNOWNS FOR OVERALL I T E R A T I O N  
DO LOO J = l r I J  
100 SAVE( J ) = O o  
C 
C ENTER  OVERALL   ITERAT iVE SCHEME 
94 
C CALL  AERQOYNAMIC  PORTION (@LO I I I )  
& K 7 E S T  = 0 BYPASSES READ OF SIGMA AN0 UU 
C 
NNA l = N R l  
CALL   START ( W B A R A ~ A M U ~ ~ L P T A ~ B C A ~ A C A ~ A K I A r T H E T A ~ D S I ~ C S I A ~  
1 BIrBETrRBL,O~SPArltNNRl~AVA(NMA~l) rCSIDTA,RA.PSXRA~DIRAv  
* 1 H C O T ~ P H I , T H E T I N A ~ N R ~ T )  
EHTAl=EWTA 
R A l = R A  
C 
C IF CNLY CNE ROTOR I S  USE0 60 TO 83 
IF ( N B L - l I 8 3 r 8 3 9 8 4  
84 HNR=NR 
hNRZ=NR2 
CALL  START ( W B A R B ~ A ~ U ~ A L P T B r B C B . A C B r A # I B r T H E T B I O S I ~ C S I B ~  




R B l = R B  
C T2=C TB 




C kR I TE (6 r 2 0 )  
20 FORMAT(  6HOHDOT , / / I  
C WRITE i6 ,ZOOJ ( (HDOT ( 1 1  J ) r J = l r N A )   r I = l r N R J  
200 F O R M A T ( l O ( l X . E l Z r 5 )  r / l  
C W R I T E ( 6 r 2 1 )  
2 1  FCIRMATt  6HOPHI , / / I  
C kHiTE(6r200~((PHI ( I , J ) r J = l r N A ) , I = l r N R )  
C Y R I T E ( b r 2 2 )  
22  F O R M A T  ( 6HOTHET 1 / /  1 
C U R 1 T E ( 6 r 2 0 0 i ( ( T H E T   ( I . J ) , J = l r N A ) , I = l r N R )  
85 CObiTINUE 
C T l = C T A  
A L P T l = A L P T A  
GO TO ( 2 0 0 4 r 2 0 0 0 I , I S W  
2004 CALL 6LD3 
GO TO 2003 
i S k ’ = l  
2000 CONTI f iUE 
R E A O ( 2 l H D O T  
R E P G ( 2 J P H I  
Rt lAD(2)   THET 
R E d D I 2 l F O R C Z  
READ ( 2  1 FORCX 
REAO 4 2 ) EHOME 
READ(Z1SAVE 
REAC ( 2  JEL 
. R E 4 0  42 1 R B L  
R E A D ( 2 2 8 1  
R E A O ( 2 ) B E T  
R E A C ( 2 i I T 3  
R E A O ( 2 J S V 3  
REAO12)ERRSV 
R E 4 0 ( 2 i U N K W N  
2003 CONTINUE 
W R I T E  (6, 79944 
7994 FORHAT  (6HOFORCZ// J 
WRITE (6;2008 ( ( F O R C Z I I t J i r J ~ l ~ N A ) . I I L . N R )  
k R I T E  ( 6 , 7 9 9 5 )  
7995 FORMAT (6HOFORCX// )  
WRITE (61200) ( ( F O R C X ( I r J )  ~ J P ~ T N A ) T I = ~ ~ N R I  
WRITE (6,7996) 
7996 FORMAT  (6HOEHOME// j  
m m  ( 6 , 2 0 0 ~  {~EMOME( ITA ~ J = ~ T N A J T I ~ ~ T N R )  
C 
C ASSIGN  CORRECT  fORCES FOR i N P U T  TO 8 L D 4  
C 
DO 93 I = l r N R l  
00 93 J = l r N A  
W F X i l r J ) = f u R C X ( I r J )  
k F Z ( I , J i = F O R C Z ( I ~ J )  
MEMO( I T J ) = E H O M E ( I T J )  
93 CONTINUE 
9 3 1  R B L A I  I )=RBL( I )  
C 
C ENTER  BLD4  WITH  PARAMETERS FOR F f R S T  ROTOR 
DO 931 i=lrNR1 
00 2 3 4 5  I=lr114 
2345 C S I X ( I J = C S I A ( I )  
C A L L   B L O B  
C 
C 
C ASSIGN CALCULATED  VALUES F P O M  EL04 TO CORRECT  ARRAYS 
DO 2346 I = l r114  
2346 C S I A ( I ) = C S I X ( I )  
DO 94 I = l r N R l  
DO 94 J= l ,NA 
H D O T ( i r J ) = W D O T (  I r J )  
P H I ( I T J ) = W P H L ( I ~ J )  
T H E T ( I ~ J J = W T H E T ( I r J )  
94 CONTINUE 
G IF ONLY ONE ROTOR. I S  USED GO TO 85 
C 
C A S S I G N  CORRECT  FORCES FOR INPU.1 TO BLD4 
06 DO 95 I=NR29NR 
I F  I N B L - 1 )  9411r9411r86 
96 
00 95 J = l t N A  
L = I - N R l  
W F X ( L ~ J i = f O R C X C I w J )  
Y F Z i L r J ) = f O R C Z ( I , J l  
WEHGIL,JI=EHGME(I,J) 
9 5  CONTINUE 
DO 9 5 1  I=NRZrNR 
L- I -NRl  
951 R B L B i L ) = R B L ( I )  
C 
C ENTER 8LD4  WITH PARAMET€RS FOR SECCND ROTOR 
DO 2347 I=lr114 
2 3 4 7   C S I X ( I ) = C S I B ( I )  
TEHPX=DUHSDA(I) 
DUMSDAI I )=DUMSOB( I )  
2387 OUMS08(  I )=TEHPX 
TEMPX=DUMBD4(1) 
DUMB04( I )=DaNBD4( I )  
2386 OOMBD4I I )=TEMPX 
CALL 8 L D 4  
DO 2 3 8 7  I=1,1634 
00 2386 I=lr2095 
C 
C ASSIGN CALCULATED  VALUES FPOW B L D 4  TO CORRECT ARRAYS 
DO 2385 I"lr2095 
TEMPX=DOHBD4( I )  
00MB04 ( I )=DUMBD4I 11 
2385 DUMBD44 I )=TEMPX 
TEMPX=DUMSDAII) 
CUMSOAI I )=DUMSDB I 11 
2388  DUMSOBI I )=TEMPX 
DO 2388 I=1,1634 
DO 2348 I = l r 1 1 4  
2348 c s m  I ) = c s I x (  I 1 
11=0 
DO 9 4 1  I = N R ~ . N R  
I l = I l + L  
00 941  J = l r N A  
H D O T ( I r J ) = W D O T ( I l r J )  
P H I I I , J ) = W P H I ( I l r J )  
T H E T ( I r J ) = W T H E T ( I l r J )  
941 CON1 INUE 
941L   CONTINUE 
GO TO 85 
I F  ( I T 3 o E Q o L 0 0 0 )  STOP 
899 FGRHAT (80H 
900 FORWAT (1615) 
1 1 
901 FORMAT ( 8 F l O - O J  
9212 FORHATI3 ( / ) r48X ,37HDYNAnIG RESPUhSE OF HELICOPTER BLAOESSS(/)) 
97 
920  F G R M A T i  1H  t51Xt18HNUWBER OF RoTORS= t I31/r 
1 SZXvl8HNUHBER OF BLADES= r 1 3 v / t  
3 40Xv30HKUMBER OF R A C I A L  LOA0 POINTS= t i 3 e / t  
4 39Xp31HNUHBER OF AZIHC'THAL POSITIONS= tI3./r 
5 47Xv23HNUMBER OF WAKE POINTS= ,139/9 
6 41Xv28H  ROTATIONAL SPEED CAP OMEGA= tf9o498H RAD/SEC t / t  
7 53x1   17HAIR  DENSITY RHO= tF8.5t/r  
8 52Xv18HAOVANCE R A T I O  )?U= rF703) 
9 2 4  FORMAT(  P2Xe37HCONVERGEhCE ON TWO INNER  ITERATIONS =E8o1/ 
1 37Xv32HCONVERGENCE ON OUTER I T E R A T I O N  =E8-lr?I/)) 
9211 FORMATIlHOv48Xt29HBLADE PROPERTIES- F I R S T  BLADE, 3(/)) 




1 A T ~ I ~ K ) , A H Z ~ I r K ) r A V Y ( I ~ K ) ~ A ~ Y ( I r K ) ~ ~ V Z ( I t K )  
A W ( I ~ K ) J - A W ( I I K )  
C A V Y (  1 t l o = - A V Y (  I rK) 
22 CONTINUE 
00 24 K = l r H A X H O  
TWK=2  o*OHEGAtK 1 
T D d = O A H P C * A P H I ( l r K i  
GO 23 J = l r H A X M O  
SIGKJ(K,J)=TDA*APHI(l,J) 
23 CONTINUE 
T S I G = S I G ( K )  
SIG(KJ=TSIG+SIGKJ(K,K)/TWK 
S f G K J ( K ~ K l = - T W K * T S I G  
C REPLACE T H I S  READ WITH f T 7  
589 FGRMATIlOFBmOl 
588 F O R M A T ( 5 ( 6 1 2 o 7 ~ 3 X ) r / r 5 G ~ 5 . 7 ~  
24 CONTINUE 
R E A D ( 5 , 5 8 9 ) ~ R B L ( I ) r I = l l r 1 2 )  
RETURN 
900 FORMAT 116151 
901 FORMAT (8F10-7) 
902 FORHATI  10E8.7) 
END 
SUBROUTINE O U T P U T ~ T H E T O t X R O O T ~ A K ~ t A C ~ ~ C t ~ ~ C T t A L P H T t E M ~ t  
lAKI~OMSQt~ItBET~ELNTHtEMAS~€IXtEIZtXINRtYINRtDPHIt 




C PRINTS OUT BLADE PROPERTIES 
C 
C 
DIMENSION RBL( 8) 
OIMENSION SIGKJ(6t6) 
DIMENSION 6 I ~ ~ ~ ~ B E T ~ 8 ~ t E L N T H ~ 2 O ~ t € I X ~ 2 O ~ t E I Y ~ 2 O ~ t X I N R ~ 2 O l ~ Y I N R ~ 2 O ~  
l t E M A S ~ 2 0 ~ t D P H I ~ 2 0 ~ t E P S ~ 2 O ~ ~ O ~ Z ~ 2 O ~ t Z A ~ 2 O ~ t O M E G A ~ 6 ~ t E I Z ~ 2 O ~ ~ S I G ~ 6 ~  
OIHENSION A M Y ( 2 0 r 6 )  tAV~20t6)tAW(20r6ltAPHI(2Ot6~ ~ A S ~ ( ~ O ~ ~ ) T A T H E T ( ~  
COMMON / I O / I N ~ N O U T t I T 7 r I T 8  
COMMON /AL /  NBLtN6tNR,NW~NCVtNR2InAXnOlNIT1.NITltN112tNIT3 
1 0 ~ 6 ) t A T ( 2 0 t 6 ) t A M Z ( 2 O r 6 ) , A V Y o 1 A V Y ~ 2 O t 6 ) t A V Z ( 2 O t 6 ~  
1 rCPOMGt I T 3  
WRI lE (NOUTp9221)  T H E T O t X R O O T ~ A K L ~ A C t B C ~ R t N H ~ P S I R t D I R  
Y R I T E   ( N O U T t 9 3 0 )  CT,ALPHTtEMTtAKItOMSQtRUKtDAMPC 
Y R I T E ( N O U T ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ( ~ I ( I ) T I = I ~ , I ~ )  
W R I T E ~ N O U T ~ 9 3 3 ~ ~ 6 E ~ ~ I ~ t I ~ I l ~ I 2 ~  
k R I T E ( N O U T t 9 2 2 J  
1 A V Z ( I T K ) , I = l r N M )  
2711 CONTI NUE 
U R I ~ E ( N O U T ~ ~ ~ O ) ( R B L ( I ) T I = I ~ , I ~ )  
RETURN 
940 FORMAT ( 2 ( / )  t 5 6 X t 1 7 H B L A D E  P O I N T  R A D I 1 1 ( 6 E 2 0 - 5 )  J 
9361 F O R M A T ~ ~ ~ X T S ~ ~ ~ E ~ O . ~ )  
9351 FORHPT(S( / )  t13X18H S E C T I O N ~ 1 O X ~ 1 H T , 1 9 X ~ 2 H H Z ~ l 7 X t 3 ~ V Y t l 8 X ~ 2 H ~ Y t  
1 1 6 X *  2HVZ 1 
935 FORMAT l l H l  t59Xt12HNORMAL MOOES/13X~7HSECTIONtlOXtlHUtl9XtlH~t 
ll6Xt3HPHlt18Xt2HSItl6X~5HTHElA~ 
925 FORMAT ~lXt13r3XtF7r4t3X,lOE11~4) 
922 FORHAT(3 ( / ) tS7X- t16HBLADE PROPERTIES//1X.3H I . ~ X ~ ~ H L E N G T H , ~ X T  
1 3 H E 1 X ~ 8 X t 3 H E I Y ~ 8 X t 3 H E I Z ~ 8 X ~ Z H I X ~ O 9 X ~ 2 H I Y ~ 9 X ~ 4 H M A S S t 7 X ~ 9 ~ D E L T A  P H I  
101 
2 r2Xs7HEPSLLONp4Xt8HDELTA L Z ~ ~ X I ~ H Z A / ~ X V ~ H F E E T T ? X ~ ~ ( ~ H L B - F T ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~  
3 3(7HLB-SECZs4X)  ~ ~ H O E G R E E S ~ ~ X ~ ~ ( ~ H F E E T T ~ X ~ V / ~  
4 4 2 X r 3 ( 4 H F E E T r 7 X ) r 2 ( / ) )  
930 FORMAT4 bbXt23HTHRUST  COEFFICIENT  CT 
1 = F 9 m 5 / 4 3 X g 2 6 H S H A F T  A X I S  ANGLE ALPHA S =F7.2t8H DEGREES/ 
2 4 9 X ~ Z O H T I P  MACH NUMBER MT = F 9 o 4 / 6 4 X r 5 H K  I =F7.3/54X, LSHOMEGA SQUAR 
3ED = F 8 o 4 e / t 5 0 X ~ 1 9 H B L A O E  P O I N T  RADIUS=,F9.5r/l 
4 49Xr20HDAMPING  COEFf ICENT=rF9.5)  
933 FORMAT (/30X130HBLAOE TYIST  ANGLES I N  OEGREES 3 F 1 0 . 5 / ( 6 0 X ~ 3 F 1 0 . 5 1 )  
9221 F O R M A T i l H   r 3 6 X r 3 3 H N O M I h A L   P I T C H  ANGLE, THETA  ZERO = tF8 .31  
i 8H DEGREES t / r  3 9 X t 3 0 6 0 F f S E T  O f  FLAP  HINGE, X ROOT = 9F9.49 
2 5H FEET 
3 4OX92YH LAC. DAMPING C O E F F I C I E N T   K L  = rF9-2ri5H f T  LBS/RAO/SEC ,/s 
4 41Xr28HCYCLIC  P I T C H  AMPLITUDES AC = r F 7 0 3 9 8 H  D E G R E E S  ~ / 9  
5 bSXr4HBC = r F 7 . 3 r 8 H  OEGREESv / r  
6 53Xr lbHROTOR R A D I U S  R = rF7-3r5H F E E T r / t  
2 47X923HNUMBER OF MASS P Q I N T S z  t I 3 r /  
345Xr24HROTOR  EFERENCE  ANGLE = rF7-31 8H DEGREES/ 
4 42X927HROTOR R O T A T I O N  DIRECTION = rF3.0/) 
932 FORMAT ( / 4 i X r 1 9 H S E M I  CHORD LENGTHS 3 F l O o 5 / ( 6 0 X ~ 3 F 1 0 * 5 ) )  
936 FORMAT (29Xr4HMOOEr  13~4X~9HFREQUENCY~F lOm6v12H RADIANS/SEC*5X9  
2 15HDAMPINb SIGMA = F l O o 6 / ( 1 3 % 1 I 4 ~ 5 E 2 0 ~ 7 ) )  
927 FORMA? f / 1 0 X r 1 7 H S I G K J (  K p J )  P A T R I X / )  
929 FORMAT (2X915F804) 
END 
102 
SUBROUTINE t O N V I C N V R T ~ f H E T O s A C s 0 C s A L P H T e O P H I s N ~ ~ N M A S )  . 
OIHENSIQN D P H I ( 2 O )  
COMMON / A l /  N B L I N B . N R ~ N W ~ N C V ~ N R Z ~ ~ A X ~ O ~ N I T L ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ N I T ~  












WBAR RETURNS E I T H E R  WBARA OR YBARB FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE START 
AMUCS=AWU*COS(ALPHTJ 




Y B A R = S O R T ( . 5 * ( S O f - A M C S 2 ) )  
104 
SU6ROlJJINE  START I W B A R X t A H U t A l P H T r B C ~ A C ~ A ~ I ~ l H E T O I D S I , t S I ~  
1 B I ~ B E T ~ R B L ~ O H S ~ ' ~ L ~ M ~ A V ~ C S I D T 1 R , P S I R . D I R . H P ~ T . P H I ~ T H E T t N A ~ N R N T )  
DIHENSION E I ~ O ~ ~ t B E T ~ O B ~ ~ R B L ~ O 8 ~  
DIHENSICN H O O T ~ 0 8 ~ 1 8 ~ ~ P H I ~ 0 8 ~ 1 8 ~ , 7 H E T o r C S I D T ~ l ~ l 8 ~  
D I M E N S I O N   C S I  (6,191 
COWHON /AL /  N B L ~ N E , N R t N W ~ N C V ~ N R 2 r n A X n O , N I T l , N I T 2 ~ N I l 3  
1 ,cPaFb,1~3 
C START  SETS I N I T I A L  VALUES FOR HOOTt PHI, THET 





A O = ( ~ 2 5 * ( 1 ~ + A M U S Q ) * T H E l O + A ~ U * A C / 3 ~ ~ ~ 2 5 * A M U * 8 C * E I ~ L ~ ~ H O L D / 3 ~ ~  
1 6ET4M )* ( *2+AMUSQ/6o)  ).*AKI 
A I = (  ( .25+m 12S*AMUSQ)*EC+AC*81(C) /3 ,  ) * A K I  
BCIR=(2.*AHU*THETO/3-+[ o25+.375*AHUSQ)*AC-BC*flI(L~/3*-o5*AMU*HOLO+ 
1 ,5*AMU*BET(M 1 J * A K I  
CO=m25*AKI 
C l = b M U * A K I / 3 -  
DO=CIMSO-BI( L)*AK1/3.  
D2= .2 5*AHUSO*AK I 
01=- .5*AMU*BI(L)*AKI  
E T A 1 ~ ~ ~ 0 0 ~ 1 ~ ~ * ~ E C I R * D O ~ O l * A O ~ ~ ~ A I * D O ~ C l * A O ~ * ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ 2 ~ C O ~ ~ /  
1 ~ ~ E 0 ~ 1 ~ ~ * ~ 0 0 * 1 D 0 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 * ~ 1 * 0 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 * D 2 ~ C 0 ~ * ~ 0 0 * ~ ~ 5 * 0 2 + C 0 ~  
2 - eS*Gl*Cl )  1 
C S I 1 ~ I A I ~ C 1 * A O / D O ~ ~ ~ 5 * D 2 + C O ~ D l * C l / ~ 2 ~ * D O ~ ~ * E T A l ~ / ~ D O ~ l ~ ~  
C S I O = ( A 0 - ~ 5 * D 1 * E T A l ) / O O  
k R I T E  (6e200) E T A l r C S I l  
00 100 I=LvM 
S I=-OSI*DIR+PS IR 
00 100 J = l r N A  
S L = S I + D S I W I R  
SN=SIN(SL)  
cs=cost SI # 
~ D O T l l r J ~ = R B L ~ I ) * ~ C S I l * S ~ E T A l * C S ~ + ~ S * B I ~ L ~ * ~ ~ ~ C ~ C S I l ~ * C S  
2 -~BC+ETAl~*SN~-AHU*CS*~CSIO+CSIl*CS+ETAl*SN~ 
THET( I t  J)=THETO+AC*SN+BC*CS 
PHI(I,J)=CSIO+CSIl*CS+ETAl*SN 
I F  (I ,EQ~1.0R,I, fQoNR2) CSIDT(l~Jl~CPOMG*R*(CSIl*SN-ETAl*CS~/AV 
IF I I * E Q . l * O R * I . f Q - N R 2 1   C S I ( l t J ) = - R * P H I i I t J ) / A V  
h O O T (  1, J )=O*  
PHI I I , J) SO, 
C S I ( l r J ) = O s  
CSLDT( l ,J)=O.  
100 CONTINUE 
20 FORMAT( ' 6 H O H D O T  ,//) 
200 faAnAT(LO(1X,El2.S),/) 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 0 3  
H R I T E I 6 r 2 0 0 ) ( i H D O T  ( I r J )  t J x l t N A )  ,I=LrHl 
__ . ." "_ 
106 
SUBROUTINE  HARHN I N ~ r N A . O S I . F ~ ~ T Y P 1 N ~ A S 1 N R O W I N C O L )  
OIHENSICIN A ( 2 0 ~ 1 0 ) ~ B ~ 2 0 ~ 1 0 J r F ( N R O U r N C O ~ ~  
C 
W R I T E ( 6 1 9 0 0 J  
NCNT-0 




IF4N5*10-N5T10)  100011OlO11OOO 
1000 N5=N5+1 
10 10 CONT INUE 
ANA=NA 
T=E-/ANA 
GO TO t 1,213141516)  rMTVP 
1 ~ R I T E ( 6 ~ 9 0 1  J 
GO TO 6 
60 TO 6 
GO TO 6 
GO TO 6 
2 W R I T E 1 6 r 9 0 2 J  
3 k R I  TE (6.903) 
4 kRC TE (6,904 J 
5 k R I T E ( 6 1 9 0 5 )  
6 CONTI NU€ 
CO 240 L = l r N H  
00 200 k = l t N A 0 2  
A ( L s N 1  = 0 
8 t L . N )  = 0 
H= N-1 
00 100 K = l r N A  
AKOSI= (K- l ) *H*DSI  
C=COS(AKDSI) 
S = SIN(AKDS1 J 
A (L ,N j=A(L ,N)+C*F(LgKJ  
B I L I N ) = B ( L , N J + S * F ( L t K J  
100 CONTINUE 
B ( L 1 N J  = T*B(LwN) 
200 A4L.N) = T*A(LsNJ  




URITE(6 .9061  (N.N=1151 




IF (NGRP-NS) 2201215 1300 
215 NG2=NA02 
107 
220 IF(N6RP-11 250r250r260 
250 DO 255 I = l r N M  
255 k R I T E I 6 , 9 l O )  I , A ( i r l ) , ( A ( f r N l r B ( I ~ N l , N ~ 2 ~ N 6 2 )  
GO TO 210 
NX2=N62-1 
IF (NGl-EOoNG2) GO TO 300 
WRITE(6,907)(N,N=NXlrNX2) 
k R I T E ( b r 9 0 9 )  
CO 265 I = l r N M  
GO TO 210 
260 N X l = N G l - l  
265 k R I T E ( 6 , 9 1 i J  I,(A(I,N)~B(IIN),N=N~~,N~~) 
300 CONT I N U E  
IF (NCNToGT-0)  RETURN 
00 86  I = l r N H  
00 86 N = l r N A 0 2  
U=A ( I  t N )  
V = 8 (  I r N )  
80 G=SQRT( U*U+V*V 1 
A R t = O  s 
I F (  G -EQsO- )GO TO 85 
ARG=ATANZ(VPU) 
8 5  B(IrN)=ARG 
8 6  A (  I rN l=G 
' MRITE ( 6 ~ 9 2 0 )  
920 FORMAT (1H  , / / /r51X,29HHARMONIC  ANALYSIS, POLAR FORM) 
NCNT=NCNT+l 
Xf (NCNT-LT-2 )  GO TO 270 
900 FORMAT(1H  ,3( / ) r57X,17HHARHONIC  ANALYSIS) 
901 F C J R M A T ( 3 l / ) r 6 0 X ~ l l H l E F T  TORQUE) 
902 F O R M A T ( 3 f / )  ~ 5 9 X v 1 3 H L E f T  Z MOMENT) 
903 F O R M A ~ ~ 3 ( / ) . 5 9 X , 1 3 H L E F T  Y SHEAR 1 
904 FORMAT(3{ / ) ,59X, l3HLEFT Y MOMENT) 
9 0 5  f O R H A T ( 3 ( / 3   1 5 9 X r 1 3 H L E F T  Z SHEAR 1 
906 FORMAT124/Jr8X,SHN = 0 ~ 3 X v 5 4 9 X r 3 H N   = 1 2 , 8 X ) I  
907 F O R M 4 T f 2 1 / ) , 8 X ~ 5 ( 1 7 X 1 3 H N  =I211 
908 fORMAT(5H I ~ S X , ~ H A ~ ~ I ~ ~ X . ~ H A I L O X P ~ H ~ ~ ~  
909 FORMAT(SH I r 6 X ~ 5 ( 1 i X ~ l H A t l O X ~ l H B l l  
910 F O R H A T ~ I 3 ~ E 1 1 ~ 4 r 5 ~ 1 X 1 2 E L L . 4 1 ~  








C THIRD PROGRAM I N  BLADE LOAOS SEQUENCE 
C SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS BY I T E R A T I C N  
C 
DIMENSION U S A V E ( ~ ~ ~ ) ~ C O ( O ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ C Q ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) T S ~ ~ M A ( I C ~ ~  
OIMENSION U N K W N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R B L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F O R C X ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ J T ~ O R C Z ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
. 1 E M O M E ~ 0 8 r 1 8 ~ r H D O T ~ 0 8 ~ 1 8 ~ ~ P H ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ 1 8 ~ ~ T H E T ~ O 8 ~ 1 8 ~ ~ B I ~ O 8 ~ ~  
2 B E T ( 0 8 ~ , S A V E ( 1 4 4 ~ ~ W B R ( 0 8 ~ 1 8 ~ ~ E L ( O 8 ~ 1 8 ~  
C 
COMMON / C I R / P I , T W O P I ~ D I S  
COMMON / I O / I N T N O U T ~ I T ~ ~ I T ~  
COMMON / A l /  N B C , N B ~ N R ~ N W , N C V T N R ~ ~ M A X H O ~ N I T ~ ~ N T T ~ , N I T ~  
1 vCPOHt ,  I T 3  
COMMON /63/ D S I , I J ~ K T E S T , A N S N A ~ A ~ S N B ~ E ~ T ~ ~ T E M T B ~ ~ A ~ L ~ , A L L ~ ~ ~ ~ A I R ~  
1 R A l r R B l r E R R S V  
COMMON /BLAD3/ C M P D ~ A M N A 2 , A M N B 2 ~ I T 2 r O N 2 0 S I I T 1 1 C H Q A R  
CCMMON /BLD4X3/  A M U v N A t N R l  
COMMON /BLO3Xl /  A L P T A I ~ L P T B ~ C T A T C T B ~ N R N T N A I N R N T ~ U N K H N ~ S V ~ ~ R B L S  





3396 IF ( 113-1 I33989339813399 
3398 DO 3397 I = l r N A N R  
3397 S V 3  ( I ) = O m 0  
3399 C O R 1  INUE 
370 I F 4 K T E S T )  37393731372 




IF (KTEST) 111 r2 
2 REM I N 0   I T 7  
REW I N 0  I T 8  
1 CONTINUE 
C 
C DEFINE NECESSARY  CONSTANTS 
20 C!NOTP=l. /THOPI 
FNA=hA 
P IO2=PI *o5  
ON2DS=O. 5/DS I 
AMNAZ=AMSNA*AMSNA*DS I * O S I  
AMNl32=AMSNB*AMSNB*DSI*DSI 
I T l = O  
I T 2 = 1  
I F ( I T ~ - L ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ T ~ O  
40 iF(IT2-1141r42rSO 
41 I F ( K T € S T ) 4 2 ~ 4 2 t 4 3  
43 READ ( I T 8  1 .  (UNKWN4K 1 r K = l  ,NANR) 
00 57 K=L,NA 
M=(K-l )*NR 
I=M+J 
GO TO 50 
00 57 J= l ,NR 
57 U N K U N ( I ) = U N K n N < i ) / B I ( J )  
42 DO 4 4  I = l , I J  
44 UNKIJN4 I ) = o O 1  
50  CALL GAMAS ( A M U ~ A L P T A I A L P T ~ , C T A , C T ~ , N R N T N A ~ N R N T ~ N A , N R ~ ,  
1 U S A U E ~ U N K ~ N ~ C O ~ C O i ~ S I G K A ~ S U 3 ~ R 5 ~ ~ f U ~ C X ~ F O ~ C Z ~ E M ~ M E ~ H O O T ~ P ~ I ~  
2 T H E T , B I , B E T , S A V E , ~ B R 1 E L )  
CMPD=OoO 
CMPAR=O. 0 
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE ON OVERALL ITERATION 




302 S V 3 (  INDEX)  =UNKWN( INDEX)  
I F  I I T 3 - 3 1  3028r3026r3021 
C CUTOFF ON OVERALL I T E R A T I O N  FOR SEVERE  DIVERGENCE 




303 I T 3 = l G 0 0  
310 CONTINUE 
HR ITE (NOUT, 940 1 IT31 EPLON 
IT3=IT3+1 
I F  4 iT3mGToNIT3)  IT3=1000 
IF (iT3oEQo1000) CALL HARHN ( N R , N A ~ O S I I W B R T ~ ~ O , B , ~ ~ )  
CALL BLD3B (AMU,ALPTA,ALPTB,CTA,CTBINRNTN&TNRNT,NA,~~~, 
1 U S A V E , U N K W M ~ C O , C O ~ ~ S I G # A ~ S V ~ ~ R B L ~ ~ O ~ ~ X , F O R C Z , E ~ O M E T H D O T T P H I ~  
2 T X E T , S I ~ S E T I S A V E I W B R ~ E ~ T I N O E X ~  
RETURN 
END 
940 fOP#AT(2(/)130X,5HIT3 =r I5r30X,?HERROR =,E15-7/)  
110 
SUBROUTINE GAMAS ~ A H U t A L Q T A ~ A L P T B t C T A ~ C l B w N R N l N A ~ N R N T t N A ~ N R l ~  
1 U S A V E t U N K W N t C O ~ C O l r S I G M A ~ S V 3 ~ R 6 L t F O ~ C X ~ f O ~ C Z ~ E ~ O ~ E ~ H ~ O T t ~ H ~ t  
2 THETsBI ~BETTSAVEIWBR~ EL J 
C 
OIHENSION  USAVEt144)  tC0f08 t181  ,COl(OBt18&rSIGHA(l44) 
DIMENSION U ~ K W N ~ 1 4 4 ~ ~ S V 3 ~ 1 4 4 ~ ~ R B C 1 0 8 ~ t F O R C X ~ O 8 ~ 1 8 ~ ~ F U R ~ Z ~ O 8 ~ 1 8 ~ T  
1 E M O M E ~ O 8 ~ l 8 ~ r H D O T ~ ~ O 8 ~ 1 8 1 ~ ~ H X ~ O 8 ~ 1 8 ~  r T E T ( 0 l $ ) r 8 1 ( 0 8 ) ~  
2 8 E T f 0 8 & ~ S A V E ~ 1 4 4 ~ , W B R ~ 0 8 t l 8 ~ , E ~ C ~ 8 , 1 8 ~  
C 
COMMON i C I R / P I r T W O P I r D I S  
COHHON / I O / I N ~ N O U T ~ I T l t I T 8  
COMHON / A l /  NBLtNB~NRtNHrNCVtNR2~HAX~OtNiTlrNiT2~NIT3 
CCMMON /83/ D S I ~ I J ~ K T E S T ~ A ~ S N A ~ A M ~ N B ~ E ~ T A l ~ E M T 8 l ~ A ~ L ~ ~ A ~ ~ 2 ~ R O A I R ~  
COWMON /BLAD3/ CHPD,AMNAZrAk!NB2rIT2rON20S,ITltCHPAR 
COMMON /SGSLS/ SIGLM9WBRLM 
COMHON/PRNT/NPRNT 
1 ~CPOMGI T 3  
1 R A l r R B l r E R R S V  
C 
C DO LOOPS TO COMPUTE CERTAIN COEFFICIENTS A S  FUNCTIONS OF R A D I A L  
C POSITION AND AZIMUTH WHICH APPEAR I N  EXPRESSIONS FOR UNKNOWNSt 




50  DO 100 J J Z l t N A N B  
00 100 MROT=ltNBC 
DO 100 K = l t N B  
J=(JJ+(K-LJ*NANB) 
JMl=J-l 
J P l = J + l  
IF( JH1) 55955~60 
60 TO 65 
55 JHl=NA 
60  If (JPl-NA) 6 5 9 6 5 ~ 6 2  
62 J P l = 1  
6 5  DO 100 SM=lrNRl 
I= IP+IMROT- l )*NRl  




GO TO 3139 




U U B A R = W B A R ( A M ~ , A t P T B , C ~ B )  
3139 CONTI NU€ 
If(KTEST)63~63,64 
111 
64 READ ( I T 7 1  nSETt<SIGHA(H).H=lrNANR) 
SABS=ABS(SIGHA(HSETI) 
SABS=SAES*SIGCH 
00 20 M=lrNANR 
f F ( H o f Q - H S E T )  60 TO 20 
SABSM=AES(SIGHA(H) 1 
SIGnA(MI=SIGHA(M)*SIGLn/SABSn 




13 fNJHl=(JfYi-1 J*NR+I 
WBRtI tJ1=Oo 
C RECOHPUTE OOWNLJASH V A L U E S  ACCORDING TO PAGE 111-49 IF IT2=1, 
00 75 M=i,NR 
00 75 N=ltNA 
IND=( :  N- L i *NR+M 
75 ~BR(I,J)=WBRII,J)-BI(H)*SIGnA( IND)*UNKWN(IND) 
WABS=ABStWBR(I+JJ) 
IF(WABS.LToWBRLMJ GO TG 76 
~ B R ( I ~ J J = W B R ( I I J ) * W B R L ~ / ~ A B S  
76 CONTI NU€ 
C COMPUTE U ACCORDING TO PAGE 111-3 AND V ACCORDING TO PAGE 111-4 
80 U=EL{ I t  JJ/DS I 
' V=HOOT( it J)-AHUSN-WBA ( I t J J 
S4TUV=SQRT (U*U+V*V) 
ARG=O- 




C SUBRQUTINE SERIES COHPUTES VALUES OF CLIFTZLIFT  COEFFICIENT9 
C ASLOP=LIFT CURVE SLOPE9 CMO#E=HOHENT COEFFICIENTt  CDRAG=DRAG 
C COEFF IC IENT 
CALL SERIES ( I ~ J I ~ , E H T ~ U ~ V ~ A P H X J I ~ L I F T ~ A S L O P , C M O H E , C D R A G )  
CO(  I,J)=UAPVC/SQTUV 
C O l ( I t J ) = C L i F T + S 4 T U V + C O ( I 1 J ) * W B ~ ( I ~ ~ )  
UAPVC=U*ASLOP+V*CLIFT 
C 
C I N I T I A L  GAMHA VALUES ACCORDING TO FORMULA PAGE 111-9 
C PETERS GAMMAS ARE UNKWN4INDEX) IN THIS PROGRAM 
C 
C SKIP FOLLOWING WHEN I T 3 = 1  AND USE INPUT FROM BLADE 6EO 
951  IF(IT2-1) 97,979100 
97 INDEX=( J-1 )*NR+X 
95 ' IF (IT3-1) 1 0 0 ~ 1 0 0 ~ 9 5 1  
U N K W N ~ X N D E X ~ ~ S ~ T U V * C ~ I f T + P I * B I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T H E T ~ I t J P l ~ ~ T ~ E T ~ I ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~  
1 *ON2DS+PHIt I9J) ) 
100 CONTINUE 
IFINPRNT.LTo1) GO TO 1000 
W R I T E ( 6 9 9 9 9 9 H  (WBRt I~J)rJ=lrNA)rl=l,NR) 
9999 FORHAT~/lHOt3HHBR/17614.6)) 
1000 CONTINUE 
102 REWIND I T 7  
If IKTEST) l l O ~ l i O ~ 1 0 2  
IF IST3o€Qol.ANDoIT2oEOoloAND-~TEST,GTIO) RETURN 
C 
C ENTER XTERATION SCHEME ON GANNAS 
C 
110 I T L = I T l + l  
115 CS I=-DS I 
I F I  IT1-NIT11 115911Sr360 
C 
C UPDATE VALUES OF GAMMAS ACCOROING 
c FORM SHCWN O N  PAGE 111-SA 
DO 300 JJ=I,NANB 
DO 300 MROT=l.NBL 
DO 300 K = l  r N B  
J=( JJ+(K-l)*NANBl 









SABS=SABS*S I GLH 
00 21 M=lrNANR 
I f  ( MoEQo MSET) GO TO 21 
SABSM=ABSISIGHA(Mli 
























IF iSABSM.LT*SABS) GO TO 21 
SIGMA(~)=SItMAIM)*SIGLW/SABSH 
CONTl  NUE 
CONTINUE 
DENOM=l,-BI 4 I )*(Co t  1 9  J l*S IGMA(  INDEX f 1 
IF (ABS(DEN0MI-1-E-06)  12091201125 
WRITE(NOUT,979) 
GO TO 300 
USAVE~INDEX)=UNK~N(INDEX) 
SUHI=O. 
00 150 IH=l,NR 
GO 146 LN=1 ,PIA 
IND=I LN- l I *NR+LH 
SUMl=-BI(LNI*SIG#A( IND)*UNKHN( IND)+SUMl 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
J M l = J - l  
JHl=NA 
I N J R l = ( J M l - l ) * N R + I  
J P l = J + l  
J P 1 = 1  
I F ( I N D - I N D E X )  145.146.145 
I F I  J M l B  155~155~160 
I F I J P L - N A )  20092009170 
UNKWNIINDEX)= COlL:I~J)+PI**BI(I)*I~THET(I+JPl)-THET~I~JHl))+ON2DS 
1 +PHI( I v J )  ) - C O I I s J I * S U M l  
UNKWN(INDEX)=UNKHN(IND€X)/D€~~M 
CONTINUE 
END UPDATE OF GAMMAS 
REWIND I T 7  
CHECK FGR CONVERGENCE ON INNERMOST I T E R A T I O N  
CMPAR=O 
CHPD=O 




I F ( K T f S T ) 3 0 4 ~ 3 0 4 ~ 1 1 3  
HRITE(NOUTv942J I T l r E P L O N  
IF(EPLON-ALL11 360~3609110 
CHECK FCR CONVERGENCE ON SECOND LEVEL ITERATiON 
ITL=C 
C H P A R = O  
00 379 I N D E X = l r I J  
CMPAR=CHPAR+~UNKWNfINDEX)-SAVEIJNDEXl~**2 
EPLON=SQRTtCHPAR/CMPD8 
k R I T E ( N O U T v 9 4 1 )   I T 2 r E P L O N  
fF(EPLOIV-ACC1) 5 0 0 ~ 5 0 0 r 3 8 0  
380 IF ( IT2-NIT2)  390r3909500 
390 IT2=IT2+1 
400 S A V E I  INDEX)=UNKWN(INDEX) 
DO 400 INDEX=lrIJ 
GO TO 50 
500 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
979 .FORMAT ( / / 52Xr lbHOIV IS ION BY ZERO//) 
941 FORHAT(2(/)130X,5HIT2 ~ r 1 5 * 3 0 % ~ 7 H E R R O R  =rE15-7/) 
















COHPUTATION FOR BLADE LOADS 
WRITE (6 ,9872)  (UNKWNi INDEX)tINDEX=l~IJ) 
FOPHAT t 7H GAMMAS// ( 10612.4 1 1 
IF( IT3-1000)3121t896r3121 











TP182=6o*Pi*%U2DS*B I 4  I 










a R e o  
IF (SQTUVoEQ-0.1 GO TO 605 
ARG=ATANZ(V*U) 
APHI J=BET ( I )  +THET ( I t J C  )*AR6 
RECOMPUTE  COEFFICIENTS FROM SERIES SUBROUTINE 
116 
CALL  SERIES ( I ~ J . ~ ~ E H T I U , V , A P H ~ J ~ C L I ~ T I A S ~ ~ P , C ~ O H E , C ~ R A ~ )  
C COMPUTE CAP I FUNCTIONS GIVEN ON PAGE 111-8 
C  COHPUJE  BLADE LOADS ACCOROING TO PAGE 111-7 
C O ( I , J C I =  2o+B02DS*CMOHE*SQTUV 
€HOME( 1, JC )=2o*CMOME *SOTUV*SQTUV 
FORCZ(1 rJC)=(U*CLIFT+V*CDRA6)*SQTUV 
FORCX(I rJCi=(-V*CLIFT+U*CDRAGl*SQTUV 
C CORRECT BLADE LOADS FOR J*1 dNO 3-1 TERMS 
700 CONTINUE 
DO 800 J=19NA 
J&l=J-l  
IF(JM1) 702,702r705 
J P l = J + l  
702 JHl=NA 
GO TO 710 
705 I F t J - N A )  710,7079707 
710 INDEX=( J- l )*NR+I  
707 JP1=1  
I N J H l = ( J M l - l ) * N R + I  
I N J P l = ( J P l - l ) * N R + I  
F O R C Z ( I r J ) = F O R C Z ~ I ~ J ) + E O 2 D S * ( U N ~ ~ N ~ ~ ~ J P 1 ~ ~ U N K ~ N ~ I N J ~ l ~ ~  
F O R C Z ~ l ~ J ~ ~ f O R C Z ~ I , J ~ * ~ O ~ I ~ J P l ~ ~ C O ~ I ~ J M l ~  
E M O W E ~ I ~ J ~ ~ E ~ O M E ~ I ~ J ~ ~ e Z 5 * 6 0 2 D S * ~ U N K W N ( I N J P l ~ ~ U N K ~ N ~ I N J ~ l ~ ~  
EHOHEfI~J)=EMOHE( I ~ 3 ~ ~ T Q I B 2 * ~ 2 5 * 0 N 2 D S * ~ T H E T ~ I ~ ~ P l ~ ~ Z e * T H E T ~ I ~ J ~  
1 + T H E T ~ I ~ J ~ l ~ ~ ~ T P 1 6 2 / 1 6 ~ * ~ ~ H ~ ~ I ~ J P l ~ ~ P H i ~ I ~ J M l ~ ~  
800 CONTINUE 
825 CONTINUE 
CALL  BLO3C ( A H U ~ A L P T A I A L P T B ~ C T A ~ C T B ~ N R N T N A ~ N R N T ~ N A I N R ~ ~  
1 U S A V E t U ~ K W N ~ C O ~ C O 1 ~ S ~ G H A ~ S V 3 ~ R ~ L ~ ~ O R C X ~ F O R C Z ~ E ~ O ~ € ~ H D O T ~ P ~ I ~  
2 THET,BIrBET~SAVE,HBR~EL9INDEX) 
RETURN 
896 CALL  BL03C (AHU,ALPTAtALPTB,CTA,CfBrNRNTNA9NRNT9NA9NRlT 























SUBROUTINE BLD3C ~AMU,ALPTA~ALPT~TCJAICTB,NRNTNA~NRNT,NATNR~, 
1 U S A V E , U A K W N , C O , C O L , S ~ G ~ A , S V ~ ~ R ~ ~ , F O R C X ~ F O R C Z T E M O ~ E ~ H D O ~ ~ ~ H ~ T  
2 T H E T ~ B i , B E T ~ S A V E r W B R r E L ~ ~ N O E X b  
DIMENSION U S A W E ( 1 4 4 ) r C O ( O 8 ~ 1 8 ~ o C 0 1 ( 0 8 r 1 8 ) ~ ~ ~ ~ M A ( 1 4 ~ ~  
DIMENSION U N K W N ~ 1 4 4 ) ~ S V 3 ~ 1 4 4 ) ~ R B L ( 0 8 ) s F O R C X ( O 8 ~ 1 8 ~ ~ ~ O R C ~ ~ O 8 ~ 1 8 ~ ~  
~ E M O M E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ H D O T ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ P H I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ E T ~ O ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ O ~ ~ ~  
2 6 E T ( 0 8 ) ~ S A V E ( i 4 4 ) ~ # 8 R ( O 8 ~ 1 8 ) ~ € L ~ O 8 ~ 1 8 ~  
COMMON /CIR/PI~TWOPI~OIS 
COMMON / I O / I N T N O U T ~ I T ~ T I T ~  
COMMON / A l l  N B L I N B ~ N R , N W ~ N C V I N R Z ~ M A X M O T N I T ~ T N I T Z ~ N I T ~  
1 rCPOK6r I T 3  
COMMON /83/ D S I ~ I ~ ~ K T E S T ~ A H S N A ~ A M S N B . E M T A ~ ~ E M T B ~ T A L L ~ ~ A ~ L ~ ~ R O A I ~ ~  
1 RAlrRB1,ERRSV 
COMMON /BLAD3/ CMPDoAHNAZ,AMN82rJT2tON2DS,ITl,CMPAR 
COMHON/PRNT/NPRNT 
HODIFY LOADS FOR RESPONSf COHPUJATION ACCORDING T O  PAGE IV-8 
ENTRY B L 0 3 C l  
?FtNPRNT;LT.Z) 60 TO 9 
WRITE(NOUTr980J 
1=1 
W R I T E ( N O U T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) I , J I F O R C Z ( I . J )  ~ F O R C X ( I ~ J ) ~ E ~ O ~ E ( I T J ~  
FORHAT(28X,215,3E20o7J 
W R I T E ~ N O U T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ F O R C Z ~ ~ , J ) ~ F O ~ C X ~ I T J ~ ~ E ~ O ~ E ~ I ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ Z ~ ~ R ~  
FORWAT(28X, X5rSXp3E20-7) 
oa 850 J=LNA 
CON1 INUE 
I F ( I T 3 ~ E Q ~ 1 0 0 0 ~  GO T O  891 
CPSG=CPOMG*CPOMG 
R=RAl 
FAC  =ROAIR*CPSQ*R*R*R 
FACTR=FAC *EX 4 M J  
00 87 M=l *NR 
00 a7 N=L*PIA 
TGARY=ThET(M,N)aBET(n) 
E ~ O M E ( M t N J = ( E # O # f i M , N ~ - o 5 * ( ~ ~ R C Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ) * C O S ( T G a R Y ) +  




60 T O  890 
FORMATS 
F O R M A T ( l H 1 / / / 5 6 X , 1 4 H L O A O S  ON ~ L A D E ~ / ~ ~ X T ~ H I . ~ X ,  ~ H J T  LOXr7HFORCE Z 
1 T ~ ~ X T ~ H F O R C E   X T ~ ~ X I ~ H H O H E N T / O  
FORMAT( lH l r55Xr20HFORCE I N  2 DIRECTION 1 







F O R H A T ( ~ H L ~ ~ ~ X T ~ ~ H T O R S I O N A L  HOMENT 1 





CALL  HARMN(NRTNAtDS1 ~ F C R C Z ~ ~ ~ N H A S I N R O ~ ~ N C O L )  
WRITE(NOUTt984) 
CALL H A R M N ( N R . N A ~ D S I T F C R C X T ~ T N N A S T N R ~ ~ H ~ N C O L )  
WRITE(NOUT.9851 
CALL H A R H N ( N R T N A ~ D S I ~ E ~ O M E ~ ~ , N M A S ~ N R O W I N C O L ~  
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE S E R I E S ~ I I J ~ N C O D E ~ E H T , U , V ~ A P ~ ~ I J ~ C ~ € F T ~ A S L ~ P ~ C M ~ ~ € ~ C D R A ~ )  
C 
COMMON /CIR/PItTHOPIqDIS 
COMMON / A I /  N B L ~ N ~ I N R , N H I N C V ~ N R ~ ~ ~ A X ~ O ~ N I T ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ . N I T ~  





C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE CLIFT=LIFT  COEFFICIENT 
C ASLOPrL IFT  CURVE SLOPE 
C CHOHE=NOHENT COEFFICIENT 
C CORAG=DRAG COEFFICIENT 
C FORMULAS TAKEN FRO# CURVE FSTS BY P o c o  
C 
C INSERT H E R E  ANY COMPUTATIONS TO OBTAIN FtG, AND H 
C 
F = l  
G = l  
H z 1  rn 
C 







E H I  J=EMT*ABS (U J 
SOT=SQRT( 1 o " E M I  J*EMI J l  
C l = l o - E M I J  
C2=,22689*Cl 
97 I F ( A P H 1 J )   1 8 1 9 1 8 2 r 1 8 2  
181 APHIJ=-APHI J 
NEG=-l*NEG 
182 I F ( A P H I J - 3 o 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 )   1 8 4 9 1 8 4 9  183 
183 APHIJ=APHI+"ol415926*2o 
GO TU 97 
184 I F ( A P H I J - C 2 )   1 8 5 9 1 8 7 r 1 8 7  




GO TO 250 
187 I F t A P H I  J-0349061 189,191, 191 
189 CL IFT=o29269*C l+ (   l o3*EWIJ -o59) *APHIJ  
CMGME=CLIFT/(SQT*(o48868+,90f56*EM~~)) 
C2=( 12217+-22689*EHIJ  )*SQT 
C L I F T = C L I f T / C 2  
GO TO 210 
193 S=SIN(A.PHIJ) 
ASLOP=( lo3*Ef f IJ-o59)  
191 I f ( A P H I 3 - 2 o 7 4 0 2 )   1 9 3 1 1 9 5 t 1 9 5  




CLIFT=(  o08037~S+1o04308*S2- ,011059*S3+o023127*S4~/SQT 
C ~ ~ M E ~ ~ ~ o 0 2 8 2 7 * S + o 1 4 ~ 2 ~ S Z ~ ~ O O 6 2 2 * S 3 + o O l O l Z * S 4 ~ / S Q T  
C=COS (APHI  J 1 







GO TO 250 
155 IF(APHIJ-3o0020)  1971199r199 
197 CLIFT=-I .4704+.10313*APHIJl/SQT 
ASLJjP=-.10323/SQT 
CMOME=-1o4786+.02578*APHIJ)/SOT 
GO TO 210 
199 IFtAPHIJ-3.1415926) 200,200,260 
200 CL IFT=(-17m 550+5- 5 8 6 4 e A P H I  J 1 /SOT 
ASLOP=5.5864JSQT 
C M O M € = ( - l Z o 5 1 0 9 + 3 o 9 8 2 4 * A ~ H l J ) / S O 7  
210 C D R A G ~ 1 1 ~ 1 2 3 3 ~ m 0 2 9 8 9 4 * C ~ S i A f H i J ~ ~ l ~ O O 6 0 3 ~ C ~ S ~ 2 o * A P H l ~ ~  
1 + m 0 0 3 1 1 5 ~ C O S 1 3 o + ~ P H I J ~ ~ o O 9 1 4 8 7 ~ C O S ~ 4 o ~ A P H i J ~ ~ / S Q T  
2 5 0  I F ( N E G )  255,2559260 
2 5 5  C L I F T = - C L I f T  
Ct4QME=-CMO#E 











DIMENSION F V ~ 2 0 r 1 9 ~ r F W ~ 2 0 t 1 9 ~ ~ E M O M E ~ 2 O t l 9 ~ t  
1 CSI(6r19),CSZDT(br19) tCH(12t20)rCCP(191r 
2 SSP(19).CCPS~20JtSCPS(2O~~SUMA(20)~H(2O~~X(20)~ 
3 RAOIS(20)~PHIV(20r19~rSI(20tl9JtXCSIDT~lrl8~r 






COMUON  /PUNCH/  NPCH 
COMHON  /GCORDl/ T H E T O T C P S Q ~ D T ~ A C ~ B C ~ A K L ~ D T O ~ ~ R ~ O N O C P I C S A L T  
COMMON / C O N L l /  E N R ~ P 1 0 2 ~ X R O O T t R A B ~ N M P l ~ N R P l r N A P l  











COMMON /SVSNR/ SNR 
COMMON /6ARY/ NGOTO 
COMMON /SAD2/ VOOTtWDOTtPHIDTrSIOT~CSlDT 
ELAD€ DYNAMICS PROGRAM 
COMMON /C IR /P ImTWOPi  901s 
NPAGE=L 
SAVE NR  AND SET  NEU NR FOR BLADE RESPONSE SUBPROGRAM 
CONTINUE 
NAPi=NA+1 
DO 19 JA=lVNAPl  
00 19 K=lr WAXMO 




DEF I N €  CONSTANTS 
R=8E( 1 
RAB=BDf  14) 
THETO=BD 2 j . 
XROOT=BD~3)  
AKL=BD( 41 
AC=80 ( 5 1 
BC=ED ( 6 1 
I SEC=BD( 71 
NRPT1=80(8) 





INITIALIZE DYNANIC EFFECTS TO ZERO IF IN FIRST OVERALL 
iF(IT3-1C001 294lr2940t2940 
IF4 IT3-2 110, l o t  20 
DO 1 5  J d = l , N A P i  
DO 12 I = l r N N  
WDOTL IvJA)=O. 




P H I D T ( I ~ J A l = O o  
12 SIDH(  I P JA)=O*  
DO 14 K=2rHAXWO 
14 C S I D T ( K t J A ) = O o  
15 CONTINUE 
DO 2 1  JA=lrNA 
21 C S I O T ( L r J A ) = X C S I D T ( 1 s J A g  
20 NMPl=NHa l  
FNA=NA 




P I 0 2 = 0 5 + P I  
CSALT=CSAL 
CP SQ=CPONG+C POHG 
S F X ( l ) = O .  
SFZ(  1 )  =00 
S F M ( l ) = O o  
C A P H I   ( l ) = T H E T O + O Q H P Q l ~  
CSPH(  l .b=COS(DBHI(f lO 
CCPS( l I=COS(CAPHI (1Bb  
ScPS(bP=SIN(CAQHI(l%J 
H( l )=OLZBL)%COS(THETO)  
RADIS( l~=XRQOT+ELNTH(LB 
COHPUTE TABLES QF COSIMS AN0 OFFSET BISTANCES EXACTLY  THE SAME AS 
IN THE  NATURAL FREQUENCY PROGRAM 
00 40 I=2eNH 
IWl=I-1 
CUHULATHVE P H I  ANGLE A C Q W  BLADE 
CAQHI(I)=CABHI(I~l)~~P~I(I1 . 
CCPS( I )=COS(CAPHP( IB)  
SCPS( I J = S I N I C A P H I 6 I  J 1 
CSPH(I)=COS(CAPHI(IJ-T~ETO~ 
TOTAL DISTANCE TO RIGHT SIOE QF SECTION FROH CENTER OF ROTATION 
RAOIS ( I )=XROOV+ELNTH( I ) 
AVERAGE MASS USEQ I N  COHPUVATION 
H ( I ) = H ( I J  
H4 I ) = H (  I J+DLZ(da l l *CCPS(  J l  
A A O I S ( I ) = R A D I S ( I ) + E L ~ T h ~ J ~  
ONOCP=lo/(CPOHG*RI 
31 SUHA B I n l ) = o 5 * ( E n A S ( I M P I + E ~ A ~ ( ~ ~ )  
0 0  35 J = l r I H B  
35 CONl INUE 
40 C0)UTINUE 
SINE AND COSINE OF OMEGA * T 
00 45 JAZElr NAP1 
OHT=C P O M W  { JA-1 0 1 *OT+PS IR 
CCP4  JA)=COS(Ot4T) 





C A L L   C O N V L  
C A L L  GCOORD 
C A L L  RSPNS 
60 TO 2881 
C A L L  RSPNS . 
C A L L  SHEAR 
2940 NGOTO=2 
IF (NPCH.EPslb  C A L L  RSPZZ 
2881 CONTINUE 
DO 50  J = l r N A P l  
DO 50 K=IwMAXMO 
50 CSIX(KqJI=CSI(K,Jj 
RE TURN 














10 C O k T  lNUE 
S I K D T = S  I N I O M T  
C S K D T = C O S ( O M T I  
O N T Z = C M T * O M T  
BHDT = t G10m3) 
13 2 
OMT3=CMT2*OMT 
IF IOMT-oO5)  303,307,307 
303 CMT4=CMTZ*OMTZ 
OMT6=GMT4*0MT2 
C ALPHAtBETAtGAHMA  COEFFICIENTS FOR F I L Q N S  RULE OF INTEGRAION 
C SEE APPENDIX OF BOOK GN INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS BY TRANTER 
F I C A = O M T 3 / 2 2 ~ 5 - ~ O H T 4 * 0 ~ 1 ~ / 1 5 7 o S + ~ O M T 6 * Q H T ~ / 2 3 6 2 ~ 5  
FIL8=.66666666666667+UMT2/7,5-OMT4/26,25+~MT6/283a5 
F I L G = l *   3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - 0 H T 2 / 7 0   5 + O M T 4 / 2 1 O ~ - O M T 6 / 1 1 3 4 0 ~  
GO TO 308 
307 FILb=(OMT2+GMT*SIKDI*CSKDT-2o*SIKDT*SIKDJl/OhlT3 
F I L B = 2 , ~ ( 0 M T ~ ( l . + C S K D T ~ C S K D T ) - 2 . * S I K D T * C S ~ D T ) / O M T 3  
FILG=4m*~SIKDT-OflT*CSKDT)/OHT3 
308 AOT=FILA*DT 
BOT=F I L B W T  
GOT=F ILG*OT 
DO 310 JA=L,NAPI. 
T = ( J A - l * ) * D T  
FORC(JAJ=Oo 
OMT=ff MBR*T 
CC(  JAJ=COSIOMT) 
SC(JAI=SXN(OMTI  
310 EXMTt JA)=EXP1-SIGOM*T) 
DO 350 JA=l,NA 
THCl=CPOML*(AC*CCP(JA)-BC*SSP(JA)) 
THC2=-CPSQ*(AC*SSP( JA)+BC*CCP(JAI )  
C COMPUTE TOTAL GENERALIZED FORCES9  PAGE IV-3,iV-4 
DO 35C I = L p r \ i M  
Q V ~ C H ~ l , I ~ + C H ~ 2 ~ I ~ ~ T H C 2 + C ~ ~ 3 p I J * S I D T ~ ~ ~ J A ~ + f V ~ I ~ J A ~  
O W = C H ( 4 ~ I ) + C H f S ~ ~ ) ~ T H C Z ~ C H ~ 6 ~ I ) ~ S I ~ T ~ I ~ ~ A ~ + F ~ ~ I , ~ A ~  
OPHI=CH(7~I)+CHL8rll*ThC2+CH(9~~)~SIOT(~~JA~+EMOME(~,JA~ 
Q S I ~ C H ~ 1 O , I ~ + C H ~ l l ~ I ~ ~ T H C ~ ~ C H ~ l 2 ~ I ~ * P H l D T ~ I ~ J A ~ ~ C H ~ 3 ~ 1 ~ *  
1 V O O T ( I r J A ) - C H I b ~ I ) * W D ~ T ~ I ~ J ~ )  




C GENERALIZED FORCE  ACTIHG I N  EACH  NORMALIZED MODE 
330 FORC(JA)=FORC(JA)+QV*AV(IIKJ+QW*AW(I,Kl+~~HI*~PHI(I~~~+ 
1 QSI*ASIL I ,K )  
350 CONTINUE 
355 FORC( J A  L=FORCtJA)-S IGKJtK,KJl*CSIDT( KJqJAI 
360 CONTINUE 
DO 355 KJ=lrMAXMO 
FORC(NAPl )=FORC( l )  
361 FORMAT (5HOFORC//) 
WRITE (69361 1 
WRITE(699875J   (FORCtJAL  rJA=i,NAJ 
DO 370 JA=L,NAPl 















4 5 5  
J G O = l  
C O M P U T E   S U P E R P O S I T I O N   I N T E G R A L S   A T  EACH A Z I H U T H  POSITION 
I N T E G R A L S  ON P A G f  I V - 6  
I20 5 C O   J A A = l , N A P l  
C S I T P P = C S I ( K T J A A )  
C S I T X P = C S I D T f K * J A A l  
JACIC=JAA-l 
T=(  J A A - 1  1 *DT 
60 TO (400r410,4209430 1, J 6 O  
C S i   ( K * J A A ) = O o  
C S I O T  (KwJAA)=O.  
J60=2 
GO TO 5 C O  
S A V E = D T 0 2 * E X ( 2 1  
C S I N T = S A V E ~ C C ( 2 ) + 0 T G 2 a f O R C ( l )  
SN I N T = S A V E * S C  (21  
J G U = 3  
GO T C  450 
J G 0 = 4  
C S I N T = E X ( J A A ) * ( A D T ~ S C ( J ~ A ~ + ~ 5 ~ ~ O T ~ C C ( J A A ~ ~ ~ ~ O R C C l ~ * B D T ~ ~ 5  
S N f N T ~ E X ~ J A A ~ ~ ~ ~ A D T ~ C C ~ J A A ~ + ~ 5 ~ ~ O T ~ S C ~ J A A ~ ~ ~ f O R C ~ l 1 ~ A D T  
J AGG= 1 
CO 42 5 J A = 2   J A A N  
GO TO (422,423) * J A G 0  
SAVE=GDT*EX ( J A I  
C S I N T = C S I N T + C C (   J A ) * S A V E  
S N I N T = S N I t V T + S C (   J A I a S A V E  
J A t C = 2  
GO TC 425 
S A V E = B D T * E X ( J A )  
C S I N T = C S I N T + C C ( J A ) * S A V E  
S N I N T = S N I N T + S C (   J A ) * S A V E  
JAGO= 1 
C O N T I N U E  
S A V E C = C S I N T  
SAVES=SNINT 
GO TC 450 
C S I N T = O T 0 2 e ( C C ( J A A ) ~ E X I J A A ) + C C ( J A A - l ~ * E X ( J A A - l ~ ~ + S A V E C  
S N I N T = D T 0 2 * ( S C ( J A A 1 * f X ( J A A ) + S C I J A A - 1 ) * E X l ~ ~ + S A V E S  
JGG=3 
C S I ( K , J A A ) = E X M T ( J A A ) * ~ S C ( J A A ~ ~ C S I N T - C C ( J A A ) ~ S N I N T )  
C S I D T L K I J A A ) = E X M T ( J A A ) * ( C C ~ J ~ a ~ ~ C S I N T + S C ( J A A ) ~ S N I N T )  
C S I [ K , J A A ) = C S I I K T J A A ) / O M B R  
i f  ( J A A - N A P 1  I 4579 4 5 5 , 4 5 5  
SKINT=EXMT(JAA)*(SCIJAA)*CSINT-CC(JAA)*SNINTI 
C K I N T = E X M T ( J A A I * ( C C 4 J A A ) s C S I N T + S C ( J A A 1 * S N I N T )  
S K = E X H T (   J A A ) * S C 4   J A A )  
S= ( SK*SK+CK*CK 1 
SL=(SK*CKINT+CK*SKINT)/S 






C COMPUTE CUANTIT IES ZETA (CSIJ AND ZETA DOT (CSI DOT) FROH 
C SUPERPOSITION  INTEGRALS 
C COMPUTATION OF ZETAvZEfA-DOTI SEE PAGE IV-6 
DO 520 J A A = l r N A P l  
C S I ( K , J A A ) = C S I ( K . J A A ) ~ E X ~ T ~ ~ A A ) * f € C ( J A A ) * S l + S C ~ J A A ) * S Z ~ ~ O H B R  
C S I D T ( K I J A A ) = - S I G O ~ * C S I I K , ~ A A ) + E X ~ T ~ ~ A A ) * ( C C ( J A A ) * S ~ ~ S C ( J A A ) * S ~ )  
1 +CSIDT(  Kt JAA) 
520 C S 2 D T ~ K ~ J A A ~ ~ F O R C ~ J A A ~ ~ O ~ K Z * C S I ~ K , J A A ) ~ 2 ~ * S I G O ~ * C S I O T ~ K ~ J A A ~  
C I f  (K.NE.1) 60 TO 550 
C 00 540 J A A = l t N A P l  
C CSI(K,JAA)=fCSI(K,JAA~*FINPT+CSITt4P*fl~-FINPT)J 
C 540 C S I D T ( K ~ J A A ) = ( C S f O T ~ K ~ J A A ~ * ~ i ~ P T + C S I T X P ~ ~ l ~ ~ F I N ~ T ~ )  
550 CONTINUE 
IF lNPRNT.LT.2)  RETURN 
WRITE (6,5511 
5 5 1  FORMAT 4 4 H O C S I / / )  
WRITE (6,9875) ( (  C S I ( K T J A A l t K = l r n A X n O ) , 3 A A = l ~ N A P l )  
WRITE (6,552)  
WRITE(6r9875)  ( ( C S I D T I K , J A A ) , K = l , H A X M O ) r J A A = 1 1 N A P 1 )  
WRITE ( 6 , 5 5 3 )  
URITE(bt9875)  ( ( C S Z D T ~ K t J A A ) , K = l ~ M A X H O ) r J A A = l , ~ A P l )  
RETURN 
END 
552 FORMAT (6HOCSIDT/ / )  
553 FORHAT (6HOCS2DT//) 
9875 FORMAT( (1H tO6G12.4)) 
136 
COHHON / B L D 4 X 2 /  H D O T ~ P H I ~ T H E T t F X t F L t E ~ O t N M A S , N ~ ~ D € ~ ~ A P S O N ~ N R l ~  
'COXNUN /BLD4X3/ AMUtNAvNRL 
COMMON /SAD1/ FV,FY.EHOHEICSI.CS~DT,CH, 
L C C P ~ S S P ~ C C P S , S C P S , S U ~ A r H ~ X ~ ~ A D I S t P H I V ~ S ! ~ T H E T A ~ C S P H t C ~ P H I ~ C C ~ S C ~ E X  
2 t E X M T , S N ~ S M L A Z ~ ~ S M L A X ~ S ~ L A M ~ A L A M ~ S F Z ~ S F X ~ S F M ~ F ~ R C ~ J ~ ~ J M ~ L ~ H D l ~ A P H ~  
3 A T H  
COMHCiN /SVSNR/  SNR 
COMMON /GARY/  NGOTO 
COMMON /SAD6/  V X t W X  
C 
COHMON /SAD2/ V D O T t W O O T ~ P H l D T ~ S I O T ~ C S I D T  
COMMON/PRNT/NPRNT 
C 
C COMPUTE  R SPClNSES FROM MODE SHAPES  AND ZETAS 
00 575 J A = A r N A P L  
DO 575 I = l ,NM 
V X t  I g J A ) = O -  
wx( I T  J A  e o .  
V O O T ( I T J A I = O -  
MOOT( I t JA)=Oo 
P H I V ( I r J A ) = O m  
PHIOT(I,JAl=O- 
S I  ( I * J A ) = O o  
S I D T (   I * J A ) = O -  
575 T H E T A ( I t J A ) = O -  
C RESPONSE  VARIABLES OF l N T E R E S T t  PAGE IV-7 
DO 580 JA=l,NAPL 
00 5 8 0  I=L.NM 
CO 580 K = l t M A X M O  
V X ( I , J A ) = V X ( I r J A j + A V ( I t K ~ * C S I ( K , J A )  
~ X ( I I J A ) = W X ( I . J A ) + A W ( I , K ) * C S I ( K ~ J A )  
VDOT4 I T  J A ) = V O O T (   I t J A   ) + A V (  I , K ) * C S T D T ( K s J A )  
WDOT( I,JA)=WDOT( I r J A ) + A W ( I t K ) * C S I D T ( K 1 J A )  
P H I V t  I ~ J A ) = P H I V ( I , J A ~ + A P H I ( I V K ~ * C S I ~ K , J A ~  
PHIDT(I~JAl~PHIDT(I~JA~+APHI(I,K)*CSIDT(K~JA1 
S I ( I r J A ) = S I ( I ~ J A J + A S I ( I ~ K I * C S I ( K I J A )  
S I O T f   I t J A ) = S f D T (   I t J A J + A S I (   I , K I * C S I D T t K t J A )  
T H E T A ( I r J A J = T H E T A ( I r J A l + A T H E T ( I 1 K ) * C S I ( K t J A )  
5 8 0  C O k T I  NU€ 
I F ( I T 3 o E Q o 1 0 0 0 1  GO TO 9 
I F t h P R N T - L T o Z )  GO TO 3 
NAPl=NA 
WRlTE (6,9988) ( ( V X ( l , J A ) , J A = l r N A P 1 ) r l r l r N n )  
WRITE 16,99891 ~ ~ Y X f I r J A ~ r J A ~ l r N A P 1 ~ ~ f ~ l ~ N H ~  
9 CONTINUE 
9988 FORMAT (/1HO.3HVX / / ( 8 6 1 4 o 6 ) )  
9989 FORMAT ( / lHO,3HUX //(8€14.61 J 
H R I T E ( b t 9 9 9 0 ) ( 4  VDOT( I t J A J t J A = l r N A P L )  r I = l r N H )  
Y R I T E ( 6 t 9 9 9 1 1 ( (  Y D O T ( I . J A ) , J A = ~ T ~ A P ~ ) . ~ ~ ~ ~ N H )  





C CONVERT  ESPONSE T 0 , F O R H  FOR LOAOS COMPUTATIONS 
3 DO 610 I=l,kM 
610 X(I)=RADIS(I) 
HJ= 1 
DO 6 2 5  I = l r N R  




JH4 I ) = K - l  
J M P l  ( I  )=K 
GO TO 6 2 5  
JMt I I=NM-1 
JMP1( I)=NM 
DO 620 J=H,NH 
I F  ( X  ( J )  -LT.RRBLI GO TO 620 
I F  (KoEP.1)   K=K+I  
620 CONTINUE 
425 CONTINUE 
DO 7 0 0  JA=l,NA 
THElC=AC*SSP(JA)+BC*CCP( J A )  
THCl=CPOMG*(AC+CCP(JA) -BC+SSP(JA) )  
RRBL=R*PBL(M) 
DO 6 5 0  N=l,NR 
IF(JH(M)) 4301650r630 
630 I=JMI M I  
I P l - J H P l I M )  
F C T R = I R R B L - X ( f ) ) / [ X I I P 1 ) - X I I ) )  
DO 440 1 1 ~ 1 9 2  
THT=THETO+THETC+PHIV( 1, J A )  
PH=-THETA( i .JA)*CCPS(I  )-SI(I,JAJ*SCPS(I) 
H D = C N O CP*(VDOT(I,JAI*CCPS(IJ~UDOT~IIJA)*SCPS~I)+~A~¶~*PHIDT~I~JA~ 
1CCPS1i)+(ZA(I~-H(I)~*(THCl+CPOMG*PH~~-AHU*CSALT*CCP~JA~*PH 
GO TO (637,645) 9 1 1  




I = I P l  
640 CONTINUE 
645  HDT(H)=HDT(n)+FCTR*HD 
APH(H)=APHI H)+FCTR*PH 
ATHtM)=ATH(M)+FCTR*THT 
6 5 0  CONTINUE 
DO 660 M = l v  NR 
HDOT(HpJA)=HDT(MJ 
PHI  (M,JA)=APH(M) 
660 THET (HIJA~=ATH(M)  
700 CORTINUE 
I f  ( L  T 3 o E O o  10008 GO TO 10 
IF(NPRNT.LT-2)  GO T O  4 
10 CONTIbiUE 
WRITE(6.248 
24 FORMAT (5HOHDOT//) 
29 FORMAT( 104 1 X 1 E 1 2 - 5 )  s / i  
W 7 1 T E ( 6 r 2 9 ) 4 ( H D O T   ( I . J ) r J = l t N A ) r l = l . N R J  
k R I T E ( 6 . 2 2 )  
22 FORMAT (4HOPHI / / J  
U R I T E ( 6 r 2 9 ) ( ( P H I   ( I . J ) t J = i r N A ) t I ~ l r N R )  
WRITE(6.23J 
23 FORMAT 46HOTHETA//) 
W R I T E ( 6 ~ 2 9 J ( ( T H E T A ( I r J ) r J = l r N A ) r I I l r N R )  
WRITE (6.28) 
28 FORMAT (SHOTHET/ / )  
k R I T E  ( 6 . 2 9 )  ( ( T H E T ( I t J ) r J = l r N A ) t I r l r N R )  
2 9 3 5  FORMAT (21 / )  .55X l lOHCSI   VALUES)  
4 WR11E(N0UT12935) 
YRITE(NOUT,938) ( (  I I ~ J J s c s I ( I I . J J )  . I I ~ l r H A X H O ) r J J ~ l r N A )  
938 FORMAT(6( 213.F 1 0 1 5 )  1 
I F  4 I T 3 - 1 0 0 0 J 8 9 0 r  7 5 0 , 7 5 0  
7 5 0  C O N T I  NU€ 




k R I T E ( 6 , 8 9 9 3 )  
CALL HARHN(NHrNAPlrOS1 rVOOT r6rNHAS.NAOVTO.NRNRA) 
WRITE46,8994)  
C A L L  HARMN(NH.NAPlrDS1 rWOOT t6rNHAS~NAOVTOtNRNRA)  
WRLTEtbr8995) 
CALL  HARHN(NMINAP1,DSItPHIV  .6rNMAS,NAOVTOtNRNRA) 
WRI TE l6 .8996)  
CALL HARMN(NHrNAPl rDS1 rPHIOT~6rNMAStNAOVTOtNRNRA) 
k R I T E ( 6 . 8 9 9 7 )  
CALL  HARMN(NMsNAPlrDS1 .SI ~~~NHASINACVTOINRNRA) 
WRITE(6 .8998)  
139 











CALL  HARMN(NHrNAPlrDS1 r S I D T  r6,NMASsNAOVTO,NRNRA) 
W R I T E ( 6 r 8 9 9 9 )  
CALL HARMN(~N,NAPl.DSi.THETA16.NnASINAOVTOINRNRA) 
WRITE46r8991)  
CALL  HARHN(NWIN~PA.OSI,VX  r69NMAS9NAOVTO9NRNRA) 
Y R I T E ( 6 . 8 9 9 2 )  
CALL  HARMNINHINAPL~DSI,WX  969NMAS9NAOVTO.NRNRAl 
FORMAT(/57X,21HFLATWISE  DISPLACEMENT) 
F O R W A T I / 5 7 X , 2 2 H C H O R D ~ I S E  DISPLACEMENT) 
FGRMAT(/57X,17HFLATUISE  VELOCITY) 
F O R M A T ~ / 5 7 X ~ l B H C H O R D k i S E  VELOCITY1 
FORMAT(/57X,26HTORSIONAL DEFLECTION ANGLE) 
FORHAT( /57X,33HTORSICNAL DEFLECTION ANGULAR RATE) 
FORMAT(/57X,23HCHORDWISE BEkDING-SLOPE) 
F O R M A T ( / 5 7 X ~ 3 6 H C H O R O W I S E  BENDING-SLOPE  ANtULAR  RATE) 
FORMAT(/57X.35HFLATWISE  BENDING-SLOPE ANGUL4R RATE) 






COMMON / A l /  N B L ~ N ~ ~ N R ~ N W ~ N C Y Y ~ R ~ ~ ~ A X ~ O ~ N I T ~ ~ N I T ~ T N I T ~  
1 tCPGRGt  I T 3  
COMNOh / I O / I N ~ N O U T I I T ~ ~ I T S  
COMMON /SHEARl /   NAOVTO 
kRhRNA=NR*NA 
DO 200 J A = l r N A P l  






D O  100 K = l  T M A X F O  
C S I X = C S I I K p J A )  
D i = D T + A T ( I 9 K ) * C S I X  
D M Z = D M Z + A M Z l l t K ) * C S I X  
D M Y = D P Y + A M Y I L r K ) * C S I X  
OVL=DVZ+AVZI  I t  K)*CS I X  
D V Y = D V Y + A V Y ( I t K ) * C S I X  
100 COMi INUE 
C T ( i p J A l = D T  
CMZ( I I JA)=DMZ 
CMYl  i t J A ) = D M Y  
C V Z (  I t J A 1 = D V Z  
C V Y t  I t J A  l=DVY 




CALL  HAKMN ( N M t N A t D S I t C T t l t N W A S t ~ A O V T ~ t ~ R N R ~ A )  
WRITE (6~9001 
900 FORMAT ( / / / r 5 6 X t 1 9 H R A D I A L  VS AZIMUTHAL) 
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 9 0 1 1  ( L C T ( I r J ) t J = l t N A J p I = l t N ~ ~  
901 FORMAT t / / / I S E 1 4 . 6 )  1 
CALL  HARHN ( N M ~ N A p D S I ~ C M Z 9 2 r N M A S t N A t l V T O ~ N R N R N A l  
H R I l E  (6~900) 
k R J T E  (699011 I ( C H Z ~ I , J J T J = ~ T N A ) T I - I ~ N H )  
WRITE (6~900) 
Y R I T E  (6,901) ( ( C N Y ( I t J ) t J = l r N A J t I t l r N n )  
CALL HARHN I N M ~ N A ~ D S I ~ C V Z ~ S T N U A S T ~ A ~ V T O T N ~ ~ ~ N A ~  
M R I T E  ( 6 ~ 9 0 0 1  
WRITE (699013 4 ( C V Z ( I t J 1  t J= l  tNAI tI=lthiM) 
C A L L  HARMN ( N H ~ N A ~ D S I I C V Y ~ ~ ~ N H A S ~ N A O V T O ~ N ~ ~ N R N A )  
k R I T E  ( 6 ~ 9 0 0 )  
Y R I T E  46r901j  ( ( C V Y ( I t J t r J = l r N A ) r i = l . ~ H ~ .  






1 R A l r R B l t E R R S V  
CUHWON /0L.c)4X2/ H 0 0 ~ ~ P H 1 t T H E T ~ F X ~ F Z ~ f n O I N H A S ~ ~ ~ ~ O E t N A P S O N ~ N R l l  
COMMON / B L 0 4 X 3 /   A M U t N A v N R l  
COMMON / S A D 1 1  F V ~ F Y ~ E H O ~ E ~ C S I ~ C S ~ O T T C H ~  
1 C C P ~ S S P ~ C C P S ~ S C P S ~ S U ~ A ~ H t X ~ R ~ D I S ~ P H I V ~ S ~ ~ l H E l A ~ C S P H ~ C A P ~ ~ ~ C C ~ ~ ~ E X  
2 ~ E X M T ~ S N ~ S M L A Z ~ S M L A X ~ S ~ L A ~ t A L A ~ ~ S F Z ~ S F X t S F M ~ F O R C t ~ ~ ~ ~ M P l t ~ D l ~ A P H ~  
3 A T H  
COMMON /SVSNR/  SNR 
COMMON /GARY/ NGOTO 
COMMON / S A 0 2 1  VDOTtMOOTvPHIoTr SIOTICSIDT 
COMMON / S A D b /  Y X t W X  
C 
C 
C CGMPUTE 2 S FOR CASE 12 WAKE AND LOADS  RUNS 
4 R E A G [ S t 9 9 9 0 ) ( R C A P 4 1 )  t I = l r N R P l )  




DO 6 1 C  I = l t N M  
X (  1 )=XROOT 
DO 610 J t l t I  
610 X(I)=X(II+ELNTHIJ) 
MJ= 1 
RRBL=RCAPI  1 1  
H=M J 
MJ=J 
K = J  
K M (  I ) = K - 1  
KMPl( I )=K 
GO TO 625 
K M i  II=NM-l 
KMPl(I)=hM 
DO 6 2 5  I=ltNRPl 
oa 620 J=M,NH 
If (X(J).LT-RRBL) GO TO 620 
IF ( KaEQ-1) K=K+1 
6 2 0  CONTINUE 
625 CONTINUE 
00 700 J A = l t  NA 




I P l = K M P l ( M I  
F C T R = ( R R B L - X ( I ) ) / ( X ( I P 1 ) - X o )  
DO 640 I I = 1 . 2  
FD=-VX(I,JA) 
GO TO (637t645)tII 
637 HOTIM)=HD*( l.-FCTR) 
144 
145 
Machine  Compatibility 
The Blade  Loads Program  has  been  run  on  the 
University of Rochester's IBM 360/65 under  MVT  Release 
18, General  Computer  Corporation's  CDC 6600 under  Scope 
3.2, and  NASA-Langley's  CDC 6600 under  Scope 3.2, The 
program is standard  FORTRAN  IV  and  is  also  WATFIV 
compatible. 
146 
- - - 
Recommended CDC  6600 Overlay  Statements: 
Mainline : 
OVERLAY (BLADES, o , 0 1  
PROGRAM  BLD34(INPUT,  OUTPUT,  BDSTRT,  BDGAM,  BDSIG,  PUNCH, 
TAPEZ=BDSTRT,  TAPE5=INPUT,  TAPE6=OUTPUT, 
TAPE7=BDGAM,  TAPE8=BDSIG,  .TAPE3=PUNCH) 
2004  CALL  BLD3 
2004  CALL OVEXLAY(6LBLADES,l,0,6HRECALL) replaces 











BLD  3 
BLD4 : 
BLADES,  2,O) 
BLD4 
CALL OVERLAY(GLBLADES,2,1,6HRECALL) replaces CALL CONVL 
CALL OVERLAY(GLBLADES,2,2,6HRECALL) replaces CALL GCOORD 
CALL OVERLAY(6LBLADES,2,3,6HRECALL) replaces CALL RSPNS 
CALL OVERLAY(6LBLADES,2,4,6HRECALL) replaces CALL SHEAR 
- IF;(-NPCH.EQ.l)  CALL OVERLAY(GHBLADES,2,5,6HRECALL) 
replaces IF(NPCH.EQ.1)CALL  RSPZZ 
Subroutine CONVL: 
OVERLAY  (BLADES, 2,1) 
PROGRAM  CONVL 
Subroutine GCOORD: 
OVERLAY (BLADES,  2,2 
PROGRAM1  GCOORD 
Subroutine RSPNS: 
OVERLAY  (BLADES,  2 , 3  ) 
PROGRAM  RSPNS 
Subroutine SHEAR: 
OVERLAY  (BLADES,2,4) 
PROGRAM  SHEAR 
Subroutine RSPZZ 
OVERLAY(BLADES,2,5) 
PROGRAM  RSPZZ 
: NASA-Langley, 1971 - 1 CR-lgX? 
